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Abstract 
 

Total population of the world has crossed 7.325 billion in the year 2014 and this 

has been increasing in a rapid pace. Apparently, energy demands are also increasing in an 

alarming rate. Currently, the fossil fuels are still the major sources for fulfilling the global 

energy requirements. However, the greenhouse gases produced during the combustion of 

the fossil fuels create enormous environmental hazards and impact to the living systems in 

the planet. To ensure a safe and healthy life in the future, it is the time to replace the 

conventional energy systems with the greener and renewable energy sources and 

technologies.  Even though, many renewable resources and related devices are being 

explored to extract energy, at present, none of them can replace the fossil fuel based 

devices in terms of efficiency.  

Recent development in the hydrogen economy is a horizon of hope for the 

development of the green energy electrochemical devices known as fuel cells. The fuel cell 

consumes hydrogen gas and produces electricity, heat and water. Since the by-product of a 

fuel cell is water, it can be considered as a green energy device. Similarly, since moving 

parts are absent in a fuel cell, it is quite silent and, hence, it delivers high efficiency. The 

maximum practical efficiency of the fuel cell lies in between 35-60% depending on the 

operating conditions. This efficiency is quite high as compared with the current devices 

that work with the fossil fuels. Among the varieties of fuel cells currently available, 

polymer membrane electrolyte (PEM) fuel cells are the most attractive due to their simple 

structure as well as portable and low temperature operations.   

Since PEM fuel cell is working in a temperature below 200 
o
C, the electrode 

reactions require much costlier catalysts to catalyze the respective reactions, i.e. hydrogen 

oxidation and oxygen reduction. Since the cathode reaction (oxygen reduction reaction 

(ORR)) is quite sluggish at low temperature, it requires Pt or Pt based catalysts to deliver 

high output from the fuel cell. This forces the industry to use Pt on the fuel cell electrodes 

and ultimately leads to high cost of the cells. The high cost of the Pt electrocatalyst is 

mainly due to the scarcity of this noble metal in earth. This is the main issue which 

hampers the commercialization of the fuel cells, especially the PEM fuel cells. This issue 
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can be solved by using alternative electrocatalysts to Pt which should be of low cost and 

wide abundance in earth.  

Since, the overall efficiencies of the fuel cell strongly depend on the cathode 

catalysts, these materials can be considered as the „heart‟ of the fuel cells. Therefore, the 

selection of the alternative electrocatalysts to Pt should meet high ORR activity and 

stability. In this scenario, carbon based catalysts have been recently emerged as 

alternatives to Pt. However, generally, the ORR activities of these catalysts lag behind the 

activity of the Pt catalysts. In order to boost the activity of the carbon based 

electrocatalysts and ensure their performance in a wide range of pH of the electrolytes, it is 

necessary to modify or improve the nature and number density of the active reaction 

centres on such materials. This can be achieved only through a careful effort to 

simultaneously tune the morphology, surface area, reactive edges, electrical conductivity 

and preferred heteroatom coordinations in the carbon catalysts.  

Hence, it is realized that a concerted effort is needed by the judicious selection of 

the carbon morphologies and methodologies to create large number of the potential active 

sites which can facilitate ORR under a wide range of experimental conditions. 

Maintenance of the number density and preferred coordination of the active sites can be 

strongly influenced by the carbon morphology and the process adopted for creating the 

sites.  A systematic study in this direction has been carried out by targeting these goals by 

tuning the physicochemical properties of the carbon morphologies by selecting graphene 

and carbon nanohorn as the preferred substrate candidates.  The present thesis compiles the 

outputs achieved in this effort of developing a group of potential non-precious metal based 

ORR electrocatalysts by narrowing down the overpotential and increasing the current 

density for oxygen reduction.   

Chapter-wise abstracts are given below: 

Chapter 1: This chapter starts with a short description about the fuel cell, and its 

classifications, followed by a detailed description on polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) 

fuel cells and their classifications, mainly, proton exchange membrane fuel cells 

(PEMFCs) and anion exchange membrane fuel cells (AEMFCs). In continuation, this 

chapter elaborates the importance of electrocatalysis for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) 

followed by a brief literature review of the different electrocatalysts reported so far for 
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ORR. All the electrocatalysts are categorized in three major classes respectively, Pt group 

metal, non-Pt group metal and non-metal electrocatalysts. The objectives and scope of this 

thesis are highlighted at the end of the chapter. 

Chapter 2: This chapter deals with two viable strategies by which graphene can be 

converted into potential oxygen reduction electrocatalysts through nitrogen doping. Two 

different approaches are adopted with an aim to enhance the number density of the active 

sites for facilitating oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in nitrogen doped graphene (NGE).  

The first half of the chapter describes the synthesis of NGE through pyrrole mediated 

reduction of graphene oxide (GO) followed by annealing in an inert atmosphere. This 

method produces NGE with a surface area of 528 m
2
 g

-1
. This material shows significantly 

improved positive onset potential for oxygen reduction, which is found to be even higher 

than that of the commercial Pt/C. XPS analysis reveals the presence of higher percentage 

of pyrrolic coordination which in turn is responsible for the enhanced activity of the system 

towards ORR in alkaline medium.  NGE also displays excellent electrochemical stability 

and fuel tolerance. The second half of the chapter deals with a strategy by which 

simultaneous nitrogen doping and wrapping of the nitrogen doped graphene sheets on 

carbon nitride tetrapods could be achieved. This is accomplished by dip-coating of GO on 

melamine foam followed by annealing at high temperature, which helps to produce three 

dimensional  (3D) NGE wrapped carbon nitride tetrapods (CNG). This morphology assists 

the systems to attain efficient reactant distribution with more accessible surface and active 

sites. This material shows promising ORR activity in acidic condition with an 

overpotential of 100 mV compared to Pt/C. Moreover, the prepared CNG samples display 

excellent electrochemical stability and methanol tolerance. 

Chapter 3: This chapter focuses on the development of nitrogen doped carbon nanohorn 

(NCNH) and its metal chalcogenide composite for achieving improved ORR activity in 

alkaline medium. Nitrogen doping in single walled carbon nanohorn (SWCNH) was 

carried out by the high temperature annealing of SWCNH and urea mixture in an inert 

atmosphere. Surface area and electrical conductivity of SWCNH could be easily modulated 

during the nitrogen doping. More positive half-wave potential (E1/2) of NCNH indicates 

that the active reaction centre density has been improved drastically by modifying the 

physical properties. Moreover, NCNH shows excellent electrochemical stability and fuel 

tolerance for ORR. Furthermore, CoSe2 nanoparticles were dispersed on the surface of 
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NCNH to study the substrate effect of a non-precious catalyst towards ORR.  Experimental 

results show that the nitrogen atoms in NCNH improve the ORR activity of CoSe2 and help 

to display more positive E1/2 by the system, which is even better than that displayed by the 

current state-of-the-art Pt/C catalysts. This further proved that the substrate also has a very 

critical role in a system in modulating the reaction centre density. CoSe2 supported NCNH 

(CoSe2/NCNH) shows excellent tolerance towards methanol and the system provides high 

power density (15 mW cm
-2

) in micro-laminar flow fuel cells. 

Chapter 4: This chapter elaborates on the synthesis of nitrogen and iron co-doped carbon 

nanohorns and their ORR activity. Here, influence of the relative loading of nitrogen and 

iron precursor on the morphology of the resultant co-doped carbon nanohorn is studied 

along with its effect in the ORR activity accomplished by the modification of the active 

reaction centre density.  Nitrogen and iron co-doped nanostructures were synthesised by 

thermal annealing of the materials in an inert atmosphere. At lower loading of the nitrogen 

and iron precursor, morphology of nanohorn (FeNCNH) remains intact after the annealing. 

This material shows excellent ORR activity and electrochemical stability in alkaline 

medium and outperforms the commercial Pt/C catalyst. However, the ORR performance of 

FeNCNH is relatively poor in acidic conditions. When the iron and nitrogen precursor 

loadings are higher, the morphology of carbon nanohorn transforms to graphene nanotube 

with the iron oxide nanoparticles encapsulated at the tip (FeGNT). These materials perform 

well towards ORR in both alkaline and acidic conditions. An overpotential of 100 mV was 

observed for ORR in the case of FeGNT, as compared to Pt/C in acidic condition and it 

also outperforms Pt/C in alkaline medium. Moreover, the electrochemical stability of 

FeGNT is far better in comparison with Pt/C. Single cell performance of FeGNT as the 

cathode catalyst provides a maximum power density of 200 mW cm
-2

 using Nafion
®
 212 as 

a proton conducting membrane. 

Chapter 5: This chapter provides an overall summary and conclusion of the research 

activities as explained in the previous chapters targeting on the development of efficient 

non-precious metal based electrocatalysts for ORR. The chapter highlights the approaches 

adopted and implemented for improving the ORR performance of the non-precious 

electrocatalysts by modifying the active reaction cite density by inducing changes in the 

physicochemical properties of graphene and carbon nanohorn. The proper selection of the 

carbon morphologies along with the attainment of high surface area with micro or 
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mesopores, good electrical conductivity and preferred coordination of the heteroatoms etc 

are found to be strongly influencing the activity of a non-precious electrocatalyst. The 

different approaches used for modifying these properties are concisely summarized in this 

chapter. This chapter also highlights the future prospects of the materials described in the 

thesis for other inevitable energy sectors like batteries, solar cells, water splitting etc.  

Moreover, this chapter also provides a glimpse about the current global scenario of the 

non-precious fuel cell catalyst research and the position of India in the world map among 

other countries involved in the development of the non-precious electrocatalysts. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction: Electrocatalysts for oxygen reduction 

reaction in polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells 

 

This chapter starts with a short description about fuel cell, and its classifications, followed 

by a detailed description on polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells and their 

classifications, mainly, proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) and anion 

exchange membrane fuel cells (AEMFCs). In continuation, this chapter elaborates the 

importance of electrocatalysis for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) followed by a brief 

literature review of the different electrocatalysts reported so far for ORR. All 

electrocatalysts are categorized in three major classes respectively, Pt group metal, non-Pt 

group metal and non-metal electrocatalysts. The objectives and scope of this thesis are 

highlighted at the end of the chapter. 
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“Water-powered vehicle” is a fascinating dream of man-kind in the context of the 

current world squeezed by energy crisis. Attempts to realize the dream of “water as fuel” 

started long ago and are still continuing. However, many questions arise in connection with 

this concept, such as, whether water could be used as a fuel? Whether water could burn and 

produce energy? Is it thermodynamically feasible? However, scientists all over the world 

who try to employ water as fuel do not bother about these questions and believe that these 

will squash the technologies or innovations.  In 1919, chemistry Nobel Laureate Francis 

Aston said “Energy from a glass of water can drive the Queen Mary across the Atlantic and 

back at full speed”.
[1]

 Prof. Aston was talking about “the energy from one glass of water” 

mainly pointing to the energy liberated during the fusion of hydrogen derived from one 

glass of water. However, such a fusion reaction is quite difficult in water and would be 

hard to realize. Apart from the fusion reaction of hydrogen, there are some interesting 

curiosities related to the “water as fuel” concept to provide the society with a cheap and 

clean source of energy. Such efforts often lead to failures and end up with the fates  similar 

to Ramar Pillai‟s herbal-mediated conversion of water to petrol, Stanley Mayer‟s “water-

powered car”, John Kanzius‟s “burning water” etc.
[2]

 It would be interesting to know how 

water produces energy to drive a car as in Mayer‟s water-powered car. Mayer‟s car 

involves an electrolyser for splitting water to its constituent elements. These movements 

throw light to a new direction to use “water as fuel” for automobiles by integrating two 

devices, one for hydrogen production and the other for conversion. With modern 

technologies, water splitting can be achieved by energy efficient techniques such as 

photochemical, photo-electrochemical and electrochemical methods, but the question is 

“which device converts the produced hydrogen (green fuel) to energy?” The answer is very 

clear: “fuel cell”! 

1.1 Fuel cell and its classification 

„Fuel cell‟ is an electrochemical device that coverts chemical energy stored in fuels 

to electrical energy. Usually, green gas (hydrogen) and other small organic molecules 

(methanol, ethanol, formic acid etc.) are used as fuels. By-products of the fuel cell reaction 

are water and heat. This electrochemical device was invented by Sir William Grove in 

1839.
[3]

 However, practical fuel cell came to the scene a century later (1937) through 

Francis T. Bacon.
[4]

 Theoretically, a fuel cell has a cell voltage of 1.23 V and an efficiency 

of 90% at the higher heating value of hydrogen and practically it comes close to 60%. 
[5]
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Table 1.1 Classification of fuel cells based on the electrolyte used: 

Fuel Cell Electrolyte 

Efficiency (%) 

(Lower hydrogen 

heating value) 

Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) 
Metal oxide, perovskites etc. 

(Yttria stabilized zirconia)  
60 

Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell 
(MCFC) 

Metal carbonates 50 

Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell 
(PAFC) 

Phosphoric acid or phosphoric 
acid doped polymer membranes 

40 

Alkaline Fuel Cell (AFC) Potassium hydroxide solution 60 

Polymer Electrolyte Membrane 
(PEM) Fuel Cells  

Polymer membrane capable of 
conducting protons or hydroxides 

30-60 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Fuel cell classification (Reused with permission from Ref [6a], copyright, 

Nature publishing group-2001).  

The basic structure of a fuel cell consists of two electrodes and electrolyte 

(separator) for conduction of ions. The electrode at which the fuel is consumed is the anode 

and the electrode at which the oxidant is reduced is the cathode.  Depending on the 

electrolyte used, the fuel cells are known by different names.
[5-6]

 The nature of the 
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electrolyte even decides the operating temperature and efficiency. The Table 1.1 and 

Figure 1.1 give information about the different types of fuel cells.  

Based on the present advancements, a fuel cell has been regarded as a promising 

energy conversion device for future applications. It has higher efficiency compared to 

combustion engines with zero emission of greenhouse gases. Fuel cell converts chemical 

energy to electrical energy in a single step. It should be noted that, the same process occurs 

via several steps in a normal combustion engine.
[5]

   Since it has no moving parts, the 

lifetime of the fuel cell is quite high. It is easy to control the size of the fuel cells according 

to the intended application. Higher power can be generated by integrating many cells in a 

series. Global fuel cell demand in the year 2011 was worth US $ 355.3 million and it will 

increase up to US $ 910 million in 2018.
[7]

 According to the „Transparency Market 

Research‟ report, Asia-pacific and North America are top in demand for the fuel cell and 

Europe will be the future market place.
[7]

 Many companies are involved in fuel cell 

manufacturing all over the world,  Fuel Cell Energy, Ballard, Clearedge, Toshiba, 

Panasonic, Plug Power Inc. and Hydrogenics Corporation, to name a few.
[8]

  

         Among different fuel cells, polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells 

are more desirable for portable applications because of their compact design, low 

temperature operability, high power output, fast start-up and simplicity.  

1.2 Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell  

Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells, also known as membrane fuel 

cells, employ a polymer electrolyte in the form of a thin ion permeable sheet (resistant 

towards gases). Depending on the nature of the membrane and its chemical functionalities, 

it conducts protons and hydroxides; and hence these systems are further classified as (i) 

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) and (ii) Anion exchange membrane fuel 

cells (AEMFCs). These fuel cells normally work at low temperature, i.e. below 100 
o
C and 

require expensive catalysts for the respective electrode reactions. Moreover, PEM fuel 

cells require membrane humidification for efficient ion transport.  

Even though, there is a huge market interest for PEM fuel cells and the 

overwhelming profit that they bring out, their wide commercialization is still hampered by 

the components used in it. The major problem lies in the electrocatalyst for the respective 

electrode reactions. High cost and scarcity of Pt or platinum group metal (PGM)-based 
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catalysts result in more than 50% of the total cost of the fuel cells (Figure 1.2).
[9]

 

Department of energy (DOE) target for the PGM catalyst loading in a fuel cell for the year 

2015 is 0.25 mg/cm
2
 and this is projected to be further reduced by half in 2017.

[10]
 Another 

bottleneck in PEM fuel cell is its membrane. Nafion
®
; a product of DuPont, is an 

expensive proton conducting membrane and it requires humidity for efficient proton 

conduction.
[11]

 In case of the hydroxy ion conducting membrane fuel cell, the membrane 

developments are still in infancy and none of them is reported to be as efficient as 

Nafion
®
.
[12]

  Bipolar plate, the current collector in a PEM fuel cell, which is made up of 

graphite, is also a matter of concern.
[13]

 Since temperature of the PEM fuel cell operation is 

higher than 80 
o
C with applied pressure, breakage of the plate will create a serious issue by 

degrading its performance. Overall, in order to put forward the PEM fuel cell as the fuel 

cell of choice, one should take care of all the material as well as engineering aspects to get 

high performing and durable fuel cells. 

 

Figure 1.2: PEM fuel cell cost in terms of its individual components. 

1.2.1 Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) 

Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) (Figure 1.3) consists of a proton 

conducting membrane placed in between the cathode and the anode. Fuel (mainly, 

hydrogen) gets oxidized on the anode and produces hydrogen ions (protons) and electrons. 

Electrons are transferred to the external circuit and are reached the cathode compartment 

and this energy is generated.
[14]

 The protons produced move through the proton conducting 
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membrane and reach the cathode compartment where the oxygen gets reduced in presence 

of the electron and proton to form water. Since the chemical reaction is exothermic, along 

with water, heat is also produced.
[15]

 Usually, Nafion
®
 membranes with different thickness 

are used as the proton conducting membrane. Apart from Nafion
®
, poly ether ether ketone 

(PEEK), sulphonated PEEK, Nafion-sulphonated carbon nanotube composite membrane, 

Nafion-SiO2/ZrO2 composite membrane, etc. are also being used as efficient proton 

conducting membranes in PEMFC.
[16]

 In order to attain efficient ion transport through the 

membrane, humidification of the polymer membrane is necessary. Proton conduction in a 

perfluoro-sulphonic acid membrane (Nafion) is mainly through the sulphonic acid 

functionality.
[16e]

 Water can assist the efficient transport of proton through the sulphonic 

acid groups in the membrane by Grotthuss or hopping mechanism.  Since the by-product 

of the fuel cell reaction is water, it will also assist in the humidification of the membrane. 

This may be the prime reason why this type of fuel cell operates below 100 
o
C. 

 

Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of a PEMFC (Courtesy Wikipedia.com). 

Electrode reactions of a PEMFC are as follows 
[17]

: 

 

Anode: 2H2 → 4H
+
 + 4 e

-
,                 E = 0.0 V vs SHE   (1.1) 

Cathode: O2 + 4H
+
 + 4 e

- 
→ 2H2O,

     
E = 1.23 V vs SHE  (1.2)

 

Net reaction: 2H2 + O2 → 2H2O,        E = 1.23 V vs SHE   (1.3) 
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Figure 1.4:  Schematic diagram of a PEMFC electrode layer and the triple phase 

boundary (Courtesy Wikipedia.com). Reprinted with the permission from Ref [18] 

Copyright © 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Since PEMFC is working at low temperature (< 100 
o
C), expensive electrocatalysts 

are required for the respective electrode reactions, mainly, hydrogen oxidation reaction 

(HOR) and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). Usually Pt and platinum group metals 

(PGMs) are used as the electrocatalysts for these electrode reactions.
[19]

 Since Pt is used as 

the electrocatalyst, high purity hydrogen (hydrogen with less than 10 ppm CO) is required 

as the fuel.
[20]

 Presence of carbon monoxide (CO) in the feed gas, that has strong affinity 

for chemisorption onto the Pt based metal, will reduce the electrode reaction rates by 

blocking the active reaction centers. Moreover, overall efficiency of a PEMFC depends on 

the cathode reaction where kinetically sluggish ORR takes place.
[21]

 In order to boost the 

reduction of dioxygen molecules at lower temperature, efficient PGM based 

electrocatalysts are necessary. PGM based electrocatalysts in nanometer size supported on 

different conductive carbon substrates are used in both anode and cathode. These 

electrodes contain sufficient amount of proton conducting ionomer for efficient ion 

transport throughout the electrode.  Hence, the effective formation of triple phase boundary 

(TPB), where the reactant gases, electrocatalyst and electrolyte create an efficient electrode 

electrolyte interface, is an important criterion for successful PEMFC operation 
[18]

 (see 

Figure 1.4).             
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1.2.2 Anion exchange membrane fuel cells  

 

Figure 1.5: Schematic diagram of an AEMFC (Courtesy: Wikipedia.com). 

Anion exchange membrane fuel cells (AEMFCs) (Figure 1.5) are another class of 

PEM fuel cells in which hydroxyl ion conducting membrane is used as the electrolyte 

(Fumion membrane, Tokuyama membranes, polysulphone based membrane, poly ether-

imide polymers etc.).
[12]

 Unlike AFC, AEMFC uses solid polymer membrane capable of 

OH
-
 ion conduction. All the anion exchange membranes (AEMs) contain quaternary 

ammonium groups to conduct the hydroxyl ions.  The electrode reactions in an AEMFC 

are quite different from PEMFC (Equations 4 -6).
[22]

 At the cathode, oxygen molecules are 

reduced to hydroxyl ions in presence of water and electrons. Hydroxyl ions produced pass 

through the AEM and facilitate the oxidation of hydrogen molecule at the anode and 

produce water. Electrons ejected are used for useful work that reach again at the cathode 

and assist the reduction of O2 to OH
-
 in presence of water. Since water is a pre-requisite 

part of the cathode reaction, feed gas should be humidified during the electrode reactions. 

Since OH
-
 is moving from the cathode to anode, methanol like fuel can be a suitable fuel 

for AEMFC because issues related to methanol crossover may not occur during the fuel 

cell operation. More importantly, compared to PEMFC, the electrode reactions are 

kinetically fast in alkaline medium; thus the PGM electrocatalysts can be replaced by 

suitable alternatives. However, the size of hydrated OH
-
 ion is comparatively higher than 

H3O
+
 ions; hence, the ion conductivity of AEM is two-fold lower than that of PEM.

[23]
 The 

electrode reactions in AEMFC are given below 
[23]

: 
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Anode: 2H2 + 4OH
-
 → 4H2O + 4 e

-
,  E = 1.23 V vs SHE   (1.4) 

Cathode: O2 + 2H2O + 4 e
- 
→ 4OH

-
,
  
E = 0.4 V vs SHE   (1.5)

 

Net reaction: 2H2 + O2 → 2H2O,        E = 1.23 V vs SHE   (1.6) 

1.3 Electrocatalysts for PEM fuel cells 

             According to Swedish scientist J. J. Berzilius “catalytic power means that 

substances are able to awake affinities that are asleep at a temperature by their mere 

presence”.
[24]

  Catalyst is a substance, which alters the rate of a chemical reaction, without 

undergoing a chemical change. The catalysts which alter the electrode reactions can be 

termed as electrocatalysts.
[25]

 In PEMFC/AEMFC, both hydrogen/fuel oxidation (anode 

reaction) and oxygen reduction (cathode reaction) occur only in presence of the 

electrocatalyst, mainly platinum supported on carbon (Pt/C).  The fuel cell performance 

strongly depends on the electrode reactions, which in turn reflects the importance of a 

perfect electrocatalyst for efficient fuel cell reactions. Hence, the electrocatalyst may be 

considered as the “heart” of fuel cells.  

1.3.1  Hydrogen/fuel oxidation reaction 

In particular, since PEMFC/AEMFC works at low temperature, the precious-

electrocatalysts are inevitable for the electrode reactions. Commonly, Pt-based catalysts are 

used as efficient electrocatalysts in PEM fuel cells. Hydrogen oxidation on the Pt-based 

electrode is comparatively faster and experiencing less overpotential (<50 mV).
[26]

 If the 

fuel changes from H2 to methanol (or any other aliphatic alcohol or acid), the current state-

of-the-art Pt catalyst shows rather poor stability or activity with time.
[20]

 By-product 

adsorption on the Pt catalysts during such oxidation-reduction reactions reduces the 

available active centres. This issue could be solved by using alloy nanoparticles of Pt. It is 

interesting to observe that most of the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) and direct 

alcohol oxidation reaction require expensive catalysts based on Pt and its alloy or core-

shell type electrocatalysts. Recently, some efforts were taken to replace the Pt catalyst due 

to its cost and unavailability. However, performance of such electrocatalysts lags far 

behind the Pt catalysts. Metal oxides, mainly mixed oxides of cobalt, oxides of tin etc. 

show alcohol oxidation activity in the range of non-Pt catalysts.
[27]

 Even though there is no 

perfect alternative for the Pt catalysts, there are reports that Cr2O3 doped Ni, alloys of Mo, 

W and Co, RuO2 etc. show comparable hydrogen oxidation activities.
[28]
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1.3.2 Oxygen reduction reaction 

In a PEM fuel cell, the cathode reaction (ORR) is one of the major electrode 

reactions, which strongly influences the overall fuel cell performance. ORR has relatively 

sluggish kinetics and is influenced by many factors, such as the nature of the catalyst, pH, 

temperature etc. It experiences much higher overpotential (>200 mV) on PGM catalyst for 

both PEMFC and AEMFC.
[29]

 In a typical ORR process, the electron transfer between the 

catalyst and adsorbed dioxygen molecule reduces the bond order of the oxygen molecule 

and increases the elongation of O-O bond which in turn leads to the product depending on 

the pH of the medium. Depending on the nature of electron transfer between the catalyst 

and adsorbed oxygen molecule, ORR occurs via two different pathways. In other words, 

reduction of dioxygen mainly follows 4e- and 2e- pathways. These two different pathways 

depend on the catalytic centre and nature of the adsorption of oxygen molecule. Even 

though the nature of chemisorption of the oxygen molecule on the surface of the catalyst is 

not clear yet, there are few models that describe the plausible adsorption (Figure 1.6).
[30]

  

 

Figure 1.6: Different modes of adsorption of oxygen molecule on the catalyst surface. 

Griffith model explains the interaction of dioxygen molecule on a single atom of the 

catalyst.
[31]

 Here, the bond is formed between the σ orbital of oxygen and the empty dz
2
 

orbital of the metal atoms and a back σ bond is formed between the π* orbital of oxygen 

and the partially filled dxy or dxz orbital of the metal.  This model probably follows a four 

electron pathway. An end on mode of adsorption oxygen molecule was observed in the 

Pauling model, where the σ bond formation is occurred in between the σ orbital of oxygen 

and the dz
2
 orbital of the metal.

[32]
 Yeager proposed a bridged mode of adsorption between 

the oxygen molecule and two atoms of the catalyst. This particular mode will lead either to 

2e- or 4e- pathway.
[33]

 In acidic medium, the oxygen molecule is reduced to water 

molecule through a 4e- pathway (direct pathways). However, peroxide will be the major 

product if the reduction follows a 2e-pathway. Under alkaline conditions, hydroxy 

compound is the major product of the 4e- pathway and the 2e
-
 pathway leads to the 
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peroxide. For a PEM fuel cell, the direct pathway is more preferable because, the 2e- 

reduction mode always produces reactive intermediates and will lead to the degradation of 

the fuel cell components such as the membrane, bipolar plate and catalyst substrate. 

Moreover, it will also reduce the cell potentials as given below: 

In acidic medium 

 4e
-
 pathway: 

  O2 + 4H
+
 + 4e

-
 → 2H2O         E

o
 = 1.23 V     (1.7) 

 2e
-
 pathway: 

  O2 + 2H
+
+ 2e

-
 → H2O2           E

o
 = 0.70 V     (1.8) 

  H2O2 + 2H
+
 + 2e

-
 → 2H2O     E

o
 = 1.76 V    (1.9) 

Disproportionation between the peroxide molecules also produces water and oxygen as 

follows: 

  2H2O2 → 2H2O + O2                (1.10) 

In alkaline medium 

 4e
-
 pathway: 

  O2 + 2H2O + 4e
-
 → 4OH

-
        E

o
 = 0.401 V     (1.11) 

 2e
-
 pathway: 

  O2 + H2O + 2e
-
 → HO2

-
 + OH

-
 E

o
 + -0.065 V   (1.12) 

  HO2
-
 + H2O + 2e

-
 → 3OH

-
        E

o
 = 0.867 V    (1.13) 

Disproportionation between OH2
-
 species also produces OH

-
 and oxygen as follows: 

  HO2
-
 → 2OH

-
 + O2                    (1.14) 

The 4e- and 2e- pathways for ORR usually follow either associative or dissociative 

mechanism on transition metals (mainly Pt).
[29, 34]

 

Associative mechanism deals with the adsorption of oxygen molecule on the 

electrocatalyst during the reduction process followed by electron/proton transfer leading to 
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the formation of OOH. This further splits to O and OH. Hence, this mechanism explains 

the indirect (2e
-
) pathway and the final product in this case may be peroxide or OH 

radicals.  

Pt + O2 → Pt-O2-ad                                                       (1.15) 

PtO2-ad + H
+
 + e

-
 → Pt-HO2-ad      (1.16) 

Pt-HO2-ad + H
+
 + e

-
 → H2O + Pt-Oad                 (1.17) 

Pt-Oad + H
+
 + e

-
 → Pt-OHad        (1.18) 

Pt-OHad + H
+
 + e

-
 → H2O + Pt       (1.19) 

In a dissociative mechanism, splitting of oxygen molecules occurs on the catalytic surface 

and protonation provides OH. This further reacts to form H2O. This mechanism gives an 

idea about the direct (4e-) pathway for the ORR. 

Pt + ½ O2ad → Pt-Oad            (1.20) 

Pt-Oad + H
+
 + e

-
 → Pt-OHad            (1.21) 

Pt-OHad + H
+
 + e

-
 → H2O + Pt       (1.22) 

ORR is kinetically more complex and a proper mechanism is still not clear. Among 

the transition metals, Au and Hg usually show poor ORR with the 2e- pathway.
[35]

 

However, other PGM catalysts such as Pt, Pd, etc. reduce oxygen molecule through the 4e- 

pathway. Using these possible ORR pathways, there are several theoretical approaches to 

dig out the rate determining step (RDS) of ORR. According to Anderson et al., the first 

electron transfer has high activation energy and proton transfer occurs as the RDS.
[36]

 This 

first electron transfer step was supported by many researchers using different 

techniques.
[37]

   From the calculation of Goddard, in spite of being gas or liquid, the highest 

energy barrier is experienced for hydration of the adsorbed oxygen molecule. According to 

his calculations, by proving hydrophobic conditions in the water formation step, it is easy 

to reduce the barrier for hydration of the adsorbed oxygen, which improves the ORR 

process.
[38]

 

More clear and widely accepted model was introduced by Nørskov et al.
[29, 39]

 

According to their calculations, the reaction intermediate adsorption on the surface of the 
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catalyst plays a crucial role for ORR. Using free energy calculations of all the 

intermediates with respect to electrode potential, they propose the origin of overpotential 

for ORR. Further, using DFT calculations, they also calculated the bond energy of oxygen 

and hydroxyl group on different metals and plotted the activity against the bond energy 

(Figure 1.7). From their calculation, RDS strongly depends on the mode of interaction 

between the adsorbed intermediates. If adsorption of oxygen is too strong, removal of the 

intermediate species is the RDS. If adsorption of oxygen is very weak, the electron transfer 

and protonation will be the RDS.  This model suggests the development of better 

electrocatalysts by lowering the binding energy of the adsorption of oxygen (preferably 0.2 

eV lower than the binding energy of Pt). Further, the micro kinetic model developed by 

Nørskov et al. by calculating the activity on a catalyst by varying the OH binding energy 

indicates that the optimum activity for the reduction of oxygen to water through the 4e-  

pathway is 0.2 eV weaker binding of OH than the binding of OH on Pt(111) and for 2e-  

pathways it will be 0.3 eV.
[39c]

  

 

Figure 1.7: (a) Thermodynamic Volcano plot (oxygen reduction activity versus oxygen 

binding energy). Reprinted with the permission from Ref. [29] Copyright© 2004 and 2012, 

American Chemical Society.  

Nørskov et al. also introduced a linear relation between the oxygen-metal bond interaction 

and the d band centre (d state relative to Fermi level) of the metal.
[29]

 The difference in the 

oxygen-metal binding with respect to the different transition metals strongly depends on 

the coupling between the 2p state of oxygen and the d state of the metal. This suggests that 

the up shift of the d band centre of the metal relative to the Fermi level results in a stronger 

bond and the down shift helps to reduce the weaker interaction. This linear relationship 
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between the oxygen-metal bond interaction and the d band centre will help the 

development of an efficient electrocatalyst for ORR. In case of the Pt based catalysts, the 

down shift in the d band centre relative to the Fermi level can be achieved by making alloy 

nanoparticles or by tuning the surface metals.
[40]

 

1.3.2.1 Pt based electrocatalysts for ORR 

Even though a large share of research in the area of electrocatalysts for ORR deals with 

replacing the current state-of-the-art Pt catalysts from the fuel cell cathode, none of these 

alternatives performs better than  or equal to the Pt catalysts in a fuel cell. Even though Pt 

is expensive and scarce, fuel cell market mainly depends on this electrocatalyst and the 

research activities embark to develop new Pt based catalysts by modifying its surface 

electronic structure, surface composition, morphology etc. Modification of these basic 

properties of Pt catalyst leads to improved activity and better stability. The main 

approaches for modifying the surface structure properties of the Pt catalyst are listed 

below:  

1. Modifying the shape of Pt nanocrystals 

2. Combination of Pt with other metals (alloys, core-shell etc.) 

3. Dispersion of Pt catalyst in modified support 

1.3.2.1.1 Shape controlled Pt nanocrystals 

It is well known that the ORR activity of the Pt catalyst varies with the crystal 

planes. In perchloric acid, the activity is in the order Pt (110) > Pt (111) > Pt (100).
[41]

 

However, in sulphuric acid, the activity of Pt {100}c facet is higher than that of Pt 

{111}.
[42]

 It may be attributed to the strong adsorption of bisulphate anion on the Pt {111} 

facet which reduces the ORR activity. This bisulphate adsorption on Pt {111} is three 

times higher than that of the Pt {100} facet. This observation highlights the importance of 

the morphological characteristics in the development of the Pt based catalysts. El-Sayed et 

al. and Sun et al. 
[43]

 showed that {111} bound tetrahedral and nonocube of Pt respectively 

are more active towards ORR. Even at higher concentration of sulphuric acid (1.5 M), Pt 

nonocube with {100} facet shows excellent performance, in which specific activity is two 

times higher than that of the commercial Pt/C. Apart from the low indexed planes, 

researchers have tried to synthesize high indexed planes for improved ORR activity. High 

indexed facets show remarkably higher activity than the low indexed facets. Studies by 
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Feliu et al. and Xia et al., on high indexed Pt nanostructures are the best examples in this 

category.
[44]

 The concave nanoparticles prepared by Xia et al. have {510}, {720} and 

{830} facets, which show enhanced ORR activity compared to the corresponding cubic Pt 

and commercial Pt/C.
[44c]

 Even though, high indexed facets have high intrinsic activity 

towards ORR, it lacks good stability under the fuel cell operating conditions. Under these 

conditions, the morphology of high indexed facets of Pt catalyst changes leading to the 

reduction in the electrochemical surface area (ECSA) for efficient ORR. Different possible 

morphologies of Pt nanostructures are listed in Figure 1.8.
[45]

 

 

Figure 1.8: High indexed and low indexed facets of Pt with different morphologies. 

Reprinted with the permission from Ref  [45]. Copyright © 2008 Elsevier Ltd.  
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Figure 1.9: (a and b) Multi-armed Pt nanostar supported on carbon. Reprinted with 

permission from Ref [46]. Copyright © 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, 

Weinheim and (c-e) Pt nanourchin supported on graphene. Reprinted with permission from 

Ref  [47]  Copyright © 2013 The Royal Society of Chemistry.  

Pt based catalysts in the zero dimension always create issues in fuel cells, such as 

agglomeration of Pt due to catalyst migration or support corrosion. This reduces the overall 

performance due to the reduction in ECSA. In order to avoid such issues in 

electrocatalysts, researchers have developed different anisotropic structures of Pt, such as 

Pt wire, Pt tube, Pt dendrites, Pt urchin etc. (Figure 1.9).
[46-48]

 These hetero-structures have 

high surface area with more reactive edges, corners etc., that provide high performance 

with better stability under the fuel cell operating conditions, as compared to the Pt 

nanoparticles supported on carbon. Wang et al. reported 3D inter-connected Pt 

morphologies that show 2.2 times higher specific activity than Pt/C.
[49]

 Also, it is more 

stable under acidic conditions compared to the commercial Pt/C. Zhang et al. reviewed the 

systematic approaches available for the development of the anisotropic Pt nanostructures. 

[50]
 

1.3.2.1.2 Pt alloy catalysts 

As explained in the previous sections, electrocatalytic activity for oxygen reduction 

strongly depends on the surface properties of the catalyst. However, the Pt atoms inside the 

nanoparticle have no role in the overall ORR process. In order to reduce the Pt content, 

researchers usually follow two approaches -  synthesis of Pt based alloy catalysts and core-

shell type catalysts (features of the core-shell nanoparticles are detailed in the following 
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section). Alloy nanoparticles show improved ORR activity compared to the monometallic 

catalysts due to the modification in the surface electronic structure of Pt induced by other 

transition metals.
[51]

 There are several reports on the Pt based alloy catalysts.
[50, 52]

 DFT 

studies on the alloy nanoparticles indicated that short range ligand effect (electronic charge 

transfer effect) and long range geometric effect (lattice strain) are the main reasons behind 

the modified chemisorption of the adsorbed oxygen molecules on the alloy nanoparticles. 

This indicates that the change in the d-band centre of Pt modifies the bond strength of the 

adsorbate, which alters the chemisorption of the intermediate during ORR. Stemenkovik et 

al. studied the activity performance of Pt alloyed with different 3d transition metals and 

showed the changes in the d-band centre modification with respect to the transition metal 

loading.
[39a]

 They also obtained a volcano type behavior on the ORR activity with respect 

to the change in the d-band centre. Their studies showed that alloying with Fe, Co and Ni  

 

Figure 1.10: Relationship between the specific activity (measured in 0.1 M HClO4 at 333 

K) and d-band centre of (a) Pt-skin and (b) Pt-skelton. Reprinted with permission from Ref 

[53] Copyright © 2007, Rights Managed by Nature Publishing Group. 

makes the catalyst more active for ORR.  They also proved that balancing the surface 

coverage of the blocking species and adsorption energy of the intermediate species governs 

the catalytic activity of an electrocatalyst. In the context of the work by Stemenkovik on 

engineered catalytic synthesis, they synthesized Pt3Co, Pt3Fe and Pt3Ni with the same size 

and composition. These systems also showed the volcano type behavior, where Pt3Co 

shows ~ 2-3 times higher specific activity compared to Pt/C (Figure 1.10).
[53]

 Apart from 

the Stemenkovik‟s pioneering work, there has been some other approaches for the 

development of the Pt alloy catalysts. Chen et al. prepared Pt-W catalyst with improved 

activity and stability.
[54]

 Sun et al. introduced a generalized synthetic protocol for preparing 
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monodisperse Pt-M (M is Fe, Co, Ni, Zn and Cu) catalyst through a co-reduction approach 

at 300 
o
C with oleilamine.

[55]
  

Pt based alloy nanoparticles show improved intrinsic ORR activity, however, their 

stability under acidic conditions is a major hurdle and the activity decreases on prolonged 

use. This is mainly due to the leaching of non-noble metal from the alloy nanopartcles. 

This dissolution creates porosity in the nanostructure. However, some of the synthetic 

approaches deliberately create nanopores on the alloy nanoparticles to improve the activity 

by creating more surface area and active reaction centres. This also assists in the efficient 

transport of oxygen molecules and results in improved ORR activity. Recently, Chen et al. 

prepared a 3-D nanoframe of Pt3Ni by  interior leaching of PtNi3 polyhedra in solution 

(Figure 1.11).
[56]

  

 

Figure 1.11: Different stages in the preparation of Pt3Ni nanoframes. Reprinted with 

permission from Ref [56]Copyright © 2014, American Association for the Advancement of 

Science. 

The nanoframe catalyst shows improved mass activity as well as specific activity 

36 and 22 times higher than Pt/C, respectively. Moreover, this nanoframe shows excellent 

stability under acidic conditions without any deformation of its morphology. De-alloying 

of nanoparticles creates more porosity and makes the buried non-functional noble metals 

more accessible to the reactant molecule and modifies the physicochemical properties of 

the Pt catalysts. Apart from creating nanoporosity in the catalyst, introduction of high 
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indexed facets also improves the activity of the alloy catalysts. As mentioned in the 

previous section, the improved activities of such catalysts are mainly due to the changes in 

electronic structure by lattice strain. Icosahedral nanocrystals of Pt-M (M = Au, Ni) and 

concave-nanocubic morphologies of Pt-Ni alloys are some examples for the high indexed 

facet alloy nanoparticles.
[57]

  Other than the zero dimensional nanostructure, there have 

been reports of PtNi and Pt-Fe nanowires showing improved ORR activity compared to the 

corresponding nanoparticles.
[58]

 

Alloy catalysts with active facets also improve the activity towards ORR as 

explained in the previous section. For example, single crystal Pt3Ni{111} shows 10 fold 

higher activity compared to Pt{111} and 90 fold higher activity compared to Pt/C. This is 

the most active catalyst reported to date.
[59]

 However, the activity drastically decreases 

when one moves from the single crystals to the nanoparticles. Theoretical studies on Pt3Ni 

nanoctahedra with {111} facet suggest that the structure is stable and similar surface 

segregation may be observed as in extended Pt3Ni.
[59-60]

 Following this study, Pt3Ni 

truncated octahedra prepared by Yang et al. shows higher ORR activity compared to Pt/C, 

but less compared to single crystalline Pt3Ni.
[61]

 This reduction in the activity is mainly due 

to the adsorption of the surfactant molecules, which are used for the synthesis of the 

nanoparticles to obtain a particular morphology. There are several other approaches to 

remove this chemically adsorbed surfactant using potential cycling, plasma treatment, 

calcination etc. Since these techniques are not feasible under commercial implications, 

Peng et al. recently introduced a scalable, surfactant-free Pt-Ni octahedral nanoparticle for 

ORR.
[62]

 This catalyst shows improved ORR activity compared to Pt/C. 

1.3.2.1.3 Pt core-shell nanostructures for ORR 

Leaching of non-Pt materials from the alloy nanoparticles always leads to the 

reduction in the ORR activity. This can be solved by introducing a thin layer of noble 

metal (here Pt) covering on the non-noble metal core. This will improve the activity as well 

as  the durability of the catalysts. Normally, the inner core of the catalyst is not significant 

for the reaction whereas the noble metal shell and non-noble metal core are always of 

commercial interest. There are many core-shell type catalysts such as Cu@Pt, AuCu@Pt, 

Pd@Pt, Ni@Pt, etc. that can be synthesized through different approaches as shown in 

Figure 1.12.
[63]

 Adzic and co-workers were the first to introduce such core-shell type 

nanostructures based on Pd@Pt/C using the under-potential deposition technique.
[64]
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Leaching/de-alloying of the Pt alloy nanoparticles creates more surface roughness and 

leads to Pt-skelton nanostructure. Pt with unsaturated coordination also shows high activity 

if the Pt shell thickness is very small, and was introduced by Toda et al. Another approach 

to create a clean monolayer of the Pt shell is the heat treatment of the mother Pt alloy 

nanostructures.
[65]

 This Pt skin formation via heat treatment provides higher activity than 

the Pt skeleton nanostructures.
[66]

 As reported by Durst et al., through simple acid 

treatment, the Pt skin can be changed to Pt skeleton and its reversibility is illustrated in 

Figure 1.13.
[67]

   

 

Figure 1.12: Different approaches for the synthesis of core-shell nanoparticles. With 

permission from the Ref [63c] Copyright © 2013, American Chemical Society. 

The improved ORR activity of the core-shell catalyst is mainly due to the 

modification of the electronic structure of the shell by the core atoms and the resulting 

geometric properties. These properties will tune the chemisorption capabilities and 

minimize the energy barrier for efficient ORR. High Pt utilization, high ORR activity and 

durability, better efficiencies etc., can be achieved by creating a thin shell of Pt over a non-

noble metal core. However, the synthesis of the core-shell nanoparticle with very thin layer 

of the Pt shell with proper composition and dispersion on the support material is a 

challenging task. 
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Figure 1.13: Illustrations for the formation of the Pt-skeleton and Pt-skin nanostructures. 

Reproduced with the permission from Ref [66b] Copyright © 2011, American Chemical 

Society. 

1.3.2.1.4 Support modified Pt catalysts 

Commercial Pt electrocatalysts are usually supported on highly conducting carbon 

substrates. Even though, these catalysts perform well for ORR, the corrosion of the carbon 

support at high potentials is a major issue in fuel cell development. Similarly, weak 

interactions between the carbon support and the Pt catalysts result in the migration of Pt 

nanoparticles and lead to Pt agglomeration in long term usage and reduction in  the activity 

due to the reduction in ECSA.
[68]

 In order to overcome such issues, varieties of carbon 

supports are introduced as active substrates for 

 

Figure 1.14: Different carbon morphologies used for supporting Pt nanoparticles. 
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Pt nanoparticles.
[69]

 Nowadays, graphene, carbon nanotubes, carbon nanohorns, carbon 

nanofibers, etc. are being used as efficient support materials (Figure 1.14).
[70]

 Highly 

graphitized carbon in these substrates prevents the oxidation, and effective π-conjugation 

in the carbon matrix interacts strongly with Pt nanoparticles and prevents the migration. 

The interaction of the π electrons of the substrate and Pt induces influence on the electronic 

structure of the Pt nanoparticles and thus improves the ECSA with enhancement in 

ORR.
[71]

 Robust carbon supports such as colloidal imprinted carbon, ordered hierarchical 

nanostructure carbon, graphitic mesoporous carbon, etc. are some of the recent 

developments in the supporting materials research.
[72]

   

Other than carbonaceous materials, metal oxides are also being used as catalyst 

supports for Pt. The corrosion of carbon substrate can be completely overcome by 

replacing it with metal oxides. WOx, TiC, TiO2, TaB2 etc. were used as effective supports 

for the Pt nanoparticles.
[73]

 Other than corrosion, the interaction between the metal oxide 

support and Pt nanoparticles modifies the electronic structure of the surface Pt which in 

turn improves the ORR activity. Moreover, the metal oxide supported Pt shows improved 

electrochemical stability during high potential cycling. Recently, Hwang et al. used 

Ti0.7Mo0.3O2 as the catalyst support for Pt (Figure 1.15).
[74]

 The electronic transfer between 

the non-carbon support and Pt modifies the d-band centre and yields better activity and 

stability. The major issues associated with the non-carbon substrate are related to electrical 

conductivity and poor surface area. Recently, Wei et al. used high conducting Ti3AlC2 as 

catalyst support for Pt and the resulting catalyst showed better ORR activity and 

durability.
[75]

  

 

Figure 1.15: Stability of Pt/Ti0.7Mo0.3O2 compared to Pt/C in 0.5 M H2SO4. Reprinted with 

permission from Ref [74] Copyright © 2011, American Chemical Society. 
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1.3.2.2 Pt-free metal electrocatalysts for ORR 

The previous sections elaborated the different approaches carried out for reducing the 

amount of Pt from the fuel cell cathode using alloy and core-shell alternatives. However, 

researchers are trying to find out different cost-effective materials, free of Pt. These 

materials include low cost noble metals, metal oxides, perovskites, brownmillerites, 

chalcogenides, nitrides and carbides, and metal nitrogen coordinated carbon (M-N-C) 

catalysts. The present section provides a brief review about the developments of materials 

listed above for applications in the fuel cell cathode. 

1.3.2.2.1 Noble metal other than Pt. 

Many noble metals such as Ru, Pd, Ag, Ir, etc. have been introduced as alternatives 

to Pt in the fuel cell cathode.
[76]

 Pd is more attractive due to better ORR activity 

characteristics compared to other non-Pt noble metal catalysts. Even though, Pd is just 

below Pt in the Volcano plot (Figure 1.7), the ORR activity of Pd is very less compared to 

the Pt based systems. Several approaches tried at improving the activity of the Pd 

electrocatalysts by modifying the surface electronic structure with other low cost metals 

such as Cu, Co, Mo, etc. in the form of core-shell or alloys
[77]

 or shape controlled synthesis 

of the Pd nanoparticles. Since single crystal studies showed that Pd (100) is more active for 

ORR (which is just opposite in case of Pt), Shao et al. prepared Pd cubes, which shows 

ORR activity higher than the octahedral Pd with facet {111}.
[77-78]

 Similar to Pt, 

tremendous efforts were put into tune the surface electronic structure of Pd by modifying 

the catalyst support. W18O49, exfoliated montmorillonite, etc. were used as the supports for 

Pd, and showed improved activity compared to the Pd supported on carbon.
[79]

  

1.3.2.2.2 Transition metal oxide for ORR 

Transition metal oxides based on Co, Mn, and Fe show ORR activity in alkaline 

medium. MnO2, Mn3O4, MnOOH, etc. are some of the Mn based oxides that show 

excellent ORR activity in alkaline medium with high stability and fuel tolerance compared 

to Pt/C.
[80]

 However, the use of these oxides in real application is still a puzzle due to low 

electrical conductivity. Recently, carbon supported MnO2 nanowire showed excellent ORR 

activity due to the presence of more defective sites and effective adsorption of O2 

molecules.
[80b]

 Apart from the manganese oxides, cobalt oxides were also used for ORR.
[81]

 

In this line, Dai et al. reported the synthesis of  Co3O4 supported on graphene and CNT for 

ORR activity.
[82]

 Recently, Feng et al. used a simple hydrothermal method for the 
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preparation of Fe3O4 nanoparticles on three dimensional nitrogen doped graphene for 

ORR.
[83]

 Apart from metal oxides (MOx), mixed valance metal oxides with spinel structure 

were also prepared and used for fuel cells.  Dai et al. synthesized MnCo2O4 supported on 

nitrogen doped graphene for ORR.
[82]

 Co3O4 was also mixed with other 3d elements such 

as Ni and Cu in order to improve the ORR activity.
[84]

 Metal incorporated magnetite 

(MxFe3-xO4) was reported to have efficient ORR activity by Sun et al. Different transition 

metals such as Mn, Co, Cu, etc. were inserted into Fe3O4 for improving the activity .
[85]

 

There are reports on the other metal oxides such as TiO2, NbO2, Ta2O5, etc. for ORR as 

well as catalyst supports.
[86]

 

1.3.2.2.3 Perovskites and Brownmillerites for ORR 

Perovskites (ABO3) and brownmillerites (A2B2O5) are usually used as electrolytes for 

solid oxide fuel cells. Very recently, researchers have started using these oxides in PEM 

fuel cells as the cathode catalysts.
[87]

 Moreover, it is also helpful for the oxygen evolution 

(OER) in alkaline conditions.
[88]

 Shao-Horn et al. have extensively studied the application 

of perovskites as potential ORR and OER materials.
[89]

 They suggested that any perovskite 

with eg filling (i.e. σ* orbital filling) equal to 1 shows excellent ORR activity (Figure 

1.16). This suggests that the covalency between the 3d orbital of the B site transition metal 

and the 2p orbital of oxygen plays an important role for the reduction of the oxygen 

molecules.  Moreover, incorporation of transition metals such as Fe and Co on the B site 

also induces ORR activity in perovskites. Co reduces the oxygen molecules preferably 

through a 4e- pathway and Fe through a 2e- pathway. Another class of metal oxides, 

brownmillerites, were also investigated for ORR in alkaline medium. Jijil et al. reported 

the ORR activity of brownmillerites for the first time using tetrahedral distorted 

Ba2InCeO5+δ.
[90]

 The oxygen vacancy and doping of cerium impart higher activity to the 

material towards ORR. Further, the work was extended to study the effect of cerium 

doping in Ba2InCeO5+δ to modify the electrocatalytic activity by creating oxygen vacancies 

in the material.
[91]
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Figure 1.16: Potentials at 25 mA cm
-2

 as a function of the eg orbitals in the perovskite-

based oxides. Reprinted with permission from Ref [89]Copyright © 2011, Nature 

Publishing Group. 

1.3.2.2.4  Metal chalcogenides for ORR 

Metal chalcogenides are yet another class of non-Pt electrocatalysts used in ORR. 

Compared to the metal oxides, these catalysts can be a suitable alternative for Pt under 

acidic conditions. Many attempts are reported using the metal chalcogenides as 

electrocatalysts and catalyst supports.
[92]

 Alonso-Vante et al. extensively investigated 

many noble and/or non-noble metal chalcogenides and their electrochemical and 

spectroscopic characteristics.
[93]

 Many research works are published on CoSe2 as the 

catalyst for ORR. Dai et al. prepared CoxS(1-x)  supported on nitrogen doped graphene for 

ORR under acidic conditions.
[94]

 Wu et al. synthesised CoxS(1-x) supported on nitrogen 

doped carbon and showed excellent activity in alkaline medium that is higher than the 

current state-of-the-art Pt/C catalysts.
[95]

 Theoretical studies showed that CoS reduces 

oxygen molecules as Pt/C via a 4e- pathway.
[96]
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1.3.2.2.5  Metal nitrides, oxynitrides and carbides for ORR 

 

Figure1.17: (a) Scheme for the synthesis of hollow Fe3C/C spheres. (b) SEM and TEM 

images of hollow spheres. (c) Durability analysis of Fe3C in 0.1 M HClO4 in comparison 

with Pt/C. (d) Durability analysis of Fe3C/C under alkaline conditions. Reprinted with the 

permission from Ref  [97] Copyright ©2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, 

Weinheim.  

Transition metal nitrides, oxynitrides and carbide are recently used as ORR catalysts. 

Many catalysts based on molybdenum nitride, cobalt molybdenum nitride, cobalt nitride, 

cobalt carbonitride, etc. have been synthesised and performance towards ORR.
[98]

 Since the 

formation of metal nitrides changes the d band structure of the metal, it assists in fast 

electron transfer to the adsorbed oxygen molecule. Apart from the metal nitrides, transition 

metal oxynitrides were also studied for the ORR activity. ZrOxNy, TaOxNy CoxMo1-xOyN2, 

etc. are some of the examples for the metal oxynitrides used in ORR.
[99]

 More importantly, 
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these metal nitrides and oxynitrides perform well towards ORR under acidic conditions. 

Due to the excellent electron transfer between metal nitrides and adsorbate, these materials 

are even used as efficient catalyst supports. Other than the metal nitrides, metal carbides 

are good ORR catalysts as well as better catalyst supports. Park et al. have reported 

tungsten carbide based ORR catalyst and evaluated its ORR activity under acidic 

conditions.
[100]

 Very recently, Li et al. reported a high pressure solvo-thermal process to 

prepare hollow iron carbide supported on carbon for ORR (Figure 1.17).
[97]

 Surprisingly, 

thus prepared catalyst showed excellent ORR activity under acidic conditions with 

minimum overpotential compared to the Pt/C catalyst. Also, Fe3C/C showed excellent 

electrochemical durability and fuel tolerance under acidic conditions. Chen et al. have 

synthesised core shell Fe/Fe3C@C boxes/NRGO hybrid for oxygen reduction in 0.1 M 

KOH. They used Fe based MOF and GO for the preparation of the core-shell 

nanoparticles.
[101]

 Wen et al. reported a core-shell structure of Fe/Fe3C for ORR in alkaline 

medium.
[102]

  

1.3.2.2.6  M-N-C electrocatalysts for ORR 

 Recently, M-N-C catalyst development has attracted more attention and has become 

one of the fast growing research fields around the world. The most significant advantage of 

these catalysts is their high ORR activity compared to the other non-precious catalysts in 

acidic environment with improved stability. Apart from the metal oxides, chalcogenides, 

perovskites, etc., the M-N-C catalyst is a good candidate to replace Pt from the fuel cell 

cathode. M-N-C represents metal (Fe or Co) coordinated with nitrogen atoms 

present/doped in carbon morphologies.  Almost all carbon allotropes (carbon, graphene, 

CNT, CNH, etc.) are used for the preparation of the M-N-C catalysts. Even though, 

Jasinski et al. reported on the ORR activity of cobalt phthalocyanines as early as 1964, 

there has been no advances in the metal complex based materials for ORR.
[103]

 However, 

the break-through in the synthesis of the M-N-C catalysts was reported by Yeager et al. by 

simple thermal annealing of the respective precursors.
[104]

 At present, there are many routes 

to synthesize the M-N-C catalysts, viz, (i) direct annealing of the mixture of the nitrogen 

precursor, the metal precursor and the carbon source, (ii) annealing of a mixture of the 

metal salt and a compound that contains both carbon and nitrogen and (iii) annealing of 

metal coordinated nitrogen containing macromolecules. Usually, annealing of a mixture 

containing the metal salt, the nitrogen precursor and carbon is used for the preparation of 
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the M-N-C catalysts. Fe and Co are widely used for the M-N-C preparation due to the 

efficient oxygen binding properties of these elements. Large number of nitrogen sources 

are being employed for the M-N-C catalyst preparation. Ammonia, urea, melamine, 

dicyanamide, sodium azide, polypyrrole, polyaniline, poly benzimidazole, etc. are 

commonly used as the nitrogen precursors. The M-N-C based catalyst development is a 

fast growing arena of research and many literature reviews based on such catalysts have 

been published recently.
[105]

 The following section discusses only few of the break-through 

research activities in the M-N-C catalyst development. 

 

Figure 1.18:  Representation of pore-filling and catalytically active reaction centre 

formation on carbon black. Reprinted with the permission from ref [106] Copyright © 

2009, American Association for the Advancement of Science. 

Among Fe and Co based catalysts, Fe is the most studied one due to its improved ORR 

activity compared to the Co based M-N-C catalysts. ORR activity of the Fe-N-C catalyst 

strongly depends on the (i) disordered carbon, (ii) micropores, (iii) iron coordination and 

(iv) nitrogen content. Dodelet et al. reported facile synthesis of an Fe-N-C catalyst by 

annealing carbon, phenanthroline and iron acetate under an inert atmosphere.
[106]

  In order 

to create defective carbon and proper metal-nitrogen coordination, the micropores on the 
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carbon black were filled using iron and nitrogen precursors by ball milling before high 

temperature annealing (Figure 1.18).  Thus prepared catalyst showed higher ORR activity 

under acidic conditions and single cell analysis provided a volumetric activity of 99 A cm
-3

 

at 0.80 V.  

Dodelet et al. extended the work to another system where zeolitic imidasolate 

framework (ZIF) was used as the carbon source and carrier for the iron salt and 

phenanthroline.
[107]

 The selection of the ZIF based metal organic framework for this study 

was mainly based on the high surface area and high density of micropores. The iron salt 

and phenanthroline were impregnated to the ZIF, followed by high temperature annealing 

under inert atmosphere. The catalyst thus prepared showed remarkably high ORR activity 

and yielded a volumetric power density of 230 A cm
-2

 at 0.80 ViR-free. This, in fact, is the 

highest reported power density based on the non-Pt based catalysts. A maximum power 

density of 910 mW cm
-2

 was obtained for a single cell study with the ZIF derived catalyst 

as the cathode. This power density is comparable to the Pt based catalysts. 

In 2011, Zelenay et al. introduced a new concept for the synthesis of the M-N-C 

catalysts by high temperature annealing of a mixture containing polyaniline, carbon and Fe 

and Co salt  (Figure 1.19 a). 
[108]

 This catalyst showed improved ORR activity (only 60 mV 

overpotential compared to the Pt/C catalyst at the half wave potential) under acidic 

conditions with a maximum power density of 550 mW cm-
2
 in a single cell analysis 

(Figure 1.19 b & c). It was observed that the Co-N-C catalyst showed poor activity in 

comparison with Fe-N-C. However, mixing of both Fe and Co improved the activity of the 

M-N-C catalysts compared to the control. The study was further extended to improve the 

ORR activity of the catalysts. A power density of ~ 1000 mW cm
-2

 for the FeCo-N-C 

catalyst as the cathode in PEMFC with an active area of 5 cm
2 

was achieved very 

recently.
[109]
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Figure 1.19: (a) Synthetic procedure of an FeCo-N-C catalyst and (b) Linear sweep 

voltammogram (LSV) of FeCo-N-C in 0.5 M H2SO4 in comparison with Pt/C. Here, 1 

represents pure carbon black; 2: annealed carbon black; 3: annealed PANI-C; 4: 

annealed Co-N-C; 5 & 6: FeCo-N-C (annealed at different temperatures); 7: Fe-N-C; and 

8: Pt/C. (c) Single cell polarization with a catalyst loading of 4 mg cm
-2

  1: PANI-C; 2: 

Co-N-C; 3 & 4: FeCo-N-C at different annealing temperatures.  Reprinted with permission 

from Ref [108]Copyright © 2011, American Association for the Advancement of Science. 

Even though, there are handful reports on the development of the M-N-C catalysts, the 

exact active reaction centre in the M-N-C based catalyst is still not established. However, 

the active reaction centres strongly depend on the metal centre, preferred nitrogen 

coordination and annealing temperature.
[106]

 Dodelet et al. reported that in case of the Fe-

N-C catalyst, both Fe-N4-C (N4 means four nitrogen coordinated) and Fe-N2-C (N2 means 

two nitrogen coordinated) are the active reaction centres.
[110]

 Theoretical studies showed 

that the Fe-N2-C active centres are more efficient to reduce dioxygen molecule than Fe-N4-

C. Also, it was concluded that among the different possible reactive centres, the Fe-N2+2-C 

sites are more active compared to the rest of the coordinations.
[111]

 Co also exhibits the 

similar type of coordination. However, the Co-N2-C active centre is less common 

compared to Co-N4-C. Recent studies showed that the ORR activity of the Co-N-C 

catalysts is similar to the nitrogen doped carbon and suggested that Co is just assisting the 

nitrogen doping during the high temperature annealing.
[108]

 However, many reports 
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strongly corroborate the Fe-Nx-C active centre, with Fe acting as an effective reaction 

centre for ORR.
[35]

 In case of the Fe and Co alloy systems, the improved activity is ascribe 

to the synergistic effect of the metal atoms. From DFT calculations, Sun et al. confirmed 

that the ORR activity decreases in the order FeCo-N-C > Fe-N-C > Co-N-C.
[112]

 Even 

though, Co is not directly participating in the ORR process, it assists in lowering the 

HOMO and LUMO gap in the catalyst. In order to develop an efficient catalyst for ORR, it 

is thus necessary to improve the density of the active reaction centres. Along with the 

selection of the metal and nitrogen sources, high specific surface area with well-defined 

micro/meso porous structures is necessary for the improvement in the ORR activity. This 

indicates that proper selection of the carbon morphologies with high surface area and good 

electrical conductivities is a pre-requisite for a non-precious metal/non-metal 

electrocatalyst.  

1.3.2.2.6.1  Mechanism of ORR on Fe-N-C 

 

Figure 1.20: Relative energies vs different reaction steps for ORR on the Fe-N-C catalysts. 

(TS = transition state). Reprinted with the permission from Ref [113]Copyright© 2015 

Electrochemical Society. 

Very recently Zhang et al. used DFT calculations for investigating the kinetic and 

thermodynamic behaviour of ORR on the pyrrolic nitrogen coordinated iron embedded 

graphene.
[113]

  It was found that the oxygen molecule always chemisorbed onto  the iron 

moieties and the dissociation barrier for the adsorbed oxygen molecules is very high 

irrespective of the mode of adsorption of oxygen (Figure 1.20). ORR on the Fe-N4-C active 
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sites follows a 4e- pathway, with OH(ad) to H2O(ad) being the rate determining step. 

According to this theory, the reduction mechanism of oxygen molecules on Fe-N-C would 

be as given below: 

O2 → O2* (adsorption)     (1.23) 

O2* + H
+
 + e

-
 → OOH*     (1.24) 

OOH* + H
+
 + e

-
 → 2OH*     (1.25) 

2OH* + 2H
+
 + 2e

-
 →2H2O     (1.26) 

Even though many reports emphasise that Fe-Nx is the active reaction centre, Mukerjee 

et al. have recently reported that the high temperature annealed F-N-C catalyst has no 

direct Fe-Nx bond as suggested earlier.
[114]

 Using in-situ experimental techniques for 

simulating the actual fuel cell condition, it was proved that most of the iron is forming 

Fe/FexC nanoparticles and it will remain as a subsurface to the nitrogen doped carbon. The 

synergistic effect of Fe/FexC on the nitrogen doped carbon plays an important role for the 

improved ORR activity of the catalyst in a 4e- pathway with negligible formation of (< 

5%) hydrogen peroxide. In-situ x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and 
57

Fe Mössbauer 

spectroscopy indicated that there was no direct Fe-Nx bond. Therefore, ORR in this case 

mainly occurs at the nitrogen doped carbon surface.  In case of the high temperature 

annealed samples, the main role of iron is the graphitization of nitrogen doped carbon and 

there is no direct involvement of iron in ORR. Moreover, the authors also explained the 

improved stability of this electrocatalyst during ORR under acidic conditions. During high 

potential cycling, carbon corrosion occurs and these iron nanoparticles would dissolve in 

solution. Trace amounts of dissolved iron may coordinate with the nitrogen atoms doped 

on the surface of the carbon, which eventually act as new active reaction centres.  

1.3.2.2.7  Metal encapsulated nanotubes for ORR 

Metal encapsulated nitrogen doped carbon nanotubes is the latest development in 

the non-precious metal catalyst family. In 2012, Dai et al. used a simple method for the 

exfoliation of MWCNT - acid treatment followed by nitrogen doping using ammonia at 

high temperature.
[115]

 Such graphene-carbon nanotube morphology showed excellent 

catalytic activity in acidic and alkaline mediums. According to the authors, the active 

reaction centre is mainly formed on the thin layer of the nitrogen doped graphene on iron 
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nanoparticles as suggested by Mukerjee et al.. Later, Zelanay et al. came up with the iron 

encapsulated nanotube and carbon composite by simple thermal annealing of a mixture of 

dicyanamide, iron acetate and carbon.
[116]

 The „bamboo‟ like nitrogen doped carbon 

nanotube was formed and showed excellent ORR activity in both acidic and alkaline 

mediums. Bao and co-workers have reported a series of iron encapsulated nanotubes 

prepared either by CVD or via the method reported by Zelenay et al. for ORR.
[117]

 MOF 

template assisted graphene/graphene nanotubes were also studied for efficient ORR in 

acidic, alkaline and non-aqueous conditions by annealing dicyanamide, the iron salt and 

the MOF.
[118]

 Very recently, Guo et al. have synthesised bamboo like nanotube-iron 

carbide nanoparticles for ORR under alkaline and acidic conditions by simple annealing of 

melamine and iron nitrate.
[119]

 Using DFT calculations, Bao et al. explained the improved 

ORR activity of the metal encapsulated carbon nanotubes. The encapsulated metal reduces 

the work function on the surrounding carbon.
[117b]

 If CNT is doped with nitrogen, the work 

function decreases further due to an increase in the density of state near the Fermi level. 

Moreover, the thickness of the carbon layer around the encapsulated metal/metal oxide 

also plays an important role for tuning the properties of the surface nitrogen doped carbon 

layer. The influence of the encapsulated metal/metal oxide decreases with increase in the 

carbon layer covering. 

1.3.2.2.8  Fe-P-C based catalysts for ORR 

Singh et al. have reported Fe-P-C type non-precious metal catalyst for ORR. The 

catalyst was prepared by annealing the polymeric form of phytic acid and iron chloride at 

high temperature under inert atmosphere.
[120]

 The catalyst thus prepared showed improved 

ORR activity in acidic medium. In an extension to this work,  graphene was used as a 

conducting medium to further improve the activity of the Fe-P-C reaction centres.
[121]

 Even 

though, Fe-P-C is a new class of non-precious metal catalysts, the activity is low compared 

to the Fe-N-C based catalysts. 

1.3.2.3 Metal-free electrocatalysts for ORR 

From the previous sections, it is clear that both Pt and non-noble metal catalysts are 

useful in ORR. However, there are some disadvantage associated with these catalysts - 

mainly poor electrochemical stability and fuel tolerance. Thus, metal-free catalysts for 

ORR are always important for the development of cost effective fuel cells. The 
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development of metal-free electrocatalysts based on different carbon morphologies (carbon 

(C), carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon nanofibers (CNFs), graphene, fullerene, carbon 

nanohorn (CNH), carbon quantum dots (CQDs), etc.) makes this field of research more 

attractive. Within a short span of time, hand full of literature reviews are published in this 

area, signifying the need for the development of metal-free catalysts for ORR in a fuel cell 

cathode.
[35, 122]

  

 

Figure 1.21:  (a) Different hetero-atoms (e.g., N, B, P, S) used for doping carbon. (b) 

Schematic representation of the doping of hetero-atom by thermal annealing. (c) 

Electronegativity of the different elements in the periodic table. Reprinted with the 

permission from [123] Copyright © 2015, American Chemical Society. 

Carbon, by itself, shows poor activity towards the reduction of oxygen molecule. 

However, the reactivity of carbon can be altered by heteroatom doping. Several reports are 

available on the non-metal doping of different carbon morphologies for different 

applications including ORR. Commonly used elements for doping are N, B, F, Cl, I, Se, S, 

P, etc. (Figure 1.21).
[123]

 Binary doping and ternary doping into the carbon morphologies 

are also recently reported for improved ORR. The doping of hetero-atoms into the carbon 

morphologies can be achieved either via in-situ doping (doping during the synthesis of the 

carbon morphologies) or via post treatment (chemical treatment of the mixture of the 

carbon morphologies and the heteroatom source) methods.
[124]

 Hetero-atom doping 
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modulates the electronic properties as well as the charge distribution in the carbon matrix. 

These improved electronic properties would reflect in the chemical nature of the material 

and ultimately would lead to the applicability of these materials in different applications 

including ORR.     

1.3.2.3.1 Doping of carbon morphologies using single heteroatom for ORR 

1.3.2.3.1.1 Nitrogen doping  

Handful reports are available on the nitrogen doped carbon morphologies for ORR. 

Small size and high electronegativity of the N-based doping agents improve the electronic 

structure of carbon with minimum lattice deformations. More importantly, the doping of 

nitrogen into the carbon matrix is comparatively easy through in-situ or post treatment 

methods. The nitrogen doped carbon morphologies, mainly, CNT, CNF, graphene, CNH, 

fullerenes, etc. obtained via different routes such as arc discharge, laser ablation, CVD, 

annealing of the mixture of carbon and nitrogen precursor at high temperature in inert 

atmosphere, are used as the ORR catalysts. The most commonly employed method for the 

preparation of N-doped CNT (NCNT) is CVD.  Usually, methane and ammonia mixture, 

acetonitrile, etc. are used for the preparation of NCNT via the CVD method.
[125]

 In the post 

treatment methods, NCNT can be prepared by annealing the mixture of functionalized 

CNT and nitrogen precursor at high temperature. Usually, melamine, urea, NH3, etc. are 

used as the nitrogen sources for the synthesis of NCNT.
[123]

 The first report on the 

application of NCNT as a catalyst for ORR was by Dai et al. using CVD grown vertically 

aligned NCNT (VA-NCNT).
[126]

 This material showed excellent activity and stability 

towards ORR in alkaline medium.  Very recently, the same material was used under acidic 

conditions as an effective fuel tolerant cathode for PEMFC. 
[127]

 Even though the synthesis 

of NCNT and N-doped fullerenes is known long before, the synthesis of N-doped graphene 

(NGE) was reported very recently by Dai et al..
[128]

  Also, there are reports of gram-scale 

synthesis of NGE via solvothermal procedures using tetrachloromethane and lithium 

nitride.
[129]

 Highly porous NGE was also prepared using a silica templated method by 

annealing the mixture of silica/graphene composite with the nitrogen precursor followed 

by leaching out of silica.
[130]

 Many reports are also available on ball milling techniques for 

the preparation of edge functionalized/N-doped graphite for ORR.
[131]

 Apart from this, in-

situ synthesis, post modifications via thermal treatment etc. also resulted in NGE and the 

ORR activity of the resulting NGE was found to be appreciable. The first report on the 
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NGE in this category was by Geng et al. and was prepared by annealing graphene oxide 

(GO) in presence of NH3 gas.
[132]

 Recently, Dai et al. have synthesized N-doped graphitic 

quantum dots supported on graphene sheets for ORR.
[133]

 

 

Figure 1.22:  (a) Schematic representation of the synthesis of meso/micro porous nitrogen 

doped carbon (micro/meso-PoPD) electrocatalyst, (b-c) TEM image of meso-PoPD and 

(d-e) LSVs of PoPD in 0.1 M KOH at 1600 rpm and 10 mV s
-1

 scan rate. Reprinted with 

permission from [134] Copyright © 2014, Nature Publishing Group. 

N-doped 3D carbon materials were also prepared by using hard and soft template 

methods. Recently Mullen et al. developed highly porous 3D carbon using silica template 

and showed extraordinary activity in ORR (Figure 1.22).
[134]

 The activity was higher 

compared to the commercial Pt/C in alkaline medium and the overpotential was lower for 

ORR in acidic environment. This is the best performance ever reported for the non-metal 

based electrocatalysts. Hydrothermal methods were also adopted for the preparation of 3D 

graphene. Qu et al.
[135]

 reported ultra-lightweight 3D graphene for efficient ORR activity 

in alkaline medium. Other nitrogen doped carbon materials based on graphitic carbon 

nitride (g-C3N4) were also investigated for ORR.
[136]

 g-C3N4 synthesis usually employs 

melamine as a starting material and highly porous silica as a template to obtain a 3D 

morphology. Qaio et al. recently proved that an electron conducting medium is necessary 

for delivering efficient ORR activity by g-C3N4.
[137]

 Yet another class of nitrogen doped 
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carbon used for ORR is derived from biomass.
[138]

 The synthesis of such materials requires 

high temperature annealing for a longer time under an inert atmosphere for efficient 

graphitization. Another family of highly porous 3D nitrogen doped carbon was prepared by 

annealing metal organic frameworks (MOFs) or covalent organic frameworks (COFs) at 

high temperature.
[139]

 These materials possess high surface area and excellent ORR 

activity. Apart from the 3D frameworks, polymer derived nitrogen doped carbon is also 

studied for its ORR activity. High temperature annealed polypyrrole, polyaniline, etc. are 

also tested for ORR.
[140]

 To improve the electrical conductivity, graphitic carbon was also 

mixed with these polymers for efficient ORR.  

 

Figure 1.23: Different nitrogen coordinations in the carbon matrix (Blue- Nitrogen, Red- 

Oxygen, Gray- Carbon). Reprinted with the permission from [141]
 
Copyright 2012, Royal 

Society of Chemistry. 

Nitrogen atoms in carbon nanostructures are distributed randomly. Using scanning 

tunneling microscopy, Deng et al. have proved the perturbation of the electronic structure 

of graphene by nitrogen doping.
[129]

 N-doping modulates the physicochemical properties of 

carbon morphologies. High surface area, high electrical conductivity and high 

concentration of the active centres improve the defective sites and better electrochemical 

properties are also achieved by introducing nitrogen into the carbon nanostructures. 

Mainly, the nitrogen atoms in the carbon morphologies exist in three different bonding 
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configurations. They are pyridinic, pyrrolic and graphitic coordinations (Figure 1.23). 

Preferred nitrogen coordination is inevitable for the ORR and the mechanism of ORR on 

N-doped carbon nanostructure is explained in detail in the following sections. 

1.3.2.3.1.2 Boron doping  

Boron, a less electronegative atom (χ = 2) compared to carbon (χ = 2.5), is also 

widely being used as a dopant for different carbon morphologies. As similar to the N-

doping, boron doping also changes the electronic structure of the carbon morphologies due 

to charge inequalities. The first report on the boron doping on CNT was published in 1997 

via an arc discharge method.
[142]

 Many other techniques such as template assisted 

synthesis, CVD techniques, laser vaporization, substitution reaction, high temperature 

annealing of carbon with different boron containing precursors (boric acid, oxide of boron, 

etc.) have been employed to synthesis the B-doped carbon.  Yang et al. reported a 

controlled synthesis of B-doped CNT by adjusting the amount of triphenylborane while 

keeping the benzene concentration constant using ferrocene as the catalyst.
[143]

 Cyclic 

voltammetry indicated that both onset potential as well as half-wave potential are improved 

with increasing the atom percentage of boron in CNTs. Excellent ORR activity is also 

observed for B-doped graphene. Recent report by Sheng et al. on B-doped graphene also 

showed improved ORR activity, comparable to that of Pt/C in an alkaline medium.
[144]

 

Wang et al. also reported the synthesis of B-doped graphene by annealing graphene oxide 

(GO) with BF3 at higher temperature.
[145]

  Boron doping improves the physicochemical 

properties of the carbon, as the electron deficient boron withdraws p electrons from the 

conjugated carbon and acts as an active centre for the oxygen reduction reaction. The 

electron withdrawing effect of boron makes its 2pz orbital filled with a fraction of lone pair 

of electrons and creates protruding lobs in the highest occupied molecular orbital 

(HOMO). This protruding lob of boron will overlap with the electron deficient lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of oxygen resulting in a Pauling type adsorption 

and reduce the dioxygen molecule. 

1.3.2.3.1.3 Sulphur doping  

Compared to nitrogen and boron, sulphur doping is comparatively less investigated 

on carbon morphologies. The first report on the synthesis of sulphur doped carbon was 

published in 2011. In 2012, Yang et al. reported the improved ORR activity of the sulphur 
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doped graphene (SGE) prepared by high temperature annealing of graphene oxide and 

benzyl disulphide.
[146]

 Even though there are theoretical predictions that  S-doping in the 

carbon matrix is comparatively more difficult than the N- and B-doping, Yang et al. 

suggested that the material has excellent ORR activity, comparable to Pt/C. Moreover, this 

research also introduced a new discussion on the ORR mechanism. Before S-doping, 

researchers believed that electronegativity changes between heteroatoms (N and B) and 

carbon atoms induce changes in the charge density on the carbon, thereby facilitating the 

ORR process. In case of the S-doping, the electronegativity of both sulphur (χ = 2.58) and 

carbon (χ = 2.55) are similar and, hence, introduced a new concept called “spin density” 

for explaining the ORR activity. Following Yang, Mullen et al. synthesized highly porous 

SGE by thermal annealing of the GO/silica mixture under the flow of H2S gas.
[147]

 The 

resulting SGE showed improved ORR activity and stability compared to Pt/C. Beak et al. 

adopted the ball milling technique to prepare S-doped graphite.
[148]

 Simple ball milling 

approach using sulphur and graphite created edge selective doping of graphite. SGE was 

also prepared by annealing of exfoliated graphene under CS2 flow and showed better 

activity towards the dioxygen reduction.
[149]

 Thermal exfoliation of GO in presence of 

sulphur was also performed to synthesize the S-doped graphene sheets.
[122e]

 Recently, 

sulphur containing polymers (polythiophene, polyethylenedioxythiophene etc.) are used as 

precursors for the synthesis of the S-doped carbon for ORR.
[150]

 Even though, sulphur 

doping on graphene provides better ORR activity, the atom percentage of the doped 

sulphur in graphene is relatively low (< 2%). Moreover, the doped sulphur can easily 

escape from the carbon matrix at higher temperature. 

1.3.2.3.1.4 Phosphorous doping 

Phosphorous doped carbon nano-morphologies are rare compared to the N, S, B 

doped carbon nanostructures. Only a few reports are available on P-doped carbon for ORR. 

Liu et al. reported the use of P-doped graphite in ORR for the first time.
[151]

 Simple 

pyrolysis was employed for the synthesis of the P-doped graphite using a mixture of 

toluene and triphenylphosphine. Yang et al. also investigated P-doped carbon nanosphere 

and P-doped carbon nanotubes for achieving ORR activity.
[152]

 The mechanism of ORR on 

the P-doped nanocarbons is almost similar to that of the B-doped carbon. Since the 

electronegativity of phosphorous (χ = 2.19) is comparatively smaller than that of carbon 
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(2.55), P-doping modifies the electronic charge density around the carbon atoms and 

improves the ORR activity. 

1.3.2.3.1.5 Dopants other than ‘N, S, B, P’  

Other than the above mentioned dopants, some other elements such as halogens (F, 

Cl, Br, I) and Se were also used for doping carbon and studied for ORR. Beak et al. 

synthesized edge functionalized graphite with halogen (Cl, Br and I) for ORR in alkaline 

medium. The activity towards ORR was in the order Cl< Br< I.
[153]

 Recently, Shen et al. 

came up with the reports of F-doped graphene using arc discharge method for use in ORR 

.
[154]

 Sun et al. have also synthesised the F-doped carbon by annealing carbon black with 

NH4F for investigating the ORR activities. This F-doped carbon was found to be 

outperformed Pt/C for ORR under alkaline conditions.
[155]

  I-doped graphene was prepared 

by Yao et al. via simple thermal annealing of GO and I2. I-doped graphene showed 

improved ORR activity compared to pure graphene. Se-doped graphene was also 

developed by the same group and was synthesized by simple thermal annealing.
[156]

 Beak 

et al. have very recently developed antimony doped graphene platelets for ORR. Simple 

ball milling of graphite and Sb produced Sb-doped platelets and showed better ORR 

activity compared to pure graphite.
[157]

 

1.3.2.3.2 Co-doping of carbon morphologies using two heteroatoms for ORR 

3.2.3.2 1 Boron and nitrogen co-doping 

Since single atom doping improves the electrochemical ORR by changing the 

charge density due to the electronegativity differences, dual doping might further improve 

the electrocatalytic activity of the carbon nanostructures. In this regard, the prime choice 

was on B, N-co-doped vertically aligned carbon nanotubes (VA-BCN). Dai et al. prepared 

VA-BCN by CVD using melamine diborate as the precursor for both boron and 

nitrogen.
[158]

 VA-BCN nanotubes prepared by Dai et al. showed considerably improved 

ORR activity of the nanotubes over the N- or B-doped nanotubes. More interestingly, this 

study suggested that N-doping is more efficient for ORR than B-doping. There are reports 

for the preparation of boron and nitrogen co-doped (BCN) nanotubes much before Dai 

reported their VA-BCN. The report by Zhang et al. is one among them. Bamboo-shaped 

tubes of BCN were prepared by the pyrolysis of the respective precursors.
[159]

 Wang et al. 

also synthesized BCN graphene by high temperature annealing of a mixture of GO, boric 
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acid and ammonia.
[160]

 Hence, the prepared BCN graphene showed ORR activity superior 

to Pt/C. Controlled doping of B and N atoms into the graphene sheets indicated that the 

reaction centres are more stable than Pt/C. Ozaki et al. prepared BCN by carbonizing 

boron trifluoride, melamine and the furfural alcohol based polymer for efficient ORR.
[161]

 

However, this catalyst did not show the activity comparable to that of Pt/C. Reduction in 

the activity was mainly due to the direct interaction of boron and nitrogen. Mutual electron 

sharing between boron and nitrogen does not create changes in the charge density and this 

results into reduced ORR activity. If both nitrogen and boron are separated from each 

other, the charge density changes and improves the ORR activity. This synergetic effect of 

co-doping was also reported independently by Zhang et al. and Hu et al..
[162]

  

1.3.2.3.2.2 Sulphur and nitrogen co-doping 

Compared to co-doping of N and B, the reports on S, N-co-doping (SCN) is rather 

scarce. The first approach in this regard was reported by Qaio et al., via a simple thermal 

treatment of a mixture of GO, melamine and benzyl disulphide.
[163]

 ORR activity of SCN 

graphene is higher than that of the respective S-doped and N-doped graphene. DFT 

calculations predicted the higher ORR activity of the SCN-graphene. From the DFT 

calculations, it was found that higher charge density as well as spin density induced by 

both sulphur and nitrogen is responsible for the improved ORR activity. In another report 

by Guan et al., SCN-graphene was prepared by CVD using benzene, pyramidine and 

thiophene as carbon, nitrogen and sulphur source respectively.
[164]

 SCN-carbon nanosphere 

prepared by Wohlgemuth et al. and SCN-carbon form prepared by Huang et al. are some 

of the recent developments in the S,N-co-doped systems for ORR. 
[165]

 

1.3.2.3.2.3 Phosphorous and nitrogen co-doping 

P and N co-doped (PCN) carbon nanostructure was first introduced by Woo et al. 

and was prepared via a simple pyrolysis of a mixture of dicyanamide, phosphoric acid and 

metal salt.
[166]

 Metal impurity was completely removed from the pyrolysed sample by acid 

treatment using aquaregia.  The PCN-carbon nanostructure showed improved ORR activity 

in comparison to the N- doped carbon materials. The improved ORR activity is attributed 

to the asymmetric 
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Figure 1.24: Schematic representation of the nitrogen and phosphorous doped carbon and 

its SEM and TEM images. Reprinted with the permission from [167] Copyright © 2015, 

Rights Managed by Nature Publishing Group. 

spin density on the PCN-carbon nanostructure by co-doped P and N. In an extension to this 

work, Woo et al. further confirmed that along with the degree of P-doping, morphology of 

the PCN-carbon nanostructure also played a crucial role in determining the improved ORR 

activity.
[168]

   Excellent ORR activity was also observed for the PCN-graphene prepared by 

annealing GO, dicyanamide and phosphoric acid. Dai et al. used CVD for the preparation 

of vertically aligned PCN-nanotubes using pyridine and triphenylphosphine as the carbon, 

nitrogen and phosphorous source. The obtained nanotubes reduced oxygen molecule via a 

4e- pathway and the ORR activity was comparable to Pt/C in alkaline medium.  Very 

recently, the same group synthesized a PCN-carbon based catalyst by simple pyrolysis of 

phytic acid and poly aniline in an inert atmosphere.
[167]

 This catalyst showed excellent 

ORR activity under alkaline conditions (Figure 1.24). 

1.3.2.3.3 Co-doping of carbon morphologies using three heteroatoms for ORR 

In order to achieve higher activity of carbon materials as ORR catalysts, ternary 

doped carbon nanostructures have been developed. The first report in this regard was by 

Woo et al., where high temperature annealing of a mixture of dicyanamide, boric acid and 
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phosphoric acid as the nitrogen, boron and phosphorous sources respectively was 

employed to synthesize P,N,B-doped carbon nanostructures.
[166]

 This ternary doped carbon 

material showed improved mass activity compared to its binary- and mono- atom doped 

counter parts for ORR. Later, the same group reported ternary doped carbon 

nanostructures, using controlled S,P,N-doped carbon and studied the ORR activity under 

acidic conditions.
[169]

 Very recently, Kang et al. synthesized P,B,N-doped carbon using a 

simple one pot protocol. In a typical synthesis, urea, phosphoric acid and boric acid were 

used as the nitrogen, phosphorous and boron sources respectively. The mixture of the 

precursors was annealed at temperature  in the range of 450 – 600 
o
C and the resulting 

catalysts exhibited improved ORR activity compared to the corresponding binary- and 

mono- atom doped carbons.
[170]

 Apart from the P,B,N-ternary doped systems, there are 

reports on S,P,N-doped carbon for ORR. Dai et al prepared S,P,N-ternary doped carbon 

via the thermal annealing of MOFs containing the respective elements.
[171]

 Even though all 

these reports showed improved ORR activity compared to the control samples, the activity 

of the ternary doped carbon is far away from the commercial Pt/C catalyst.  

1.3.2.3.4 ORR mechanism on the N-doped carbon materials (CNT and graphene) 

N-doped carbon nanostructures (mainly CNT and graphene) show enhanced ORR 

activities under both alkaline and acidic conditions. However, the active reaction centre 

and oxygen reduction mechanism promoted by the N-doped carbon nanostructures are still 

debatable. Quite a few theoretical studies in connection with the experimental approaches 

investigated the nature of the active reaction centre on the N-doped carbons. This section 

of the chapter provides a brief review on the reported theoretical and experimental 

approaches aimed at the elucidation of the mechanism of ORR by the N-doped carbons.  

Of course, doping of nitrogen into a carbon matrix changes the electronic structure 

of the pure carbon, which will alter its physicochemical properties. The improved ORR 

activity of the N-doped carbon is believed to depend on the effect of the lone pair electrons 

of the N atom on the conjugated π electrons of the carbon. This shows the importance of 

the nitrogen content in the carbon matrix in determining the catalytic activity. Studies by 

Wiggins-Camacho et al. showed that there exists a strong relation between the nitrogen 

content and the physiochemical properties (conductivity, density of state near the Fermi 

level, work function, ORR activity etc.) of the carbon.
[172]

 These theoretical observations 

were later supported by many reports by controlling the nitrogen content in the carbon.  
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Nitrogen in the N-doped carbon exists in many forms mainly, the pyridinic, 

pyrrolic, and graphitic coordinations. There are a lot of reports on these nitrogen 

coordinations and different opinions prevail on its influence on the electrocatalytic activity.  

However, any concrete evidence for the exact role of these coordinations and the catalytic 

centre in the N-doped carbon is not yet found. Among the three possible nitrogen 

coordinations, most of the reports suggested the enhanced ORR activity by pyridinic 

nitrogen coordination. Wiggins-Camacho et al. reported that the pyridinic nitrogen based 

catalytic sites are responsible for the dis-proportionation reaction of peroxides during 

ORR.
[173]

 Recently, Yasuda et al. selectively prepared pyridinic (90 %) and graphitic 

(80%) nitrogen coordinated graphene to understand the role of these species in ORR.
[174]

 It 

was found that the pyridinic coordination provides better ORR activity compared to the 

graphitic coordination and the pyridinic nitrogen reduces dioxygen molecules in a 

combined reduction pathway.  Ruoff et al. synthesized nitrogen doped graphene using 

different nitrogen precursors for elucidating the role of the nitrogen coordinations for 

ORR.
[175]

 This study suggested that the pyridinic nitrogen improved the onset potential 

(thermodynamic feasibility) and graphitic nitrogen is responsible for the reduction current.  

 

Figure 1.25: Schematic illustration of the synthesis of planar nitrogen doped graphene 

with high atom percentage of the pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogens using a template assisted 

method. Reprinted with the permission from [176] Copyright © 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag 

GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. 

In order to get more insight into the active reaction centres, Ding et al. selectively 

synthesized the pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen doped graphene and graphitic nitrogen 

doped graphene using montmorillonite (MMT) as a template (Figure 1.25).
[176]

 The 

concept behind this study was that the pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen doped carbon have 

planar structures and the graphitic one has a 3D structure due to the difference in the 

torsional angle of the C-N bond. In the planar case, the torsional angle is 0 
o
 and in the 3D 
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case, it is 60 
o
. This indicated that the 3D structure of the graphitic nitrogen disturbs the π-π 

conjugation of the carbon matrix and reduces the conductivity and reactivity. Polyaniline 

was used as the carbon and nitrogen sources and the aniline was polymerized in hard 

templated MMT. A 90.27% planar N-coordination was achieved using the smallest 

interspaced nonreactor based on MMT. From the electrocatalytic activity, the planar 

nitrogen showed excellent activity under acidic conditions with 60 mV higher 

overpotential compared to Pt/C. The results from Ding et al. suggest that the planar 

pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogens are responsible for the ORR activity.  

Since most of the synthetic approaches towards the N-doped carbon require high 

temperature annealing, the stability of the N-coordination varies with the annealing 

temperature. The graphitic coordination of the nitrogen is more stable at higher 

temperature (>1000 
o
C). Both the pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogens get converted to the 

graphitic nitrogen at higher temperature, and at lower temperature, the pyridinic 

coordination may be transformed to pyrrolic and vice-versa. However, most of the reports 

on the N-doped carbons claim that the pyridinic nitrogen is the most efficient for ORR. 

Even though experimental proofs claim that the pyridinic nitrogen is responsible  for the 

ORR activity, the nature of the active reaction centre, the distribution of nitrogen atoms, 

the kinetics of ORR, etc. are still not clear.  

The higher electronegativity of the nitrogen atoms compared to carbon creates a 

higher positive charge density on carbon. This positive charge on carbon will decrease via 

a redox cycling process in the carbon matrix and it gets re-oxidized to the preferred 

oxidation state while adsorbing oxygen onto it.  The Yeager type adsorption of oxygen 

molecule is promoted by the nitrogen atoms on the carbon matrix for weakening of the O-

O bond for improved dioxygen reduction. Using the DFT calculations, Yang et al. 

suggested the ORR mechanism of the N-doped CNTs.
[177]

 The energy barrier for the 

dioxygen adsorption is dramatically decreased due to the nitrogen doping.  This study 

indicated that the nitrogen atoms withdraw electron from the neighboring carbon and 

create a positive charge density as explained before. Both pyridinic and graphitic nitrogen 

may withdraw electrons from the adjacent carbon. However, the number of the p electrons 

in both cases is different and occupancy of electron in a π* orbital will vary accordingly. 

Since the graphitic nitrogen has two p electrons compared to the pyridinic nitrogen, the 

graphitic one should be the reaction centre. However, most of the experimental results are 
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contradicting this suggestion. Moreover, the defect created by nitrogen doping would 

reduce the band gap where the Fermi level would be up-shifted and show improved ORR 

activity by lowering the work function.  

Yang et al. further studied the energy barrier for the oxygen dissociation on the N-

doped graphene with respect to the type of nitrogen coordination.
[177b]

 For pure graphene 

sheets, the energy barrier is 2.71 eV and is decreased by the incorporation of one graphitic 

nitrogen (1.87 eV). If three graphitic nitrogens are doped onto the graphene sheet with 

preferred arrangements, the overall energy barrier is reduced to 0.19 eV. Instead of 

graphitic coordination, incorporation of one pyridinic nitrogen reduces the energy barrier 

to 2.34 eV, which is still lower than that of the pristine graphene, but higher than that of 

the graphitic nitrogen coordination. If both the graphitic nitrogen and Stone-Wales defects 

are incorporated in the graphene sheets, the energy barrier would reduce to less than 0.2 

eV. From these calculations, incorporation of more nitrogen can reduce the energy barrier 

effectively for better O2 dissociation. Moreover, the nitrogen doping in the edges of the 

carbon nanostructures improves the first electron transfer to precede ORR in a 4e - 

pathway.   

 

Figure 1.26: Mechanism of ORR on the nitrogen doped graphene having Stone-Wales 

defects. (a) Initial position of OOH from nitrogen-doped graphene, (b) adsorption of OOH 
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on the graphene, (c) dissociation of the O-O bond, (d) formation of one water molecule, 

and (e) formation of the second water molecule (Gray-carbon, blue-nitrogen, red-oxygen, 

and white-hydrogen). Reprinted with the permission from  [178] Copyright 2011, 

American Chemical Society. 

Zhang et al. have studied the electrocatalytic activity of the N-doped graphene 

under acidic conditions.
[178]

 The high positive charge density and/or high positive spin 

density are suggested to be responsible for the efficient ORR. The electrocatalytic active 

centres should have either high spin density or charge density to reduce oxygen efficiently. 

Later, the same group correlated the ORR activity of the N-doped graphene with both 

microstructures of the materials and nitrogen dopant in cluster and Stone-Wale defects. 

The adopted combination of the structure for the calculation is shown in Figure 1.26. These 

calculations proposed two possible pathways for the first electron transfer: i) OOH
+
 

adsorption and ii) direct O2 adsorption. Simulations showed that there is no energy barrier 

for the adsorption of both OOH
+
 and OOH onto the carbon near the hetero atoms. 

Adsorption of oxygen molecules onto the surface of graphene leads to distortions in the 

plane of graphene resulting in a “saddle shaped” surface where the adsorbed oxygen 

resides above the plane. Introducing one hydrogen atom at this stage would break the O-O 

bond and the dissociated OH would be removed from the surface. Further addition of two 

more hydrogen atoms would form two water molecules and depart from the surface of the 

graphene sheets. So, the third and fourth electron transfers are responsible for the 

generation of water during ORR. From the theoretical studies of Zhang et al., both the 

nitrogen dopants and Stone-Wales defects are closely related to the active reaction site.   

Bao and co-workers came up with two possible mechanisms for ORR on the N-

doped graphene sheets as seen in case of the Pt based catalysts - the associative mechanism 

and the dissociative mechanism.
[179]

  

Associative mechanism 

O2 → O2 (ad)        (1.27) 

O2 (ad) + H2O + e
-
 → OOH (ad) + OH

-      
(1.28) 

OOH (ad) + e
-
 → O (ad) + OH

-      
(1.29) 

O (ad) + H2O + e
-
 → OH (ad) + OH

-     
(1.30) 
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OH (ad) + e
-
 → OH

-       
(1.31) 

Dissociative mechanism 

½ O2 → O (ad)        (1.32) 

O (ad) + H2O + e
-
 → OH (ad) + OH

-     
(1.33) 

OH (ad) + e
-
 → OH

-       
(1.34) 

The dissociative mechanism is energetically less favorable compared to the associative 

mechanism. 

1.4 Scope and objectives of the present thesis 

Low cost alternatives to the current state-of-the-art Pt/C can be developed by 

tuning the physicochemical properties of the non-precious electrocatalysts.  Improvement 

in the active reaction site density is essential to redefine the performance characteristics of 

many non-precious metal based electrocatalysts. The above brief review on the current 

status of the non-precious metal based electrocatalysts helps to develop new innovative 

ideas to design efficient cost-effective electrocatalysts for ORR.  Most of these reports are 

mainly focused on the improvement in the active reaction site density for bringing in 

efficient ORR activity. The main factors, which tune the physicochemical properties of the 

carbon morphologies to improve the active reaction site density are summarized below: 

1. Suitable carbon morphologies with more edge sites 

2. Suitable carbon morphologies with high electrical conductivity 

3. Suitable carbon morphologies with good graphitization 

4. Suitable carbon morphologies with high surface area and porosity 

5. The preferred heteroatom coordinations 

Hence, it is realized that a concerted effort is needed by the judicious selection of the 

carbon morphologies and methodologies to create large number of the potential active sites 

which can facilitate ORR under a wide range of experimental conditions. Maintenance of 

the number density and preferred coordination of the active sites can be strongly 

influenced by the carbon morphology and the process adopted for creating the sites.  A 

systematic study in this direction has been carried out by targeting these goals by tuning 

the physicochemical properties of the carbon morphologies by selecting graphene and 
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carbon nanohorn as the preferred substrate candidates.  The present thesis compiles the 

developments achieved in this effort of developing a group of potential non-precious metal 

based ORR electrocatalysts by narrowing down the overpotential and increasing the 

current density for oxygen reduction. The specific objectives of this thesis are listed below: 

1. Investigations on nitrogen doped graphene:  

a) Synthesis of nitrogen doped graphene (NGE) by high temperature 

annealing of pyrrole mediated reduced graphene oxide and its ORR 

performance. 

b) 3D arrangement of NGE using simple one step synthesis procedure via 

the annealing of GO dip coated melamine and its effect in the 

electrocatalytic activity towards ORR. 

2. Investigations on nitrogen doped carbon nanohorn: 

a) Synthesis of nitrogen doped nanohorn (NCNH) using simple thermal 

treatment of a mixture of single walled carbon nanohorn and urea. To 

study the effect of nitrogen doping on the surface area and electrical 

conductivity to tune the active reaction centre density for efficient ORR.   

b) Study the effect of modified NCNH substrate on the electrochemical 

properties of CoSe2 non-precious metal catalytic centre.  

c) Single cell performance evaluation of the prepared cathode catalysts. 

3. Investigations on nitrogen and iron co-doped carbon nanohorns 

a) Synthesis of iron and nitrogen co-doped carbon nanohorn for ORR. To 

study the effect of iron loading and heat treatment temperature on ORR. 

b) Synthesis of iron oxide encapsulated graphene nanotubes by thermal 

annealing of CNH, melamine and iron salt. To study the role of 

melamine and iron loading to convert the nanohorn morphology to 

graphene nanotube and its ORR evaluation in both acidic and alkaline 

mediums.  

c) Single cell performance evaluation of the prepared cathode catalysts. 
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Chapter 2 

Nitrogen doped graphene based electrocatalysts for 

oxygen reduction reaction* 

This chapter deals with two viable strategies by which graphene can be converted into 
potential oxygen reduction electrocatalysts through nitrogen doping. Two different 

approaches are adopted with an aim to enhance the number density of the active sites for 
facilitating oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in nitrogen doped graphene (NGE).  The first 
half of the chapter describes the synthesis of NGE through pyrrole mediated reduction of 
graphene oxide (GO) followed by annealing in an inert atmosphere. This method produces 
NGE with a surface area of 528 m

2
 g

-

1
. This material shows significantly 

improved positive onset potential for 
oxygen reduction, which is found to 
be even higher than that of the 
commercial Pt/C. XPS analysis 
reveals the presence of higher 
percentage of pyrrolic coordination 

which in turn is responsible for the 
enhanced activity of the system 
towards ORR in alkaline medium.  
NGE also displays excellent 
electrochemical stability and fuel 
tolerance. The second half of the 

chapter deals with a strategy by which 
simultaneous nitrogen doping and 
wrapping of the nitrogen doped 
graphene sheets on carbon nitride 
tetrapods could be achieved. This is accomplished by dip-coating of GO on melamine 
foam followed by annealing at high temperature, which helps to produce three dimensional  

(3D) NGE wrapped carbon nitride tetrapods (CNG). This morphology assists the systems 
to attain efficient reactant distribution with more accessible surface and active sites. This 
material shows promising ORR activity in acidic condition with an overpotential of 100 
mV compared to Pt/C. Moreover, the prepared CNG samples display excellent 
electrochemical stability and methanol tolerance. 
 

*Contents of this chapter were published in the following journals: 

 

S M Unni et al., J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 23506-23513 

S M Unni et al., Chem. Commun., 2014, 50, 13769 – 13772 
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2.1 Introduction 

In the quest for developing non-metal electrocatalysts for low temperature polymer 

electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), graphene and its derivatives are envisioned as 

promising candidates for replacing platinum and non-platinum metal catalysts from the 

cathode. In terms of electrochemical stability and conductivity, graphene fulfils the 

requirements that are essential for electrodes in PEMFCs.
[1]

  However, its physico-

chemical properties are strongly affected and influenced by its mode of preparation. 

Graphene oxide (GO) reduction is widely adopted to prepare graphene not only because 

the process is simple but it also provides benefits from efficient interactions between the 

surface and the reacting moieties.
[2]

 However, in most cases, the extent of reduction of GO 

can be partial. As a result of this, the reduced graphene oxide (RGO) lacks the required 

electrical conductivity which is essential for most energy devices including PEMFCs.
[3]

 

Among the different methods available to improve the conductivity of graphene, 

heteroatom doping is considered as an important strategy because it tunes the electronic 

charge density of carbon in the graphene matrix.
[4]

 Also, many reports are recently 

available on the doping of nitrogen, phosphorus, boron, iodine, sulphur etc. into the 

graphene matrix as a viable strategy to enhance the electrocatalytic activity of the material 

towards oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).
[4b, 4c]

 In view of the unaffordable cost of Pt, 

there exists tremendous curiosity in exploring the potential applications of such materials 

as cathodes for PEMFCs. 

Recently, there has been a significant emphasis on developing nitrogen-doped 

graphene (NGE).
[4a]

 Nitrogen, owing to its higher electronegativity, is expected to change 

the electron density of carbon. This in turn can broaden the commercial prospects of 

graphene as a candidate for applications involving PEMFCs, solar cells, supercapacitors 

and sensors.
[4a]

 Many reports are available on different routes to prepare NGE. Chemical 

vapour deposition (CVD),
[5]

 arc discharge,
[6]

 nitrogen plasma treatment,
[7]

 heat treatment of 

GO in presence of some nitrogen containing molecules,
[8]

 wet chemical synthesis 
[9]

 etc. 

are some of the common methods for preparing NGE. However, most of these methods 

give NGE with much less surface area and content of the doped nitrogen. Different 

synthesis routes also affect atom percentage of different types of nitrogen coordinations 

such as pyridinic, pyrrolic and graphitic in the graphene framework which are responsible 

for creating different functionalities on graphene.
[10]

 It is well known that pyridinic, 

pyrrolic and graphitic nitrogen contents in the graphene sheet enhance the ORR activity of 
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the system.
[11]

 However, recent studies reveal that the pyrrolic and pyridinic forms are 

reported to be the preferred co-ordinations of nitrogen due to their comparatively higher 

influence in reducing the overpotential for oxygen reduction.
[12]

 On the other hand, it has 

been identified that the pyridinic coordination of nitrogen alone cannot induce effective 

ORR activity because graphene with pyridinic nitrogen follows a two electron transfer 

mechanism rather than the preferred four electron transfer for the reaction.
[13]

 Also, the 

stability of the pyridinic nitrogen in the nitrogen-doped graphene is relatively lower at 

higher temperatures.
[14]

 Apart from the preferred coordination of nitrogen atoms in NGE, 

the arrangement of graphene sheets in a three dimensional manner also plays a crucial role 

for the proper accessing of the reactant species to the active reaction centre. Usually, 

chemically synthesised NGE sheets form a stacked configuration and reduce efficient mass 

transport of reactant gasses. This may cause the reduction in ORR activity even though 

more active reaction centre present on it. Therefore, it is important to develop appropriate 

synthetic methodologies for NGE with high surface area, more reactant accessible path and 

maximum active reaction centre density by modifying/controlling the preferred nitrogen 

coordinations for effective dioxygen chemisorption and its binding. 

First half (Part A) of the chapter discloses NGE preparation through a mutually 

assisted redox reaction between GO and pyrrole followed by thermal treatment under an 

inert atmosphere. NGE obtained after the heat treatment of the reduced graphene oxide 

using pyrrole has displayed a matching oxygen reduction onset potential to that of the 

commercial 40 wt. % Pt/C. The redox reaction between GO and pyrrole also helps to attain 

almost complete reduction of GO to graphene (GEPPy) without the intervention of any 

additional reducing agent. Also, oligomeric form of pyrrole prevents the restacking of 

graphene sheets and helps to attain high surface area. 

Second half (Part B) of the chapter discloses the synthesis of 3-dimensionally (3D) 

interconnected carbon nitride (CNx) tetrapods wrapped with NGE (CNG) through a one-

step process, which shows significant ORR activity in acidic/alkaline medium. Dip-coating 

of melamine foam (MF) with graphene oxide (GO) followed by high temperature 

annealing in an inert atmosphere converts the melamine foam to a 3D CNx framework and 

GO to graphene respectively, in a well-separated and wrapped state along the tetrapod 

arms. The nitrogen moieties liberated from MF are trapped by the graphene sheets, which 

subsequently are doped into the graphene matrix, thereby creating more active sites for 

oxygen adsorption and its reduction. 
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Part A: Nitrogen doped graphene from pyrrole mediated 

reduced graphene oxide for ORR*  

2A.1 Experimental 

2A.1.1 Preparation of pyrrole reduced graphene oxide  

Graphene oxide (GO) was synthesised using an improved oxidation process.
[15]

 In a 

typical synthesis, 3 g of graphite was mixed well with the required amount of KMnO4. 

This was then added slowly into a 9:1 mixture of con. H2SO4 and con. H3PO4. Stirring was 

continued overnight while the temperature was maintained at 55 
o
C. The resultant solution 

was poured into ice cooled water containing 3% H2O2. A yellow precipitate was formed 

and this was sequentially washed well with deionised water, 30% HCl, ethanol and ether. 

The precipitate collected after the washing process was allowed to dry at room temperature 

and the GO obtained in this process was used as such for further studies. The reduced 

graphene oxide possessing a thin layer of the oxidized products of pyrrole (hereinafter 

called GEPPy) was prepared from GO by using pyrrole as the reducing agent. 

 

Scheme 2A.1: Synthesis of nitrogen-doped graphene (NGE). 

In a typical synthesis,
[16]

 100 mg of GO was well dispersed in 100 ml of deionised 

water (DI water) followed by the addition of 2 ml of the pyrrole monomer (Aldrich). The 

resulting solution was refluxed for 15 h at 95 
o
C (Scheme 1). After completion of the 

reaction, the resulting black solution was filtered using 0.45 mm pore sized PTFE filter 

paper and the wet cake was washed successively with ethanol, water and dimethyl 

acetamide to remove unreacted pyrrole monomer and oligomers. The black powder 

obtained after the filtration was dried in a vacuum oven for 3 h at 100 
o
C. GEPPy obtained 

at this stage was used for preparing various NGE samples. 

* Reproduced with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry, Copy right 2012(J. Mater. 

Chem. 2012, 22, 23506-23513) 
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2A.1.2 Preparation of NGE 

NGE was prepared by simple heat treatment of the reduced graphene oxide, which 

has oxidized products of pyrrole anchored on the surface, in an argon atmosphere at 

different heating temperatures such as 700, 800, 900 and 1000 
o
C. The corresponding NGE 

samples are designated respectively as NGE-700, NGE-800, NGE-900 and NGE-1000. 

NGE-1000 has been used as the representative material for most of the basic property 

characterizations. Since the oxygen reduction activity is strongly a function of the heat 

treatment temperature, the electrochemical ORR activities of the different heat treated 

catalysts were individually evaluated.  

2A.1.3 Structural characterization  

PANalytical X‟pert Pro instrument was used for recording the X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) patterns of the prepared catalysts. All data were collected with a scan rate of 0.5
o
 

per min using Cu Ka (1.5418 Å) radiation. A High Resolution Transmission Electron 

Microscope (HR-TEM) FEI model TECNAI G2 F30 instrument operated at an 

accelerating voltage of 300 kV (Cs = 0.6 mm, resolution 1.7 Å) was used for analysing the 

structure and morphology of the catalysts. TEM samples were prepared by suspending the 

prepared catalysts in ethanol and then placing a drop of the suspension on a 200 mesh 

copper grid coated with carbon film (ICON Analytical). This was subsequently dried under 

vacuum for overnight and then loaded in the electron microscope chamber. X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was done on a VG Microtech Multilab ESCA 3000 

spectrometer that was equipped with an Mg Ka X-ray source (hν = 1253.6 eV). Raman 

analyses of all samples were performed on an HR 800 Raman spectrometer (Jobin Yvon, 

Horiba, France) using 632.8 nm green laser (NRS 1500 W). The Fourier transform IR 

spectra were taken using a Bruker Alpha model instrument. Surface area analyses were 

carried out using a Quantachrome Quandraorb automatic volumetric measurement system 

at 77 K using ultra-pure nitrogen gas. Thermogravimetric analyses were carried out by a 

Perkin Elmer STA 6000 analyser from 50 to 900 
o
C with 10 

o
C min

-1
 temperature ramp.  

2A.1.4 Electrochemical studies 

Autolab PGSTAT 30 (Ecochemie) was used for all electrochemical studies with a 

conventional three-electrode test cell from Pine Instruments. Hg/HgO and Pt wire were 

used as the reference and counter electrodes, respectively. The working electrode was a 
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glassy carbon (GC) electrode (5 mm diameter) embedded in Teflon, which was polished on 

a polishing cloth using 0.3 mm alumina slurry followed by washing with water. The 

catalyst slurry was prepared as follows. 5 mg of the catalyst was dispersed in 1 ml of 

ethanol : water (3 : 2) solution by ultrasonication. 10 mL from the prepared slurry was drop 

casted on the GC electrode with the help of a micro syringe, and 2 mL of 0.1% Nafion
©
 

solution in ethanol was coated to get a uniform layer and to prevent the detachment of the 

catalyst. This electrode was further dried using an IR lamp and was used as the working 

electrode. 0.1 M KOH (Aldrich) was used as the electrolyte for all the cyclic voltammetric 

(CV), chronoamperometric (CA) and rotating disk electrode (RDE) studies. All the RDE 

experiments were carried out at a scan rate of 10 mV s
-1

. Chronoamperometric (CA) 

measurements were carried out at a potential of -0.05 V vs. Hg/HgO. Oxygen and nitrogen 

were used to achieve oxygen rich and oxygen free environments respectively for the RDE 

and CV experiments. 

2A.2 Results and discussion 

2A.2.1 TEM analysis 

 

Figure 2A.1: TEM images of (a and b) GEPPy and (c and d) NGE-1000. Insets of (b and 

d) indicate the SAED patterns of the corresponding materials. 
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Figure 2A.1 (a-b) and Figure 2A.1 (c-d) show respectively the TEM images of 

GEPPy and NGE-1000. Both the images clearly indicate that the formed graphene sheets 

have two-dimensional (2-D) buckled morphology with a high surface to volume ratio. The 

circular pattern of the Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) of GEPPy, as given in 

the inset of Figure 2A.1(b), clearly depicts the deposition of the oxidized pyrrole molecule 

on the surface of the graphene sheet. The SAED pattern of the pristine surface of graphene 

generally gives dotted patterns indicating both the crystalline nature and presence of the six 

sided honeycomb lattice of the carbon framework.
[17]

 Deviation from the pattern expected 

from a pristine surface clearly indicates the coverage of the graphene surface by the 

oxidized pyrrole molecules. Heat treatment of GEPPy induces the nitrogen atoms from the 

oxidized product of pyrrole to get doped into the graphene sheets, which creates defects on 

the surface. The doping becomes most effective for oxygen reduction at 1000 
o
C as can be 

seen from the later sections. Consequently, the SAED pattern of NGE-1000, as given in the 

inset of Figure 2A.1(d), also shows a similar circular pattern as that of GEPPy due to the 

defects created during the doping process.  

2A.2.2 FT-IR analysis 

 

Figure 2A.2: FTIR spectra of GO, GEPPy and NGE-1000.  
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FT-IR spectra (Figure 2A.2) of GO, GEPPy and NGE-1000 clearly give evidence 

for the reduction of GO using pyrrole followed by nitrogen doping into the carbon 

framework of graphene during the high temperature heat treatment. GO shows the 

characteristic peaks corresponding to hydrogen bonded –OH, –C=O and –C–C– vibrations 

at 3357, 1719 and 1612 cm
-1

 respectively. Peaks at 1151, 1023 and 862 cm
-1

 are related to 

the vibrations of –C–O of ether, alkoxide and epoxide, respectively. Interestingly, the –OH 

stretching and –C=O vibrations vanish completely after the reduction using pyrrole and a 

new peak corresponding to the stretching vibration of the –C=C– bond appears at 1542 cm
-

1
. Peaks at 956 and 790 m

-1
 for pyrrole ring are also observed after the reduction process. 

The peak at 1204 cm
-1

 in both GEPPy and NGE-1000 indicates the stretching vibration of 

the –C–N bond. This gives a strong evidence for nitrogen doping into the graphitic 

framework. Also, at this stage, the characteristic peaks for the pyrrole ring (956 and 790 

cm
-1

) vanish due to its decomposition. As another distinct change, the –C=C– bond 

stretching vibration at 1528 cm
-1

 becomes more prominent after the thermal treatment of 

GEPPy.
[18]

 

2A.2.3 TGA analysis 

 

Figure 2A.3: Thermogravimetric analysis of GO, GEPPy and NGE-1000 at a temperature 

range of 25 to 1000 
o
C by maintaining a heating rate of 10 

o
C per minute in nitrogen 

atmosphere. 
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Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) gives a direct indication of the level of 

reduction of graphene oxide and graphitisation at higher temperature. TGA of all the 

samples is carried out in nitrogen atmosphere at a heating rate of 10 
o
C per minute and the 

corresponding TGA profiles are given in Figure 2A.3 It can be seen that GO shows 

significant weight loss (higher than 60 wt. %) at a temperature slightly more than 100 
o
C. 

This is mainly due to the removal of the intercalated water molecules followed by the 

functional groups such as –COOH as CO and CO2 from the surface. On the other hand, 

GEPPy shows only 12 wt. % reduction even up to a higher temperature of 900 
o
C, 

indicating the reasonable reduction achieved in GEPPy by the redox reaction between GO 

and pyrrole. This 12 wt. % weight loss for GEPPy at a higher temperature compared to that 

in GO can be ascribed to the decomposition of the oxidised pyrrole molecule from the 

surface of graphene. As expected, in the case of NGE- 1000, only less than 5 wt. % loss is 

observed even after 900 
o
C. The higher thermal stability of NGE is mainly due to the better 

graphitisation and deoxygenation achieved by the system during the thermal treatment 

process.
[17]

 

2A.2.4 Raman analysis 

 

Figure 2A.4: Raman spectra of GO, GEPPy and NGE-1000. 

The Raman spectrum (Figure 2A.4) of GO displays two peaks at 1327.89 and 

1608.32 cm
-1

 corresponding to the D- and G-bands respectively.
[19]

 On the other hand, the 

G-band of GEPPy appears at 1587.41 cm
-1

, indicating a recovery of the sp
2
 carbon atoms 

with some apparent defects. Up-shift of the G-band from 1581 cm
-1

 (corresponding to 
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graphite) to 1587.41 cm
-1

 indicates the charge transfer between the oxidised pyrrole and 

the graphene layers in GEPPy. The broad band at 1312.71 cm
-1

 and the bulge at 1505.15 

cm
-1

 confirm the presence of the oxidised products of pyrrole on the surface of 

graphene.
[16]

 The G-band of NGE-1000 appeared at 1584.41 cm
-1

, which is close to that of 

graphite, indicates the major recovery of the hexagonal network of carbon atoms with 

defects. The ratio of D- and G-band intensities (ID/IG) is often used to understand the level 

of chemical modification effected on the surface of graphene. The ID/IG ratios of NGE, 

GEPPy and GO are respectively 1.24, 1.05 and 1.25. This unambiguously reveals that the 

reduction of GO to GEPPy leads to an increase of the sp
2
 nature of the carbon with some 

defects on the surface of the graphene sheets. Most importantly, the ID/IG ratio increased as 

GEPPy was subjected to high temperature heat treatment. This increase in the ratio can be 

ascribed to the increased defect sites created on graphene upon nitrogen doping. The ID/IG 

ratio also helps to find out the in plane crystalline size (La) of the graphene sheets.
[20]

 

Considering La as an average of the inter defect distances, more defects are expected to 

create smaller value of La.
[21]

 The La value of GO, GEPPy and NGE are 30.75, 36.55 and 

30.95 nm respectively. This indicates that the defective sites in the graphene framework 

are increasing as nitrogen doping takes place in the system. 

2A.2.5 XRD analysis 

 

Figure 2A.5: X-ray diffraction pattern of GO, GEPPy and NGE-1000. 
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The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) of NGE-1000 is compared with that of 

GEPPy and GO (Figure 2A.5). GO shows a peak at a 2θ of ~10 
o
, corresponding to a d-

spacing of ca. 0.8 nm. After the reduction, the peak corresponding to GO at 10
o
 vanishes 

and a new broad peak at 23.4
o
 with a d-spacing of 0.36 nm appears. This indicates the 

reduction of GO with pyrrole molecules, where most of the sp
3
 carbons convert into sp

2
 

coordination. The d-spacing of GEPPy is higher compared to graphite (0.33 nm) due to the 

presence of the attached pyrrole moieties on the surface of the graphene sheets, which is 

expected to create repulsive force between the neighbouring layers. On the other hand, 

NGE shows a peak at a 2θ of ~2.4
o
 higher than GEPPy, leading to a d-spacing of 0.34 nm 

which is closer to the d-spacing of graphite. This indicates the achievement of better 

graphitization during the process of heat treatment to obtain the NGE samples from their 

precursor GEPPy. The decrease in the d-spacing also confirms the degradation of the 

oxidised pyrrole molecules from the surface of the graphene sheets.  

2A.2.6 Surface area analysis 

 

Figure 2A.6: Nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherm of NGE-1000 (Inset: pore size 

distribution of NGE), demonstrating the mesoporous structure of graphene with a pore size 

of 3–7 nm and BET surface area of 528 m
2
 g

-1
. 
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The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area of NGE calculated from the 

nitrogen adsorption–desorption analysis (Figure 2A.6) is 528 m
2
 g

-1
 which is significantly 

high compared to GEPPy (88 m
2
 g

-1
). Characteristic Type IV isotherm with adsorption in 

between 0.4 and 0.9 relative pressure (P/Po) clearly indicates the presence of a large 

number of mesopores with pore size around 3–7 nm in the graphene sheets compared to 

those in GEPPy (inset of Figure 2A.6). The distinct difference in terms of the pore size 

distribution between NGE-1000 and GEPPy gives valid evidence for the generation of 

mesopores during the nitrogen doping process. Thus, a simple method could be developed 

where the reduction of GO to graphene, creation of mesopores on the surface and doping 

of the carbon framework with nitrogen could be realized during the course of the process. 

The surface area of NGE-1000 is comparable to those of the various reported porous N-

doped graphene prepared by template assisted synthesis 
[22]

 and is distinctly higher than 

that of the materials prepared by template-less methods. 
[23]

  

2A.2.7 XPS analysis 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed to understand the chemical 

composition of GO, GEPPy and NGE- 1000. XPS analysis reveals the presence of C1s, 

O1s and N1s without the intervention by any impurities. Deconvoluted XPS spectra of C1s 

of GO (Figure 2A.7a) show four different peaks. The peaks at 284.58, 286.97, 288.49 and 

290.16 eV correspond to the sp
2
 carbon (–C=C–), –C–O, –C=O and –O–C=O respectively. 

After the reduction of GO using pyrrole, the peak corresponding to –C=C– becomes more 

intense. The reduction in the peak intensity of the sp
3
 carbon clearly indicates the removal 

of the oxygen moieties from the surface of graphene. C1s spectrum of GEPPy becomes 

narrow after the reduction process. Importantly, the peak at 285.68 eV confirms the 

presence of nitrogen atom in GEPPy (Figure 2A.7b). Deconvoluted C1s spectra of NGE-

1000 clearly show three different peaks with a high intensity peak at 284.37 eV (–C=C–) 

and other two peaks at 285.87 (–C=N) and 287.30 eV (–C–N). Narrowing of the broader 

peak of C1s from GEPPy to NGE-1000 indicates an enhanced degree of graphitization 

after the pyrolysis. Similarly, the C to O ratio of the samples increases with an increase in 

the heat treatment temperature. This again confirms the enhanced graphitization of GEPPy 

at higher temperature.  
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Figure 2A.7: Deconvoluted XPS spectra of carbon 1s of (a) GO, (b) GEPPy and C (NGE). 

(d) C 1s spectra of GEPPy, NGE-700, NGE-800, NGE-900 and NGE-1000. Narrowing of 

the C1s peak at higher temperature indicates high degree of graphitization as the heat 

treatment temperature increases. 

For understanding the change in the chemical composition and nitrogen 

environment, the differently heat treated forms of NGE were individually analyzed using 

XPS. N1s spectra of all the samples were deconvoluted to understand the different types of 

nitrogen in the samples (Figure 2A.8). GEPPy shows three different types of nitrogen 

atoms with binding energies of 398.61 (–N=), 399.50 (–N–H) and 400.94 eV (–N
+
–) in the 

oxidised pyrrole ring. 
[24]

 This clearly supports the presence of the oxidative product of 

pyrrole on the surface of the graphene sheets prior to the heat treatment process. After the 

heat treatment at different temperatures, all the four samples are showing three different 

peaks corresponding to the pyridinic (398.12 eV), pyrrolic (399.8 eV) and graphitic (401.9 

eV) nitrogens.
[10a, 11a, 22b, 25]

 With an increase in the temperature, the pyrrolic nitrogen 

content progressively increases as shown in Figure 2A.8f. In NGE-1000, the pyrrolic 

nitrogen content reached up to 53% compared to 38% obtained for NGE-700. Similarly, 

the pyridinic nitrogen content decreases with an increase in the temperature, showing a 
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minimum value of 21% for NGE-1000 compared to 45% detected on NGE-700. On the 

other hand, the graphitic nitrogen content increases from  

 

Figure 2A.8: Deconvoluted XPS spectra of N1s of (a) GEPPy, (b) NGE-700, (c) NGE-800, 

(d) NGE-900 and (e) NGE-1000; (f) the estimated values of the different types of nitrogen 

in all the pyrolysed samples. 
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16% for NGE-700 to 26% for NGE-1000, indicating a favourable effect of temperature for 

generating this coordination. In the previous discussion on the BET analysis, we have seen 

the graphene sheets becoming mesoporous after the heat treatment process. The mesopores 

are expected to create a large number of defective sites in the graphene sheets. These 

defective sites during pore generation are responsible for the attainment of the large 

fraction of pyrrolic nitrogen in the doped systems. Thus, the surface layer of the pyrrole 

moiety helps to engrave pores, which in turn assists in achieving the most desired pyrrolic 

form of the doped nitrogen in the graphene matrix. Since both the processes occur 

simultaneously during the heat treatment step, the selectivity towards the pyrrolic nitrogen 

as well as the surface area could be increased in one shot. However, the overall nitrogen 

content in the samples decreases with increasing the pyrolysis temperature. The nitrogen 

content of 12.5 wt.% in GEPPy has been reduced to 7.0 wt. % in NGE-1000. It is 

noteworthy that the loading of nitrogen in the graphene sheets after the high temperature 

pyrolysis is significantly higher compared to some of the reports available for the 

preparation of nitrogen doped graphene by thermal treatment.
[22a, 26]

 

2A.2.8 Electrochemical analysis 

The different nitrogen bonding environments in the NGE samples must exert 

significant influence on the electrocatalytic activity towards the oxygen reduction reaction. 

The kinetics of the oxygen reduction reactions of all the catalysts were studied by using a 

rotating disk electrode (RDE) by maintaining a catalyst loading of 0.225 mg cm
-2

 in the 

working electrode in 0.1 M KOH. The tests were performed using a three-electrode cell 

assembly at a scan rate of 10 mV s
-1

 and electrode rotation speeds of 900, 1200, 1600, 

2000 and 2500 rpm. For Pt/C (40 wt.%), the Pt loading was 0.106 mg cm
-2

. Figure 2A.9 

shows the linear sweep voltammograms of the different samples in oxygen saturated 0.1 M 

KOH at a rotation speed of 1600 rpm. The onset potential of NGE-1000 is more positive 

compared to NGE-900, NGE-800 and GEPPy. Interestingly, the onset potential of NGE-

1000 slightly exceeds the onset potential corresponding to 40 wt.% Pt/C (inset of Figure 

2A.9). This matching performance characteristic in terms of the onset potential for both 

NGE-1000 and 40 wt.% Pt/C is an important development in the pursuit of developing 

metal-free ORR catalysts for PEMFCs. In terms of the limiting current density (jl), NGE-

1000 has the highest jl value among all the graphene based catalysts. However, the jl value 

of Pt/C is higher than that of NGE-1000. Thus, overall, the results reveal that the 
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overpotential for ORR could be brought down by using NGE-1000 to a level comparable 

to that on Pt/C. At the same time, the number of active sites per unit area in NGE-1000 

should be increased further to fill the existing gap in the j l values.  

 

Figure 2A.9: Linear sweep voltammogram of NGEs, GEPPy and Pt/C in 0.1 M oxygen 

saturated KOH at a rotation speed of 1600 rpm and a scan rate of 50 mV s_1. Pt wire was 

used as the counter electrode and Hg/HgO was used as the reference electrode (inset: 

enlarged area representing the onset potential of the different samples). 

The efficiency of a catalyst can be evaluated by using the Koutecky–Levich (K–L) 

equation, by calculating the kinetic current density and the number of electrons transferred 

based on the ORR polarization curves. The K–L equation can be represented as follows: 

1

j
=

1

nFKCO2

+
1

0.62nFCO2
DO2

2
3 ϑ

−1
6 ω

1
2 
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Figure 2A.10:  K–L plots of NGE-800, NGE-900 and NGE-1000 at a potential of -0.65 V. 

The plots are generated from the LSVs of all the three samples conducted in oxygen 

saturated 0.1 M KOH solution at different rotation speeds. 

where, the kinetic current density, jk = nFkCO2. In these representations, n is the number of 

electrons, F is the Faraday constant (96485.5 C), CO2 is the bulk O2 concentration (1.2 x10
-

6
 mol cm

-3
), DO2 is the diffusion coefficient of O2 in the electrolyte (1.9 x 10

-5
 cm

2
 s

-1
), ν is 

the kinematic viscosity of the electrolyte (0.01009 cm
2
 s

-1
), and ω is the rotation rate of the 

electrode in radians per second (2π rpm/60). The value obtained for the kinetic current is 

independent of diffusion and can be used to evaluate the intrinsic activity of the catalysts. 

The plot of 1/j vs. ω
-1/2

 gives a linear relationship, with the y-intercept leading to the 

inverse of the kinetic current. The number of electrons (n) transferred during ORR can be 

calculated from the slope of the plot. Figure 2A.10 shows the linear relationship between j
-

1
 versus ω

-1/2
 of the different nitrogen doped graphene samples for ORR. Figure 2A.11, 

which compares the change in n as a function of the applied potential for the NGE 

samples, reveals that n is strongly dependent on the applied potential in the case of NGE-

1000 compared to the other two catalysts. With increasingly negative potentials, NGE-

1000 approaches towards a 4e
-
 transfer reaction compared to both NGE-900 and NGE-800. 

The higher number of electrons transferred observed in the case of NGE-1000 is a clear 

indication of the better efficiency of the system as more electrons can be generated per 

mole of the electrode reaction. 
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Figure 2A.11: The number of electrons transferred versus the potential as calculated from 

the K-L plots. 

 It has been realized from the previous sections that the high temperature pyrolysis 

changes the nitrogen configuration in the NGE samples. The electrochemical ORR activity 

is found to be strongly a function of the type of nitrogen present in the doped state. With an 

increase in the pyrolysis temperature from 800 
o
C to 1000 

o
C, the kinetic current density 

(jk) is clearly increasing as evident from Figure 2A.12. At -0.2 V, the jk value of NGE-1000 

is 6 mA cm
-2

 compared to 1.7 and 2.5 mA cm
-2

 measured for NGE-800 and NGE-900, 

respectively. According to recent reports, the electrocatalytic activity of nitrogen doped 

graphene is strongly dependent on the type of nitrogen content, mainly pyrrolic, pyridinic 

and graphitic.
[22b, 25]

 The XPS analysis has given strong evidence for an increase in the 

amounts of both pyrrolic and graphitic nitrogen with the pyrolysis temperature.
[5, 27]

 The 

electron withdrawing effect of the pyrrolic and graphitic nitrogen in NGE-1000 can 

activate the adjacent carbon atoms. This leads to a net positive charge on the neighbouring 

carbon. This type of charge polarization consequently assists adsorption and reduction of 

oxygen molecule on the carbon atoms through an energetically favoured association 

mechanism as reported by Yu et al. 
[28]

In addition to this effect of charge polarization on 

ORR, a recent report reveals that mesoporosity in nitrogen doped graphene also induces 

adsorption and reduction of oxygen molecules. The comparable ORR activity of NGE-
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1000 with that of Pt/C clearly gives strong evidence that the pyrrolic nitrogen is essential 

for oxygen adsorption and reduction to water through a four electron mechanism. This 

further supports the finding of Yu et al. that pyridinic nitrogen alone cannot help for direct 

four electron pathways for ORR.
[13]

  

 

Figure 2A.12: E versus kinetic current density of all the three catalysts derived from the 

K–L plots. 

To examine the possible crossover effect in the presence of other fuel molecules 

(e.g., methanol), the current–time (i–t) chronoamperometric responses for ORR at the 

NGE-1000 and Pt/C electrodes are obtained. As shown in Figure 2A.13, a sharp decrease 

in the current was observed for the Pt/C electrode upon addition of 3.0 M methanol. 

However, the corresponding amperometric response for the NGE-1000 electrode remains 

almost unchanged even after the addition of methanol. This result explicitly indicates that 

the NGE-1000 electrocatalyst has higher fuel selectivity towards ORR than the commercial 

Pt/C electrocatalyst.  
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Figure 2A.13: Methanol crossover study of NGE-1000 and Pt/C at a rotation speed of 

1000 rpm. At 300 s, 3 M methanol was added into the 0.1 M KOH electrolyte to evaluate 

the crossover effect. 

As stability under the electrochemical environment is a mandatory requirement for 

any electrocatalyst to be considered for realistic applications, an accelerated durability test 

(ADT) was carried out by using both NGE-1000 and Pt/C catalysts (Figure 2A.14). ADT 

was carried out by subjecting a potential cycling between -0.37 and 0.37 V vs. Hg/HgO in 

oxygen saturated 0.1 M KOH at 100 mV s
-1

 scan rate at room temperature for 1000 cycle. 

LSV was taken at different rotation speeds before and after ADT to evaluate the level of 

performance degradation of the catalyst. The comparison of the LSVs before and after 

ADT reveals that NGE-1000 clearly outperforms the Pt catalyst in terms of its 

electrochemical stability. Looking at the plots, it can be inferred that the Pt catalyst suffers 

from a 35 mV negative shift in the ORR activity at -0.027 V vs. Hg/HgO after ADT 

whereas NGE-1000 has only 15 mV drop at the same potential. Since ADT involves 

exposure under drastic electrochemical environment, the result clearly reveals the 

enhanced cycling stability of NGE-1000. Compared to the Pt catalyst where potential 

cycling is expected to trigger Pt dissolution and sintering, being metal-free and due to the 

existence of strong covalent interaction between the active sites and the graphitic lattice, 

NGE-1000 manages to give an impressive durability profile during the experiment. 
[29]
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Figure 2A.14: Linear sweep voltammogram of (a) NGE-1000 and (b) Pt/C before and 

after ADT in 0.1M oxygen saturated KOH at a rotation speed of 1600 rpm and a scan rate 

of 10 mV s
-1

. Pt wire was used as the counter electrode and Hg/HgO was used as the 

reference electrode. The enlarged portions in the insets of the figure (a) and (b) represent 

the shift from -0.027 V for the respective catalysts after ADT. 
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Part B: Layer-separated distribution of nitrogen doped 

graphene by its wrapping on carbon nitride tetrapods 

for enhanced ORR* 

2B.1 Experimental 

2B.1.1 Graphene oxide (GO) synthesis 

In a typical synthesis, a mixture of graphite flakes and potassium permanganate 

(KMnO4) was slowly added to a 9:1 mixture of con. sulphuric acid (H2SO4) and 

phosphoric acid (H3PO4).  The mixture was stirred for 12 h at 60 
o
C. After cooling to room 

temperature, deionised water (DI water) was added to dilute the mixture followed by the 

addition of 30% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) to remove unreacted manganese oxide. While 

adding the peroxide into the acid mixture, the original pink colour of the mixture turned to 

yellow.  The resulting solution was washed several times with nitric acid (HNO3), 

hydrochloric acid (HCl) and ethanol. pH of the solution was reduced using continuous 

washing with DI water till the pH reaches above 4. The resulting reddish brown viscous 

solution was washed with diethyl ether and kept for drying at a temperature of 60 
o
C in a 

vacuum oven. 

2B.1.2 Preparation of CNx wrapped nitrogen doped graphene (CNG) 

 CNG with different NG loading was synthesised using a simple scalable approach. 

In a typical synthesis, washed melamine foam was dipped in the GO solution (4 mg/ml) 

followed by drying using an IR lamp. For different loading of GO in the melamine foam, 

the number of dipping was changed. Dried GO-melamine foam was annealed at 900 
o
C for 

3 h in argon atmosphere (Scheme 2B.1). The samples are designated as CNG-1, CNG-3 

and CNG-6 based on the dipping numbers of the melamine foam in the GO solution as 1 

dip, 3 dips and 6 dips, respectively. 

2B.1.3 Preparation of nitrogen doped graphene (Bulk NG) 

  Bulk NG was synthesised using a reported procedure. In brief, GO was mixed well 

with melamine powder followed by annealing at 900 
o
C for 3 h under argon atmosphere. 

 

* Reproduced with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry, Copy right 2014 (Chem. 

Commun., 2014, 50, 13769-13772)  
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2B.1.4 Material Characterization 

  High resolution transmission electron microscopic (HR-TEM) images were 

recorded using FEI Technai G2 T30 instrument operated at 300 kV. Scanning electron 

microscopic analysis was carried out using Quanta 200 3D FEI instrument. Raman analysis 

was performed in LabRam spectrometer (HJY, France) with a laser wavelength of 632 nm. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic analysis was carried out in VGMicrotech Multilab 

ESCA 3000 spectrometer employing a monochromatic Mg Kα X-ray source (hν = 1253.6 

eV). Surface area of all the samples was measured by Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) 

nitrogen adsorption-desorption experiment on a Quantachrome Quadrasorb automatic 

volumetric measurement system at 77 K using ultra pure nitrogen gas. 

 

 

Scheme 2B.1: A schematic representation of the preparation of the CNG catalyst having 

graphene sheets wrapped along the arms of the CNx tetrapod units. 
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2B.1.5 Electrochemical Measurements 

 All the electrochemical measurements were carried out in a Biologic 

electrochemical workstation (VMP3) using a conventional three-electrode set-up. 0.1 M 

HClO4 was used as the electrolyte for the electrochemical measurements. Catalyst coated 

glassy carbon rotating ring-disc (Pine Instruments. Inc.) and Ag/AgCl were used as the 

working electrode and reference electrode, respectively. Potentials given in the manuscript 

are converted to reference hydrogen electrode scale using an equation, ERHE = EAg/AgCl + 

0.196 + 0.059 p
H
. To avoid Pt contamination in the working electrode during the potential 

cycling, a graphite rod was used as the counter electrode. Catalyst ink was prepared by 

ultrasonically mixing 10 mg of the catalyst in 2 ml of 2:3 ethanol-water mixture for 1 min. 

10 µl of the catalyst slurry was drop coated on the glassy carbon electrode, which was 

polished using 0.05 µm polishing alumina powder. After drying the ink under an IR lamp, 

1 µl of 0.01 wt. % Nafion solution in ethanol was applied on the catalyst. The catalyst 

loading in the electrode is 0.255 mg cm
-2

. For the comparison purpose, the study was also 

carried out using commercial Pt/C (20 wt.% from Johnson Mattey). 10 mg of Pt/C was 

mixed well with 2 ml of 2:3 ethanol-water mixture to prepare the catalyst ink. 5 µl of the 

resulting ink was applied on the glassy carbon electrode in order to get a Pt loading of 25.5 

µgPt cm
-2

. Cyclic voltammograms of the samples were recorded in 0.1 HClO4 solution with 

5 mV s
-1

 scan rate in a potential window of -0.2 to 1 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Linear sweep 

voltammograms (LSV) were recorded using a rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE, 0.283 

cm
2
, Pine Instruments) at room temperature with a scan rate of 5 mV s

-1
 at different 

electrode rotation speeds in oxygen saturated 0.1 M HClO4 electrolyte. The ring potential 

was kept constant at 1.2 V. For the durability and methanol tolerance tests, samples were 

coated on a glassy carbon electrode (0.196 cm
2
, Pine Instruments) and the measurements 

were done in 0.1 M HClO4 at a scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

 with an electrode rotation speed of 

1600 rpm.  

Number of electron transfer and peroxide percentage were determined on the basis 

of the rotating ring disc electrode (RRDE) voltammogram using the following equations: 

𝑛 = 4 𝑥 
𝐼𝑑

𝐼𝑑 +
𝐼𝑟
𝑁

                                      (2.1) 
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𝐻2𝑂2  % = 200 𝑥 
𝐼𝑟
𝑁

𝐼𝑑+
𝐼𝑟
𝑁

              (2.2) 

where Id is the disc current, Ir is the ring current, and N is the collection efficiency of the Pt 

ring (0.37).  In a typical RRDE, the disc electrode is surrounded by a Pt ring with a 

particular diameter. ORR is occurring on the disc electrode and the produced peroxide, if 

any, will be oxidized on the ring electrode. Hence, by using both the ring current and disc 

current, the number of electron transfer and hydrogen peroxide yield can be easily 

calculated. The collection efficiency (N) is the efficiency of the ring electrode to collect the 

reduced species from the disc electrode. Empirical „N‟ can be easily determined using the 

polarization of potassium ferricynate redox active species from the equation Ir/Id.  

Accelerated durability test (ADT) was performed for 5000 cycles to study the 

electrochemical stability of the catalyst (CNG-3). CV was performed at 100 mV s
-1

 scan 

rate in between a potential window of 0.7 to 1.3 V under oxygen purging. LSV was taken 

before and after ADT at 1600 rpm with a scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

. 

2B.2 Results and discussion 

2B.2. 1 SEM and TEM analysis 

Figures 2B.1 a and b represent the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of 

Bulk NG at different magnifications. From the figure, it is clear that the nitrogen doped 

graphene layers are stacked together in the Bulk NG.  MF derived CNx shows tetrapod like 

interconnecting structures with size more than 20 m for each unit (Figure 2B.1 c and d). 

In case of CNG-1, CNx is wrapped by a thin layer of NG and it provides a three 

dimensional architecture to CNG-1.  The NG content in CNG-1 is very less and even the 

CNx backbone is clearly visible through the graphene sheets (Figure 2B.1 e and f). CNG-3 

also follows similar morphological characteristics to CNG-1 except that the thickness of 

the NG layer is higher. Compared to CNG-1, the CNx backbone is not clearly visible in 

CNG-3 (Figure 2B.1 g, h and 2B.2). It is evident from the figures that CNG-1 and CNG-3 

have many macroporous interconnections due to the peculiar morphology of the CNx 

backbone.  Compared to CNG-1 and CNG-3, CNG-6 has high density of the NG 

nanosheets, which completely hides the CNx backbone. The presence of the stacked NG 

nanosheets on CNx is found to disturb the 3-D morphology of the nanostructure in the case  
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Figure 2B.1:  SEM images of bulk NG (a and b), CNx (c and d), CNG-1 (e and f), CNG-3 

(g and h) and CNG-6 (i and j). 
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of CNG-6 (Figure 2B.1 i and j). Elemental mapping of CNG-3 indicates that nitrogen 

atoms are uniformly distributed throughout the material (Figure 2B.3). TEM images of the 

NG sheets from CNG-3 in Figures 2B. 4 a and b show high quality graphene sheets with 

disordered lattice fringes. The disorder in the lattice fringes is clearly emphasizing the 

doping of heteroatom on the graphene sheets during the high temperature annealing. 

Furthermore, clear selected area electron diffraction pattern indicates the highly crystalline 

nature of the NG sheets. 

 

Figure 2B.2: FE-SEM images of CNG-3 at different magnifications. 
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Figure 2B.3: Elemental mapping of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen respectively on CNG-3. 

 

Figure 2B.4: TEM images of nitrogen doped graphene in CNG-3 (a and b) and CNG-6 (c 

and d) at different magnifications. 
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2B.2.2 Raman and XRD analyses 

Raman spectroscopic analyses further confirm the nitrogen doping and defects 

created by nitrogen on CNG during the high temperature annealing. In Figure 2B.5a, CNx 

displays the D-band at 1318.19 cm
-1

 and the G-band at 1558.07 cm
-1

.  The down shift of 

the G-band from 1581 cm
-1

 (of graphite) indicates that the thermally annealed MF lacks 

proper sp
2
 carbon coordination compared to the CNG samples. For the comparison 

purpose, bulk NG sample also was prepared separately by annealing GO and melamine 

mixture at 900 
o
C.   Bulk NG shows the G-band at 1600.26 cm

-1
 with up shift in the G-

band position compared to the G-band position of graphite, which gives a clear evidence 

for n-type doping of nitrogen in the graphene sheets with defects.  Compared to CNx and 

bulk NG, the G-band positions of CNG-1 (1591.10 cm
-1

), CNG-3 (1593.03 cm
-1

), CNG-6 

(1594.24 cm
-1

) are closer to that of pure graphite. Up shift in the peak position also 

confirms the nitrogen doping in the CNG samples. The shifting of the peak position 

towards the high wave number with increase in the dipping number indicates that the 

defects created by nitrogen moieties are different in the CNG samples.  The ratio of the D-

band and G-band (ID/IG) further helps to understand the chemical modifications occur 

 

Figure 2B.5:  (a) Raman spectra of CNx, CNG-1, CNG-3, CNG-6 and bulk NG, (b) X-ray 

diffraction patterns of CNx, CNG-1, CNG-3, CNG-6 and Bulk NG sheets. 

during the high temperature annealing process. CNx, bulk NG, CNG-1, CNG-3 and CNG-6 

show an ID/IG ratio of 1.39, 1.46, 1.09, 1.49 and 1.67, respectively.  CNG-3 and bulk NG 

have almost similar ID/IG ratio, indicating the presence of similar defective sites on both the 

materials. However, the ID/IG ratio is increasing with increase in the NG loading of the 
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CNG samples, which clearly indicates that the defective sites are getting modified when 

the NG sheets are wrapped along the CNx tetrapods. This may seriously affect the 

adsorption of dioxygen molecule and its reduction on the CNG samples. The in plane 

crystalline size (La) (La is inversely proportional to the ID/IG ratio) of bulk NG and CNG-3 

is almost same but it is decreasing with increase in the NG loading on the CNG samples. 

This indicates that the total nitrogen content is varying with respect to the NG sheets in the 

CNG samples and simultaneously the defective sites in the CNG samples are also varying. 

Further evidence for the crystalline nature of the CNG samples has been obtained from X-

ray diffraction (XRD) analysis (Figure 2B.5 b). XRD analysis again confirms the 

amorphous behavior of CNx and it also indicates that the crystalline nature is progressively 

improving by the wrapping of the NG sheets on CNx. It is evidenced from the XRD peak at 

2θ = 26
o
.  

2B.2.3 Surface area analysis 

 

Figure 2B.6: (a) Nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms and (b) pore size distribution 

profiles of CNx, CNG-1, CNG-3, CNG-6 and Bulk NG.  

Surface area measured from nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms using 

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method shows that CNx possesses a low surface area of 44 

m
2
/g (Figure 2B.6). Bulk NG sheets show a surface area of 150 m

2
/g, indicating the 

stacking of the graphene sheets during the high temperature annealing and this value is 

comparable to a recently reported value on the thermally treated graphene sheets by Li et 

al.
[30]

 The CNG samples show the surface area values in the order of CNG-1 (156 m
2
/g) < 

CNG-6 (268 m
2
/g) < CNG-3 (276 m

2
/g). It is worth mentioning that the surface area of 

CNG-1 is higher than that of both CNxand bulk NG. This gives a clear evidence for the 
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reduced restacking of the graphene sheets in presence of MF. CNG-3 shows the highest 

surface area of 276 m
2
/g, as the number of the NG sheets increases when MF assists 

restacking of the layers. However, with further increase in the NG loading, a reduction in 

the surface area has been observed and this is attributed to the enhanced restacking of the 

graphene sheets when the loading goes beyond a threshold level. This is evidenced from 

CNG-6 where the surface area is less compared to CNG-3. However, it should be noted 

that the reduction in the surface area of CNG-6 does not differ much compared to CNG-3, 

the credit goes to the MF backbone which acts as a template to maintain a loose assembly 

of the graphene layers. It is interesting to observe that CNG-3 starts adsorbing nitrogen at 

low relative pressure (0.47 P/P0) compared to the other CNG samples, bulk NG and CNx 

(Figure 2B.6 a). This explicitly indicates that CNG-3 consists of pores having a wide range 

of size distribution. CNx and bulk NG have pore size less than 6 nm compared to the wide 

range of pores observed for the CNG samples (Figure 2B.6 b). CNG-1 and CNG-6 have 

more micropores compared to CNG-3; on the other hand, the pore size distribution of 

CNG-3 varies from 3 nm to 35 nm. High surface area and wide range of porosity assist 

efficient mass transport in CNG-3 sample compared to the other CNG samples and help to 

make more accessible surface for the reactant moieties. 

2B.2.4 XPS analysis 

 To further confirm the chemical composition of the prepared materials, X-ray 

Photoelectron Spectroscopic (XPS) analysis was performed. All the samples show the 

presence of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen.  

Deconvoluted C1s spectra (Figure 2B.7) of CNx show five distinct binding energy 

contributions which are indexed as 284.23 (-C=C-), 284.88 (-C-C-), 285.64 (-C-N), 286.82 

(-C-O) and 288.59 eV (-C=O). High percentage of -C-C- and –C-O reduces the degree of 

graphitization of CNx and it is evidenced also from the Raman and XRD analyses. The 

peak at the binding energy of 284.31 eV of C 1s spectra of bulk NG indicates the improved 

graphitization of the NG sheets and the binding energy at 285.38 eV further confirms the 

nitrogen doping in the sample. All the CNG samples possess improved graphitization as 

evidenced from the peak corresponding to the binding energy of 284.36 eV.  
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Figure 2B.7:  Deconvoluted C1s XPS spectra of (a) CNx, (b) bulk NG, (c) CNG-1, (d) 

CNG-3 and (e) CNG-6 samples.  

Similarly, nitrogen doping also has been confirmed from the binding energy peak at 

around 285.00 eV. Presence of oxygen also could be evidenced from the XPS spectra, 

which is expected to be generating during the carbonization of MF which exists in the form 

of the adsorbed state. The wt.% of carbon is in the order of CNx (74.26 %) < CNG-3 (80.35 

%) < CNG-1 (80.54 %) < Bulk NG (84.71 %) < CNG-6 (85.75 %). More interestingly, the 

C/O ratio of the CNG samples is increasing with increase in the NG content. The C/O ratio 

follows the order of CNx  (3.02) < CNG-1 (4.59) < CNG-3 (4.78) < CNG-6 (8.03) < Bulk 
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NG (9.52). Lower C/O ratio of CNG-1 and CNG-3 compared to CNG-6 further gives 

evidence of thin layer coating of the NG sheets on the CNx backbone for both CNG-1 and 

CNG-3.  

 

Figure 2B.8: XPS spectra of sulphur (S) in the CNG-1, CNG-3 and CNG-6 samples.  

More interestingly, CNG-6 shows presence of 0.95 wt.% of sulphur,  which is 

expected to be generated from MF (Figure 2B.8). Since the stability of sulphur at high 

temperature is very poor, it tends to easily escape from the MF during the high temperature 

annealing process. In the recent literatures, the amounts of sulphur doped in the carbon 

morphologies are found to be generally less than 1 wt.%.
[31]

 Due to the thin layer wrapping 

of GO on MF before annealing to generate CNG-1 and CNG-3, sulphur will easily escape 

from the system at high temperature without incorporating in the carbon matrix. On the 

other hand, the presence of large amount of GO sheets in CNG-6 helps entrapment of some 

sulphur and its subsequent doping in the graphene sheets along with the nitrogen atoms. 

Deconvoluted N1s spectra (Figure 2B.9) of CNG show that the nitrogen 

environment varies with the loading of graphene in CNGs.  CNx shows three different 

nitrogen environments in it. They are assigned as pyridinic, graphitic and oxides of 
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nitrogen respectively at the binding energies of 398.00, 400.00 and 405.70 eV. Similarly, 

Bulk NG also shows pyridinic, pyrrolic and graphitic nitrogen respectively at 398.00, 

399.10 and 400.80 eV. Along with the pyridinic, pyrrolic/pyridone and graphitic nitrogens,  

 

Figure 2B.9: Deconvoluted XPS spectra of N1s of (a) CNx, (b) Bulk NG, (c) CNG-1, (d) 

CNG-3 and (e) CNG-6 and (f) percentage of different types of nitrogen content of CNx, 

Bulk NG, CNG-1, CNG-3 and CNG-6. 
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CNG-1 shows binding energy signatures corresponding to benzenoid amine –NH- type 

nitrogen (399.54 eV) and oxides of nitrogen (404.54 eV). However, the benzenoid amine 

type environment is absent in case of CNG-3 and CNG-6. Since the nitrogen environment 

is seriously changing with the graphene content, the pyridinic nitrogen is found to be 

highest for CNG-3 (36.69 wt.%) compared  to CNG-1 (31.51 wt.%) and CNG-6 (29.73 

wt.%). At the same time, the graphitic nitrogen contents in CNG-3 (34.43 wt.%) and CNG-

6 (35.3 wt.%) are appeared to be almost same. Pyrrolic/pyridone nitrogen content in the 

three composites is increasing with increase in the graphene loading and is in the order of 

CNG-1 (18.26 wt.%) < CNG-3 (18.61 wt.%) < CNG-6 (20.42 wt.%). Asifa et. al. reported 

that the binding energy of the pyridone and pyrrolic nitrogen coordination in deconvoluted 

N1s spectra is indistinguishable and the pyridone content improves the oxygen 

adsorption.
[32]

 Since the C/O ratio of the CNG samples is less compared to Bulk NG, the 

chance for formation of pyridone in the CNG samples is evident. The oxide environment 

of nitrogen also is strongly affected by the graphene content and it is increasing with the 

graphene loading. CNG-6 (14.36 wt.%) has the highest oxide content whereas CNG-1  

(5.13 wt.%) has the lowest. Thus, from the deconvoluted XPS N1s spectra of the CNG 

samples, it can be unambiguously inferred that the types of nitrogen coordination and their 

weight percentages differ substantially with respect to the graphene loading. The nitrogen 

coordination and its oxide will seriously affect the overall electrochemical performance 

towards dioxygen reduction in acidic medium. 

2B.2.5 Electrochemical studies 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of all the electrocatalysts was carried out at a scan rate of 5 mV 

s
-1

 in 0.1 M HClO4. For comparing the electrochemical activity of the systems, the testing 

of the CNG samples was done along with CNx, bulk NG and a physical mixture of the both 

in a ratio of 1:1 under the similar conditions. In Figure 2B.10, bulk NG shows a very broad 

cathodic peak at 0.59 V with very low double layer charging current. In contrary, the 

contribution by double layer charging of CNx is high in association with a cathodic peak 

shift towards a more positive value of 0.73 V. CNG-1 shows capacitance in between Bulk 

NG and CNx with the cathodic peak at 0.60 V. CNG-3 and CNG-6 show high double layer 

charging contribution compared to CNG-1 and CNx with the cathodic peaks respectively at 

0.72 and 0.62 V. The physical mixture of both CNx and Bulk NG also shows the cathodic 
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peak at a higher potential of 0.72 V compared to CNx and bulk NG. CNG-3 and CNG-6 

show high capacitive nature compared to Bulk NG. High capacitive nature of CNG-3 and 

CNG-6 attributes to the peculiar morphology of the catalysts. Three dimensional (3-D) 

morphology of CNG-3 provides proper channels for mass transport and, hence, helps to 

establish maximum electrode-electrolyte interfaces. At the same time, wrapping of the 

graphene sheets on the CNx tetrapod units helps the system to expose more number of the 

active reaction sites for effective dioxygen adsorption and its reduction. These structural 

benefits obtained from the 3-D morphology of CNG is expected to help the system to shift 

the reduction peak potential towards more positive side compared to Bulk NG. 

 

Figure 2B.10: Cyclic voltammograms of the non-metal catalysts recoded at a scan rate of 

5 mV s
-1

 in 0.1 M HClO4 solution. 

        Further insight about ORR activity of these electrocatalysts has been gained 

through an analysis using rotating disc electrode (RDE), where the linear sweep 

voltammograms (LSVs) were recorded in oxygen saturated 0.1 M HClO4 at a scan rate of 5 

mV s
-1

 with an electrode rotation speed of 1600 rpm (Figure 2B.11 a).  For comparison 

purpose, the testing was also done by using a standard Pt supported carbon (40 wt.% Pt on 

carbon, Pt/C) catalyst under the same experimental conditions. From Figure 5b, it is clear 

that Bulk NG shows substantially poor activity towards ORR in acid medium. The ORR 

onset potential of bulk NG is more negative (0.72 V) and the reduction current appears to 

be very low compared to the other electrocatalysts. However, CNx shows a more positive 
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onset potential (0.87V) compared to the pure NG sheets with improved current density.  

Unfortunately, due to poor electrical conductivity of CNx, the LSV profile suffers from a 

greater ohmic contribution. Contrary to both CNx and the NG sheets, CNG-1 shows 

activity in between that of CNx and NG; this clearly indicates that the active sites are not 

enough to facilitate oxygen adsorption and its reduction. It is interesting to note that the 

physical mixture of both CNx and NG shows activity higher than the parent compounds 

and CNG-1, which further supports the theoretical finding of Qiao et al.
[33]

 It shows the 

onset potential at 0.88 V with a maximum reduction current density of 2.56 mA cm
-2

 at 0.2 

V. This indicates that, just a physical mixing of CNx with NG sheets is favourably tuning 

the active reaction centres to obtain enhanced ORR activity. 

 
Figure 2B.11: (a) Linear sweep voltammograms (LSVs) of the prepared samples and Pt/C 

taken in 0.1 M oxygen saturated HClO4 at an electrode rotation speed of 1600 rpm and a 

scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

 and (b) Tafel slopes of the CNG catalysts at high potential. 

A clear advantage in terms of both the ORR onset potential and limiting current 

density has been observed in the case of CNG-3. The catalyst displays an onset potential at 

0.90 V with a maximum current density of 3.91 mA cm
-2

 at 0.2 V. With this enhancement 

in the activity, CNG-3 approaches the activity of the Pt/C catalyst with an overpotential 

difference as close as 90 mV, which is lower than the overpotential values reported 

recently for the non-metal electrocatalysts in acidic medium. CNG-6 also shows the same 

onset potential as CNG-3 but the current density (3.67 mA cm
-2

) at 0.2 V is lower 

compared to CNG-3. However, the half wave potential of CNG-3 is 50 mV higher than 

that of CNG-6 and 120 mV lower compared to Pt/C. Improved E1/2 of CNG-3 indicates 

more active reaction centres of CNG-3 compared to CNG-6 even though the intrinsic ORR 
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activity is same. This is further confirmed from the Tafel plots of the CNG samples in the 

high potential range (Figure 2B.11 b). CNG-3 displays a Tafel slope of 109 mV dec
-1

 in 

comparison with 120 and 214 mV dec
-1

 shown by CNG-6 and CNG-1, respectively. This 

explicitly indicates that the ORR kinetics is varying with respect to the NG loading.  The 

improved ORR activity of CNG-3 is mainly ascribed to the peculiar morphology acquired 

by the system when NG gets wrapped on CNx. Even though mixing of bulk NG and CNx 

shows improved activity compared to its parent counterparts, the active reaction sites are 

not sufficient enough to bring an extensive activity modulation. However, in case of CNG-

3, wrapping of NG on CNx provides a more feasible way to achieve a simultaneous 

modulation of both the active reaction centres and electrical conductivity. This controlled 

interplay and synergetic effects of both CNx and NG sheets in CNG-3 assist the oxygen 

adsorption/reduction process. At the same time, the more interconnected morphology and 

loose distribution of the graphene sheets with the help of the CNx tetrapods provide better   

accessibility of the active sites to initiate the process.  

It should be noted that the ORR mechanism involving the 4-electron pathway 

leading to water is the preferred one compared to the 2-electron pathway leading the 

hydrogen peroxide. In order to get an insight into the mechanism and to quantify the 

formation of peroxide during ORR, Rotating Ring Disk Electrode (RRDE) analysis was 

carried out. It can be clearly seen from Figure 2B.12a that CNG-3 yields a negligible (3.5 

mole %) amount of H2O2  in the entire potential range. CNG-6, on the other hand, produces 

almost 7.5 mole % of peroxide during the reaction. Peroxide formation of CNG-1 is found 

to be higher at more positive potential and it slowly gets decreased at higher negative 

potentials. At 0.2 V, CNG-1 shows 9.5 mole % of peroxide yield at 0.2 V. The number of 

electrons participated in the reduction process has been calculated from the RRDE analysis 

(Figure 2B.12 b), which confirms that both CNG-3 and CNG-6 follow mainly direct 4-

electron transfer pathway whereas CNG-1 follows a mixed kinetics involving contributions 

from both the 2- and 4-electron transfer reactions. Figure 2B.12 c shows Koutcky-Levich 

plots (K-L plot) of the CNG samples prepared at a potential of 0.34 V.  Parallel behaviour 

of the straight lines of CNG-3 and CNG-6 indicates similar electrode reactions with 4-

electron transfer pathway for ORR. CNG-1, on the other hand, shows a slight deviation 

from the parallel nature of CNG-3 and CNG-6. This indicates contributions by other side 

reactions in CNG-1.  Apart from the peculiar morphology of CNG-3, the ORR activity is 

strongly influenced by the active reaction centre formation during the high temperature 
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annealing. Theoretical studies clearly emphasize that defect as well as nitrogen 

coordination are playing vital roles in the active site modulation to reduce oxygen 

molecule through the 4-electron pathway.  The XPS analysis unambiguously confirms that 

the nitrogen coordination in the CNG samples is influenced strongly by the NG loading. 

Compared to CNG-1 and CNG-6, the pyridinic nitrogen content is high in CNG-3. 

Similarly, the pyrrolic/pyridone content in the CNG samples is also found to be increasing 

with the NG loading. 

 

Figure 2B.12: (a) The percentage of hydrogen peroxide formation calculated by using a 

rotating ring disc electrode (RRDE) in 0.1 M HClO4 at an electrode rotation speed of 1600 

rpm and a voltage scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

, (b) the plot representing the number of electrons 

transferred vs. the potential as calculated from RRDE and (c) K–L plots of the CNG 

electrocatalysts obtained at a potential of 0.34 V vs. RHE.
 

It is well known that the pyridinic as well as the pyrrolic/pyridone nitrogen content 

improves the ORR activity.
[30, 32]

 In CNG-1 and CNG-3, the chances for the formation of 

the pyridinic nitrogen is more compared to the pyrrolic nitrogen because of the lower 
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loading of the NG sheets and lower C/O ratio in these materials. In contrary, CNG-6 has 

almost similar C/O ratio compared to the bulk NG sheets, which reduces the chance for the 

creation of more pyridone type nitrogen but it has a mixed distribution of the 

pyrrole/pyridone type nitrogen coordination. Similarly, trace amount of sulphur detected in 

CNG-6 is not expected to influence the ORR activity significantly.  The enhanced ORR 

activity of CNG-3 can easily connect to the improved coordination of the stable pyridinic 

and pyridine type nitrogens. It is reported that the hydroxypyridine a tautomeric form of 

pyridone forms an adduct with dioxygen.
[34]

 This stable adduct has an oxygen 

chemisorption geometry similar to that of Pt.
[35]

 From this, we believe that the co-presence 

of both N and O in CNG-3 and the stable adduct formation between the oxygen molecule 

and pyridone along with the high pyridinic nitrogen content  help the system to achieve 

high ORR activity.  

Along with the improved ORR activity, CNG-3 shows excellent tolerance towards 

methanol (Figure 2B.13 a) compared to Pt/C (Figure 2B.13 b).  Further, to get more 

information about the electrochemical stability of CNG-3, accelerated durability test 

(ADT) was performed for 5000 cycles. CV was performed at 100 mV s
-1

 scan rate in 

between a potential window of 0.7 to 1.3 V under oxygen purging. LSV was taken before 

and after ADT at 1600 rpm with a scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

. From Figure 2B.14 a, the ORR 

activity of CNG-3 is found to be increased after 1000 stability cycling with more positive 

shift in both the onset potential as well as E1/2.  

 

Figure 2B.13: (a) Methanol crossover study of (a) CNG-3 and (b) Pt/C with an electrode 

rotation rate of 1600 rpm at a scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

. 0.5 M methanol was added into 0.1 M 

HClO4 electrolyte to evaluate the crossover effect. 
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Figure 2B.14:  LSVs of (a) CNG-3 and (b) Pt/C before and after ADT at 1600 rpm with 5 

mV s
-1

 scan rate in oxygen saturated 0.1 M HClO4. 

This clearly indicates that the intrinsic ORR activity is getting modulated 

simultaneously as the system passes through the potential cycling. However, it is found 

that the benefit of the potential induced active site modulation is not happening 

continuously. This is evident from the fact that, after 5000 cycles, the intrinsic ORR 

activity is slightly getting decreased as evident from the negative shift in the onset potential 

without changing the reduction current density. This type of behaviour was recently 

reported by Zelanay et. al. in their work based on carbon nanotube-carbon particle 

composite.
[36]

 Contrary to CNG-3, Pt/C shows negative shift in the onset potential as well 

as E1/2 after 5000 cycles (Figure 2B.14 b). This is mainly due to the reduction in the 

catalytic centre due to carbon corrosion at higher positive potential. These studies, thus, 

clearly show that CNG-3 is a promising electrocatalyst with improved fuel tolerance and 

electrochemical stability along with higher ORR activity in acidic medium. 

2.2 Conclusion 

Two different approaches have been carried out to synthesize NGE with improved 

active reaction centre density by modifying its surface area, nitrogen coordination and 

morphology.  

NGE prepared by the high temperature heat-treatment of pyrrole reduced graphene 

oxide in an inert atmosphere shows high surface area of 528 m
2
 g

-1
. The high surface area 

of the prepared NGE is attributed to the prevention of restacking by the oligomeric form of 
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pyrrole formed during the redox reaction between pyrrole and GO. The formed oligomeric 

form of pyrrole acts as a nitrogen source for NGE. The study reveals the fact that the 

enhanced proportions of the pyrrolic nitrogen along with the mesoporous structure of 

graphene are the main reasons for the enhanced catalytic activity towards ORR. Most 

importantly, NGE-1000 catalyst shows comparable onset potential (0.05 V vs. Hg/HgO) 

with 40 wt.% Pt/C, which involves a 4- electron pathway for ORR in alkaline medium. 

Moreover, the fuel tolerance and durability under the electrochemical environment of the 

NGE catalyst are found to be superior to that of the Pt/C catalyst. 

In another approach, a 3-dimensional (3D) form of NGE was prepared by one-step 

thermal treatment of melamine foam soaked with graphene oxide at 900 
o
C in inert 

atmosphere. During the high temperature annealing, MF gets converted into carbon nitride 

(CNx) with concomitant conversion of GO to nitrogen doped graphene (NG). The nitrogen 

liberated from MF is trapped by the graphene sheets and the thus formed nitrogen doped 

graphene (NG) subsequently gets wrapped onto CNx, which has maintained an 

interconnected porous structure through the tetrapod units. The peculiar interconnected 

morphology of the prepared materials provides high specific surface area by essentially 

reducing the restacking of the graphene sheets with the help of the CNx backbone. The 

interconnected morphology also maintains accessible channels and pores throughout the 

material and this helps NG to effectively expose the active centres for the reactants. More 

interestingly, with the number of dip-coating of MF in the GO solution, a significant 

difference in the nature of the doped nitrogen sites is observed after the thermal treatment 

process. The sample prepared after the annealing of MF with three dipping cycles in the 

GO solution (CNG-3) shows improved ORR activity with 90 mV overpotential compared 

to Pt/C and it reduces dioxygen molecule to water through the preferred 4-electron transfer 

mechanism. XPS analysis clearly shows the presence of pyridinic and pyridone type 

nitrogens, which are found to be contributing efficiently for ORR. More interestingly, 

CNG-3 shows improved electrochemical stability with efficient fuel selectivity.  
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Chapter 3 

Nitrogen doped carbon nanohorn and its metal 

chalcogenide composite as ORR electrocatalysts* 

 

This chapter focuses on the development of nitrogen doped carbon nanohorn (NCNH) and 

its metal chalcogenide composite for achieving improved ORR activity in alkaline 

medium. Nitrogen doping in single walled carbon nanohorn (SWCNH) was carried out by 

the high temperature annealing of SWCNH and urea mixture in an inert atmosphere. 

Surface area and electrical conductivity 

of SWCNH could be easily modulated 

during the nitrogen doping. More 

positive half wave potential (E1/2) of 

NCNH indicates that the active reaction 

centre density has been improved 

drastically by modifying the physical 

properties. Moreover, NCNH shows 

excellent electrochemical stability and 

fuel tolerance for ORR. Furthermore, 

CoSe2 nanoparticles were dispersed on 

the surface of NCNH to study the 

substrate effect of a non-precious catalyst 

towards ORR.  Experimental results 

show that the nitrogen atoms in NCNH improve the ORR activity of CoSe2 and help to 

display more positive E1/2 by the system, which is even better than that displayed by the 

current state-of-the-art Pt/C catalysts. This further proved that the substrate also has a very 

critical role in a system in modulating the reaction centre density. CoSe2 supported NCNH 

(CoSe2/NCNH) shows excellent tolerance towards methanol and the system provides high 

power density (15 mW cm
-2

) in micro-laminar flow fuel cells. 
 

* Contents of this chapter was published in the following research articles: 

 

S. M. Unni et al., Small, 2015, 11, 352-360. 

S. M. Unni et al., ECS Trans., 2015, 64, 1-9. 

S. M. Unni et al., ChemElectroChem, 2015, DOI:10.1002/celc.201500154. 

A part of the studies discussed in this chapter was carried out at Universite de Poitiers, 

France, during the tenure of Raman-Charpak Fellowship – 2013. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Recently, heteroatom doped carbon morphologies have been identified as 

promising cathode materials for PEMFCs. Nevertheless, the activity towards dioxygen 

reduction is still lower compared to Pt in terms of the onset potential.
[1]

   To reduce the 

energy required for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), it is necessary to create more active 

sites on the electrocatalysts for high density chemisorptions of dioxygen.
[2]

 Along with 

electron density and spin density changes around the carbons as induced by the 

heteroatom, creation of more and more active centres for ORR impart a proper solution for 

enhanced activity of these type of non-metal electrocatalysts.
[1d]

  Since edges of carbon 

morphologies are more active towards doping, active site modulation is possible only by 

the incorporation of more edges or by improving the porosity on the surface.
[1b]

  Porosity 

on the surface ultimately improves the surface area of the electrocatalyst. Many efforts 

have been given to enhance the surface area of carbon materials which include hard and 

soft template assisted syntheses, hydrothermal methods and annealing of high surface area 

materials like metal organic framework (MOF).
[1d, 3]

 However, all these synthetic strategies 

gravely affect the electronic conductivity of the materials.
[4]

 Both high surface area and 

high electronic conductivity are prerequisites of any material targeting for energy device 

applications. 

It is well-known that simple surface modification of carbon nanohorn (CNH) 

enhances its surface area from 350 to 1700 m
2
 g

-1
.
[5]

 As synthesised single walled carbon 

nanohorn (SWCNH) possesses surface area ranging from 300 – 400 m
2
 g

-1
.
[5]

 Surface area 

of nanohorn can be tuned by simple oxidation methods.
[5-6]

 Since high surface area carbon 

morphologies have low electrical conductivity, heteroatom doping appears as an efficient 

strategy to enhance the conductivity as the process leads to a favourable change in the 

electron density of the material.
[7]

 In this scenario, nitrogen doped carbon nanohorn with 

surface area more than 1500 m
2
 g

-1
, holds unique benefits and the material deserves 

exploration for its application towards electrochemical oxygen reduction.  

Very less number of studies has been carried out on the application of SWCNH in 

renewable energy sector. Few reports are available for the use of CNH as catalyst support 

for Pt in PEMFCs, supercapacitor electrodes and dye sensitized solar cells.
[8]

 Recently, 

Zhao et al reported a composite of SWCNH and SnO2 for lithium ion battery electrode.
[9]

 

Also, there are reports related to SWCNH based drug delivery systems with less 

cytotoxicity.
[10]

  Even though few reports are available for nitrogen doped nanohorn 
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(NCNH) synthesis using arc discharge method 
[16]

, there are no reports on the exploration 

of high surface area NCNH as an electrocatalyst for PEMFC cathode.  

Nitrogen doping on SWCNH can bring in interesting modulations in the ORR 

activity of the system. Apart from this, the heteroatom doping can induce more favourable 

changes in the electrical conductivity of the material all the while retaining the high surface 

area of the morphology. Hence, NCNH can also be employed as a potential substrate for 

creating other ORR active sites based on non-precious metal based moieties. Basically, the 

theme of the present chapter is essentially an exploration of these two advantages of 

NCNH (i.e., NCNH as an ORR catalyst as such and utilization of NCNH as a substrate for 

dispersing other potential non-precious metal based ORR active sites) with an aim to 

develop noble metal-free electrocatalysts with the ability to reduce oxygen at a 

substantially reduced overpotential.   In this scenario, Part A of the present chapter mainly 

focuses on the nitrogen doping of SWCNH by simple thermal treatment in the presence of 

urea as a nitrogen source and Part B deals with the influence of NCNH to improve the 

electrochemical activity of a non-precious cobalt selenide (CoSe2) based active sites to 

enable the system to function as an efficient electrocatalyst towards oxygen reduction 

reaction.  

Part A. Nitrogen doped carbon nanohorn as an   efficient oxygen 

reduction electrocatalyst* 

3A.1 Experimental 

3A.1.1 Materials 

Single wall carbon nanohorn (SWCNH) was purchased from J K Impex. Urea, 

methanol, ethanol and hydrogen peroxide (30%) were purchased from Rankem Chemicals, 

India. All the chemical were used without further purification.  

3A.1.2 Functionalization and nitrogen doping of SWCNH 

Initially, SWCNH was mixed well with methanol solution in order to remove its 

puffy nature. After filtrating this mixture, the black powder obtained was dried under 

vacuum at a temperature of 80 
o
C for complete removal of methanol and the resulting 

sample was treated as pure SWCNH. 2 g of the resulting SWCNH was mixed with 250 ml 

of hydrogen peroxide in a round bottom flask and was refluxed for 5 h at 60 
o
C. After 

functionalization, the resulting solution was filtered and washed several times with 

deionised water for the complete removal of hydrogen peroxide. The resulting carbon 

* Reproduced with permission from „Small 2015, 11, 352-360. Copyright © 2015 Wiley-VCH 

Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 
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nanohorn cake was dried under vacuum for overnight at a temperature of 80 
o
C. This 

material was treated as functionalized single wall carbon nanohorn (FCNH). 50 mg of 

FCNH was mixed with 250 mg of urea using a mortar and pestle followed by annealing at 

different temperatures (600, 800 and 1000 
o
C) for 1 h in argon atmosphere. The resulting 

nitrogen doped CNH derived at 600, 800 and 1000 
o
C are designated as N-600, N-800 and 

N-1000, respectively. For comparison, FCNH was also annealed at 800 and 1000
o
C for 1 h 

without urea and the corresponding samples are named as C-800 and C-1000, respectively.  

 

Scheme 3A.1: Schematic representation of the synthesis of nitrogen doped single walled 

nanohorn (NCNH) through urea treatment at high temperature. The inset shows the active 

centres formed around the pore opening, which facilitate ORR. 

3A.1.3 Materials characterization 

PANalytical X‟pert Pro instrument was used to analyze the materials for X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) patterns. Data collection was done at a scan rate of 0.5
o
 using Cu Kα 

(1.5418 Å) radiation. HR 800 Raman spectrometer (Jobin Yvon, Horiba, France) using 

632.8 nm green laser (NRS 1500 W) was used for Raman analysis of the samples. 

Morphology of the synthesized materials was analyzed using High Resolution 

Transmission Electron Microscope (HR-TEM) FEI model TECNAI G2 F30 instrument 

operated at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV (Cs = 0.6 mm, resolution 1.7 Å).  200 mesh 

copper grid coated with carbon film (Ted Pella) was used to coat the samples for TEM 

analysis. Samples were dispersed in methanol and coated on the TEM grid followed by 

drying under an IR lamp for complete removal of methanol. X-ray Photoelectron 
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Spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was carried out using VG Microtech Multilab ESCA 3000 

spectrometer equipped with an Al Kα X-ray source (h = 1253.6 eV).  

3A.1.4 Electrochemical measurements 

All the electrochemical analyses were carried out using an Autolab PGSTAT30 

(Ecochemie) with conventional three-electrode test cell from Pine Instruments. Hg/HgO 

and glassy carbon rod were used as the reference and counter electrodes, respectively. 

Glassy carbon (GC) electrode (5 mm diameter) which is embedded in Teflon was used as 

the working electrode (WE) after drop coating the samples. Glassy carbon electrode was 

cleaned on a polishing cloth using alumina powder and washed using deionized water 

before the CV and RDE analyses. Catalyst slurry for the electrochemical analysis was 

prepared by dispersing 5 mg of the material in 1 ml of methanol water (3:2) solution by 

sonication. 10 μL catalyst slurry was drop-casted on the electrode followed by 1.5 μL of 

0.1 % Nafion® solution in ethanol was applied on the surface of the catalyst layer. This 

electrode was dried using an IR lamp. Total catalyst loading on the electrode was 50 µg. 

All the RDE experiments were carried out at a scan rate of 10 mV s
-1

 in 0.1 M KOH 

solution at different electrode rotation, which was varied from 400 to 2500 rpm. Oxygen 

and nitrogen were used for creating oxygen rich and oxygen free environments 

respectively in 0.1 M KOH for the RDE analysis.  

The Koutecky-Levich (K-L) plot, a plot of inverse of the electrode rotation speed 

and inverse of the current at different potential, was used to calculate the number of 

electrons. Linear fit of K-L plot gives intercept corresponding to the inverse of kinetic 

current whereas the slope of the plot leads to the calculation of the number of electron 

transfer using the equation: 

B = 0.62nFCO2
D

O2

2
3 ϑ

−1
6 ω

1
2  ------------------ (1) 

where „n‟ is the number of electron transfer, „F‟ is the Farady constant (96486 C mol
-1

), 

„CO2‟ is the concentration of oxygen in 0.1 M KOH (1.2 X 10
-3

 mol l
-1

), „DO2‟ is the 

diffusion coefficient of oxygen in 0.1 M KOH solution (1.9 X 10
-5

 cm s
-1

) and „ν‟ is the 

kinematic viscosity. 

The number of electron transfer and peroxide percentage were determined on the basis of 

the rotating ring disc electrode (RRDE) voltammogram using the following equations: 

𝑛 = 4 𝑥 
𝐼𝑑

𝐼𝑑 +
𝐼𝑟
𝑁

 ------------------ (2) 
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𝐻2𝑂2  % = 200 𝑥 
𝐼𝑟
𝑁

𝐼𝑑 +
𝐼𝑟
𝑁

   ------------------ (3) 

where Id is the disc current, Ir is the ring current, and N is the collection efficiency of the 

Pt ring (0.37). Area of the glassy carbon electrode used for the RRDE analysis is 0.24 cm
2
. 

Chronoamperometric (CA) measurements were carried out at a potential of -0.05 V vs 

Hg/HgO in oxygen saturated 0.1 M KOH solution. After 300 s of the analysis, 2 ml of 3 M 

methanol was applied in order to understand the methanol tolerance of the materials. 

3A.1.5 Anion exchange membrane fuel cell test  

3A.1.5.1 Membrane pretreatment 

Fumapem FAA membrane (FumaTech, Germany) was used for MEA preparation 

for an alkaline exchange membrane fuel cell testing. Fumapem FAA membrane was 

soaked in 1 M KOH solution for 24 h to replace the bromide ion by OH
- 
form followed by 

washing the membrane using DI water for several times. The wet form of the membrane 

with a thickness of 65 μm was used for MEA making.  

3A.1.5.2 Electrode preparation 

Conventional brush coating method was used for making the electrodes. The 

cathode layer was prepared by coating a slurry of N-800 and 10 wt. % Fumion in N-methyl 

pyrrolidone (NMP) with a Fumion to carbon ratio (F/C) of 0.8 in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) 

and a catalyst loading of 3 mg cm
-2

 on a gas diffusion layer (GDL, SGL CC, Germany). At 

the anode, 40% Pt/C (E-TEC) was used with a loading 0.5 mg cm
-2

 (F/C is 0.8). For 

comparison, the cathode layer was also made with 40 wt. % Pt/C (E-TEC) with a Pt 

loading of 0.8 mg cm
-2

 and a F/C ratio of 0.4. 

3A.1.5.3 MEA fabrication 

 For making MEA, the wet form of the membrane was kept between the electrodes and 

applied 0.5 ton pressure for 30 seconds at room temperature.   

3A.1.5.4 Test Station Details 

The fuel cell performance was evaluated using an MEA with an active area of 4 cm
2
. A 

standard test fixture received from Fuel Cell Technologies, Inc, USA, was used for the 

testing purpose. The testing was done by using a fuel cell test station (Fuel Cell 

Technologies, Inc, USA) by purging H2 with a flow rate of 50 sccm at the anode and O2 

with a flow rate of 100 sccm at the cathode by maintaining a relative humidity of 100 % 

and a cell operating temperature of 50 
o
C.   
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3A.2 Results and discussion 

Simple thermal treatment of functionalized SWCNH (FCNH) and urea at higher 

temperature was used for the synthesis of NCNH. Functionalization of nanohorn creates 

large number of pores in it and the surface area increases dramatically from 300 to 1500 m
2 

g
-1

. This highly porous nanostructure provides exceptionally reactive edges to improve 

doping on the edges. During the high temperature reaction, urea decomposes to form 

ammonia which induces the doping of nitrogen.
[11]

 The functional groups present on the 

surface of SWCNH assist the doping process by interacting with the intermediate ammonia 

molecules. SWCNH samples annealed in presence of urea at 600, 800 and 1000 
o
C are 

designated as N-600, N-800 and N-1000 respectively. Similarly, functionalized SWCNH 

(FCNH) was annealed at 800 
o
C without urea for the purpose of comparison (C-800).  

 

3A.2.1 TEM and EDAX analysis 

 

 

Figure 3A.1:  HR-TEM images of a) SWCNH, b) FCNH, and c-d) N-800 under different 

magnifications. 
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Morphology of SWCNH was analysed using high resolution transmission electron 

microscopy (HR-TEM) which is shown in Figure 3A.1. From Figure 3A.1a, it can be seen 

that bundles of SWCNH are assembled to form a “dahlia” like morphology, having a size 

of around 60-80 nm. After functionalization, some morphology variations, even though not 

so prominent, occur due to the formation of functional groups as well as the generation of 

micro and mesopores (Figure 3A.1b). Moreover, no coalescence is observed after the 

functionalization and the individual bundles and their petals remain intact like untreated 

SWCNH. From Figure 3A.1c and d, it is clear that, after high temperature annealing, 

morphology of NCNH remains exactly similar to FCNH. This clearly indicates that the 

annealing at higher temperature in the presence of argon atmosphere doesn‟t make an 

apparent deformation in the inherent morphology of SWCNH. Further, EDAX (Figure 

3A.2) analysis clearly shows the presence of   nitrogen in the samples. Amount of nitrogen 

is varying with the annealing temperature. N-600 shows the highest weight percentage of 

nitrogen (9.31 wt. %) and the nitrogen content reduces with increase in the temperature.  

The nitrogen contents in N-800 and N-1000 are 7.42 and 6.37 wt. %, respectively.  

 

Figure 3A.2: EDAX spectra of N-600, N-800 and N-1000. 
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3A.2.2 Raman analysis 

Raman spectroscopy gives a clear evidence for the defects created on the surface of 

nanohorns and nitrogen doping (Figure 3A.3a). Raman spectrum of SWCNH shows two 

peaks, viz. ~1310 and ~1583 cm
-1

, which are assigned to the D and G bands of the 

graphene framework (Figure S6).
[12]

 Usually, the D band of nanohorns will have higher 

intensity due to large number of sp
3
 hybridized carbon atoms compared to graphene or 

carbon nanotubes.
[13]

 A close inspection of the G-band position in FCNH indicates a shift 

to higher wave number by 5 cm
-1

 (1590 cm
-1

), in comparison with SWCNH, due to the 

electron withdrawing effects of the functional groups.  After annealing of FCNH at higher 

temperature in the  

 

Figure 3A.3: (a) Raman spectra and (b) X-ray diffraction of SWCNH, FCNH, C-800 and 

N-800. 

presence of argon, the G band of C-800 is shifted towards a lower wave number of 1587.62 

cm
-1

, which is still higher than the corresponding value for SWCNH. This clearly indicates 

the removal of functional groups from the surface of FCNH by leaving back more 

defective sites on the surface of C-800. In the case of N-800, an up shift in the G-band 

position (1594.13 cm
-1

) indicates the doping of nitrogen into the carbon matrix along with 

the defects generated through the high temperature annealing.  It is reported that the 

electron withdrawing effect of nitrogen doping in carbon nanotubes and graphene may 

cause the up shift in the G-band position.
[14]

 Electron density changes in the carbon atom 

due to the neighbouring heteroatom can change the electrochemical properties of 

nanohorn, which in turn can assist the ORR activity.  The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

of N-800 is compared with that of SWCNH, FCNH and C-800 (Figure 3A.3b). It can be 
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seen that the 2θ value of all the four samples are more or less same (the 2θ values are, 

SWCNH: 26.57
o
, FCNH: 26.42

o
, C-800: 26.8

o
 and N-800: 26.37

o
). 

3A.2.3 Surface area analysis 

In order to understand the nature of porosity of the materials, nitrogen adsorption 

isotherms were taken (Figure 3A.4a). Two different types of nitrogen adsorption isotherms 

(77 K) are observed. FCNH and C-800 show Type-IV behaviour, while all the nitrogen 

doped  

 

Figure 3A.4: (a) Nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherm of FCNH, C-800, N-600, N-800 

and N-1000. All the nitrogen doped samples show Type-II isotherms whereas CNH without 

doping shows Type-IV isotherm. (b) Pore size distribution of FCNH, C-800, N-600, N-800 

and N-1000. (c) Plots corresponding to the changes in surface area of the prepared carbon 

nanohorn samples without nitrogen doping (SWCNH, FCNH) annealed at different 

temperatures (C-800 and C-1000 corresponds to the FCNH samples annealed at 800 and 

1000 
o
C respectively). Knotting of “nanowindow” of FCNH is happening at 1000 

o
C, 

which leads to the reduction in the surface area. 
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nanohorns show Type-II isotherms. From these isotherms, a clear transformation of the 

mesoporous behaviour of the undoped systems into the microporous nature upon nitrogen 

doping is evident. Similarly, N2 adsorption shows an increasing trend as we go from N-600 

to N-1000.  On the other hand, nitrogen adsorption rate is higher for C-800 than FCNH and 

this is ascribed to the surface area enhancement as a result of the high temperature 

annealing process. With increasing the temperature, the gas adsorption capacity of the 

nanohorns reduces (Figure 3A.4c) but in the case of NCNH, the gas adsorption capacity 

increases even up to 1000 
o
C. The nitrogen adsorption isotherms lead to the quantification 

of the surface area of the materials and this follows the order: N-600 (1384 m
2
 g

-1
) < N-800 

(1534 m
2
 g

-1
) < N-1000 (1836 m

2
 g

-1
). The surface area of 1836 m

2
 g

-1
 obtained for N-1000 

is higher than the recently reported value of 1720 m
2
 g

-1
 by Yuge et. al. for carbon 

nanohorns.
[8g]

 Surface area of FCNH (1289 m
2
 g

-1
) has also increased after the annealing at 

800 
o
C (C-800, 1600 m

2
 g

-1
). This value is almost comparable to that of N-800. Pores of N-

600, N-800 and N-1000 are having a size range between 0.5 to 2 nm. However, the pore 

size of FCNH and C-800 is varied from 0.5 to 10 nm. From the nitrogen sorption studies, it 

is clear that the heteroatom doping is important to get high surface area and it is  found to 

be increasing with increasing the temperature. Nitrogen atoms on nanohorns prevent 

knotting of carbon atoms at higher temperature as observed in the case of pure SWCNH 

and graphene.
[6a, 15]

 

 

3A.2.4 Four-probe electrical conductivity measurement 

 

Figure 3A.5: Plots corresponding to the changes in the electrical conductivity and surface 

area of the prepared carbon nanohorn samples. 
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It is well reported that increasing the surface area of porous carbon material reduces the 

electrical conductivity. Electrical conductivity is strongly related to the porous nature of 

the materials and it is an inevitable requirement of those materials proposing for energy 

device applications. From the four-probe conductivity measurement (Figure 3A.5), it is 

observed that the conductivity of nanohorn is increasing with the nitrogen doping. Among 

the different nitrogen doped systems, N-800 shows the highest conductivity (9.60 S cm
-1

) 

compared to N-600 (7.40 S cm
-1

) and N-1000 (7.35 S cm
-1

). The lower conductivity of N-

1000 compared to N-800 may be attributed to its high surface area, but still this value is 

higher than that of C-800, FCNH and SWCNH. The conductivity of nanohorn without 

doping is in the order of C-800 (7.07 S cm
-1

) > SWCNH (6.57 S cm
-1

) > FCNH (4.95 S 

cm
-1

). This indicates that FCNH along with the enhancement in the surface area decreases 

the conductivity of the material but its annealed product (C-800) attains enhanced 

conductivity due to the removal of the functional moieties. In the case of the nitrogen 

doped systems, the conductivity enhancement is credited to the electronic changes in the 

carbon atoms due to the interactions from the doped nitrogen atoms.
[21] 

Both high 

conductivity as well as high surface area of the NCNH samples helps to enhance the 

electrocatalytic activity towards ORR. 

 

3A.2.5 XPS analysis 

Chemical composition of the nitrogen doped carbon nanohorn samples was analysed using 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). In all the three samples, a major peak of C1s 

spectrum appears at 284.5 eV, which indicates the existence of the sp
2
 carbon of graphene. 

The peak at 285.7 eV indicates the presence –C-C- single bonds (sp
3
 carbon) (Figure 

3A.6). Oxygen contents are mainly from the moisture, adsorbed oxygen, carbon dioxide or 

from the residual functional groups containing oxygen. Weight percentage of carbon is 

found to be increasing in the order of N-600 < N-800 < N-1000. This clearly indicates that 

the graphitization is increasing with increase in the annealing temperature. Similarly, the 

oxygen weight percentage decreases dramatically with increasing the annealing 

temperature, which follows the order: N-600 > N-800 > N-1000. The nitrogen content in 

the samples also is decreasing with the increase in the annealing temperature. N-600 has 

the highest nitrogen content of ca. 10.9 %, whereas N-800 and N-1000 show nitrogen 

contents of 8.7 and 3.2 %, respectively. To further understand the different types of the 
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nitrogen coordinations in the samples, which are determining the efficiencies towards 

ORR, the N1s spectra is deconvoluted.  

 

 

Figure 3A.6: Deconvoluted XPS spectra of C1s of (a) N-600, (b) N-800 and (c) N-1000. 

 

The deconvoluted N1s spectra of N-600, N-800 and N-1000 show three different 

types of nitrogens as pyridinic, pyrrolic and graphitic (Figure 3A.7 a-c). The peak at 

around 398 eV represents the pyridinic nitrogen, 399 eV represents the pyrrolic nitrogen 

and the one at around 401 eV stands for the graphitic nitrogen.
[16]

 More interestingly, N-

800 shows the highest proportion of the pyridinic nitrogen compared to N-600 and N-1000. 

The 49 % pyridinic nitrogen present on N-800 is far better than that in N-600 (30 %) and 

N-1000 (39 %) (Figure 3A.7 d). The pyrrolic nitrogen content in the samples is in the order 

of N-600 (47.0 %) > N-1000 (42.2 %) > (N-800 (27.1 %) and  the graphitic nitrogen 

content follows the order: N-800 (23.6 %) > N-600 (22.5 %) > N-1000 (18.5 %). It is also 

reported that the annealing temperature also converts the pyridinic nitrogen into the 
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pyrrolic and graphitic nitrogens.
[17]

 This is the main reason for the decrease in the pyridinic 

nitrogen content from 49 % of N-800 to 39 % of N-1000 after the annealing at 1000 
o
C. It 

is well reported that the pyridinic nitrogen helps to improve the ORR activity. 
[23]

 Hence, 

the higher pyridinic nitrogen containing N-800 is expected to be a better electrocatalyst for 

ORR in alkaline medium. 

 

Figure 3A.7: Deconvoluted XPS spectra of N1s of (a) N-600, (b) N-800 and (c) N-1000; 

(d) the estimated values of the different types of nitrogen in all the annealed samples. 

 

3A.2.6 Electrochemical analysis 

Electrocatalytic activity of NCNH was performed using Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) 

and Rotating Disk Electrode (RDE). Figure 3A.8 shows the cyclic voltammograms of N-

800 in oxygen and nitrogen saturated 0.1 M KOH solution at a rotation rate of 900 rpm in a 

potential window of -0.8 to 0.6 V vs. Hg/HgO. In the nitrogen saturated solution, a 

rectangular behaviour of the voltammogram originates due to double layer charging. 

However, the oxygen reduction current increases dramatically after the oxygen purge, 

which indicates the presence of potential oxygen reduction sites on N-800.  
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Figure 3A.8: Cyclic voltammograms of N-800 recorded in nitrogen and oxygen saturated 

0.1 M KOH solution at a scan rate of 50 mV s
-1

 at an electrode rotation rate of 900 rpm. 

Glassy carbon electrode and Hg/HgO were used as the counter and reference electrodes 

respectively 

A detailed electrode kinetic evaluation and a comparative study were carried out 

using RDE with Hg/HgO and glassy carbon as the reference and counter electrodes, 

respectively, in oxygen saturated 0.1 M KOH at different electrode rotation rates (Figure 

3A.9a) in a potential window of -0.8 to 0.5 V vs. Hg/HgO. Clearly, N-800 shows a more 

positive onset potential of 0.026 V compared to SWCNH, FCNH, C-800 and the other 

nitrogen doped systems (N-600 and N-1000).  It is important to note that the ORR onset 

potential of N-800 is only 50 mV lower than that of the state-of-the-art 40 wt.% Pt/C 

(0.076 V). The obtained onset potential of N-800 is comparatively higher than some of the 

recently reported onset potentials of nitrogen doped graphene, nitrogen doped carbon 

nanotubes and functionalized graphene (Table S 1). N-600 and N-1000 show the onsets at 

0.019 and 0.018 V respectively. Pure SWCNH shows the onset at -0.09 V, which has more 

negative potential compared to FCNH (-0.067 V) and C-800 (-0.069 V). More positive 

onset potential of N-800 indicates that its intrinsic ORR activity is higher compared to N-

600 and N-1000. Similarly, N-800 shows only 16 mV negative shift in the half wave 

potential (E1/2) compared to Pt/C (-0.020 V). E1/2 of N-1000 (-0.056 V) and N-600 (-0.074 

V) got shifted to more negative direction compared to N-800 (-0.036 V).  This further 

indicates that the active reaction site density of N-800 is higher compared to N-600 and N-

1000.
[6]

 E1/2 of the nanohorn without the nitrogen doping possesses the more negative value 
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compared to Pt/C and the N-doped nanohorns, indicating the poor reaction centre density 

on the material. All these undoped nanohorns show two stage reductions as reported by 

Dai et. al. in vertically aligned carbon nanotubes.
[18]

 However, the linear sweep 

voltammogram (LSV) of C-800 shows lesser ohmic resistance compared to FCNH. This is 

mainly attributed to the removal of functional groups from the surface at higher 

temperature. Diffusion limited current density (jL) of FCNH and C-800 is -3.65 and -3.75 

mA cm
-2

 respectively. The jL value of SWCNH is 1.5 times lower than that of FCNH and 

C-800. These results clearly show that simple functionalization itself modifies the 

electronic properties of nanohorns. Comparatively higher degree of functional groups on 

FCNH slightly reduces the jL value compared to C-800.   

 

Figure 3A.9: (a) Linear sweep voltammograms of the CNH samples and Pt/C with a 

platinum loading on 102 µg cm
-2

 in 0.1 M oxygen saturated KOH at a rotation speed of 

1600 rpm and a scan rate of 10 mV s
-1

. LSVs of (b) N-600, (c) N-800 and (d) N-1000 at 

different rotation speeds in 0.1 M oxygen saturated KOH at a scan rate of 10 mV s
-1

. 

Glassy carbon electrode and Hg/HgO were used as the counter and reference electrode, 

respectively. 
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N-800 shows a jL value of -4.69 mA cm
-2

, which is higher than the other doped 

nanohorn samples (jL value of N-600 and N-1000 are 4.28 and -4.19 mA cm
-2

, 

respectively). Ohmic resistance of N-1000 is lower compared to N-600, due to partial 

removal of functional moieties from the surface of N-1000. Compared to SWCNH, the 

onset potential of N-800 is 116 mV more positive with a 2.3 times higher jL. The onset 

potential and jL of N-800 are respectively 8 mV and 0.50 mA cm
-2 

higher than N-1000 and 

are respectively 7 mV and 0.40 mA cm
-2

 higher than N-600. Such small difference in the 

onset and reduction current was reported by Wang et. al. for nitrogen doped graphene  

synthesised from graphene oxide and urea.
[11]

 High surface area, high conductivity and 

nitrogen active sites facilitate fast mass transport, electron transport and oxygen adsorption 

on N-800, which is the main reason for its enhanced activity towards ORR. Similarly, to 

perform enhanced reduction activity, nitrogen doping is necessary and LSV is gi ving a 

clear evidence for this with a substantial reduction in the oxygen reduction overpotential 

by around 80 mV for N-800 compared to C-800.  

 

Figure 3A.10: (a) K–L plots of N-600, N-800 and N-1000 at a potential of -0.22 V vs. 

Hg/HgO. The plots are generated from the LSVs of all the three samples conducted in 

oxygen saturated 0.1 M KOH solution at different rotation speeds. Theoretical K-L plots 

for n = 4 and n = 2 are also given in the plot. (b) The number of electrons transferred 

versus the potential as calculated from the K-L plots. 

 

From the Koutecky-Levich (K-L) plot, which is the plot of the inverse of the square 

root of the electrode rotation rate (ω
-1/2

) vs inverse of the current (i
-1

), it is clear that slope 

of the plots is decreasing from N-600 to N-800 (Figure 3A.10a). This is giving a clear 

evidence for the shift from the 2-electron (2e
-
) to the desired 4-electron (4e

-
) transfer 
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kinetics from N-600 to N-800. The number of electrons calculated from the slopes of the 

K-L plots at different potentials is given in Figure 3A.10b. The Figure 3A.10b indicates 

that in the case of N-800, the electron transfer number is increasing slightly from 3.4 to 3.6 

while the potential goes more towards the negative direction. This implies that N-800 

follows nearly a 4e
-
 reduction pathway for the entire potential range. N-1000, on the other 

hand, is following a mixed kinetics involving both peroxide and hydroxide pathways, 

leading to an electron transfer number which lies in between 3.1 and 3.3. N-600 is showing 

a dominant 2e
-
 reduction pathway where peroxide forms as the major reduction product. 

To further understand the amount of peroxide forming during ORR, we performed 

Rotating Ring Disk Electrode (RRDE) analysis (Figure 3A.11a)  

 

Figure 3A.11: (a) the percentage of hydrogen peroxide formation calculated from the 

rotating ring disc electrode (RRDE) in 0.1 M KOH at a rotation of 1600 rpm and scan rate 

of 10 mV s
-1

 and (b) the plot indicating the number of electrons transferred vs. the 

potential as calculated from RRDE. 

 

of all the three catalysts and found that the peroxide yield of N-800 slowly increases from 

10 % to 20 % at more negative potentials. Similarly, N-1000 shows the peroxide yield in 

between 20 and 25% and N-600 shows around 30 % of the peroxide yield at higher 

negative potentials. From the number of electron transfer as calculated from the H2O2 

percentage, it could be confirmed that N-800 shows contributions mainly from the direct 4-

electron pathway with the electron transfer number lies in between 3.9 and 3.5. At higher 

negative potentials, the electron transfer number is found to be reaching to nearly 3.5, as 

obtained from the K-L plot. However, the electron transfer numbers of N-1000 and N-600  
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are showing less deviation with potential and are estimated to be around 3.5 and 3.2 

respectively.  

Nitrogen dopant in the nanohorns induces charge delocalization of carbon atom 

which in turn improves the adsorption of oxygen molecules on nanohorns and facilitates 

the reduction process.
[25] 

Moreover, the type of nitrogen also plays an important role in the 

electrocatalytic activity towards ORR. In recent literatures, both pyridinic and pyrrolic 

nitrogen are reported to be contributing for enhancing the activity of the system towards 

ORR.
[19]

 In the study for exploring the structure of the active centre of nitrogen doped 

graphene, Ruoff et al explained the importance of pyridinic and graphitic nitrogen towards 

ORR.
[17]

 According to Ruoff et al, pyridinic nitrogen shifts the 2e
-
 reduction pathway to 

the 4e
-
 process and the graphitic nitrogen enhances the limiting current. In the present case, 

N-800 has the highest pyridinc nitrogen content compared to N-600 and N-1000. Graphitic 

nitrogen content is in the order of N-600 (22.5 %) < N-800 (23.6 %) < N-1000 (18.5 %). 

The graphitic nitrogen content in these nitrogen doped nanohorns differs slightly. Hence, 

the contribution from the graphitic nitrogen for the observed differences in the 

performance between the samples can be omitted. Interestingly, the pyridinic nitrogen 

content in N-800 is the highest (~50 %) among all the samples, and it is found to be 

promoting the reaction to the 4e
-
 transfer process. N-1000 and N-600 have 39.2 % and 

30.5% pyridinic nitrogen, respectively, so the ORR kinetics of N-1000 is higher compared 

to N-6000.  The Tafel plots of the nitrogen doped samples (Figure 3A.12A) further 

substantiate these arguments. Tafel plots derived from the diffusion corrected kinetic 

current density indicate that N-800 has the minimum slope of 81.2 mV decade
-1

 compared 

to Pt/C (104.8 mV decade
-1

). This further supports that the oxygen reduction kinetics in N-

800  is better than that in Pt/C. N-1000 (83.72 mV decade
-1

) shows less Tafel slope 

compared to N-600 (100.62 mV decade
-1

) and it is very close to N-800, indicating a very 

similar reduction kinectics involved in N-800 and N-1000.  
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Figure 3A.12: (a) Tafel plots of the different catalysts and (b) methanol crossover study of 

N-800 and Pt/C at a rotation speed of 1000 rpm at -0.05 V. At 300 s, 3 M methanol was 

added into 0.1 M KOH electrolyte to evaluate the crossover effect. 

 

In order to understand the tolerance of N-800 towards the methanol crossover effect 

compared to Pt/C, we have carried out chronoamperometric study in oxygen saturated 0.1 

M KOH solution at 1000 rpm for 2000 s. During the reaction, at 300 s, 2 ml of 3 M 

methanol was added (Figure 3A.12b). In the case of Pt/C, subsequent to the addition of 

methanol, the oxygen reduction current of Pt/C decreases, which indicates the oxidation of 

methanol on the surface of Pt followed by the poisoning of the surface by the by-product of 

the reaction. Contrary to this, in the case of N-800, there is no change in the reduction 

current even after the addition of methanol indicating that N-800 is completely resistant 

towards methanol. The higher methanol tolerance is a characteristic feature of the nitrogen 

doped ORR catalysts and also is a distinct advantage over their Pt based counterparts.  

Similarly, to understand electrochemical stability of the catalyst, we carried out 

accelerated durability test (ADT) for both N-800 and Pt/C. ADT was carried out by 

potential cycling at 100 mV s
-1

 scan rate in between  -0.37 to 0.30 V in oxygen saturated 

0.1 M KOH.  LSV was taken both before and after ADT.  From Figures 3A.13a, it is clear 

that N-800 shows enhanced electrochemical stability and there is no apparent change in the 

onset potential but the jL value decreases slightly. On the other hand, Pt/C shows a clear 

negative shift in the onset potential and fall in the jL value after the 1000 cycles (Figure 

3A.13b). This negative shift in the onset potential and decreased jL are mainly due to the 

dissolution or agglomeration of Pt during the forced oxidation of carbon support by ADT. 
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Enhanced stability of N-800 clearly depicts that the nanohorns are more resistant towards 

carbon corrosion even though the test induces some changes in the active cites.  

 

Figure 3A.13: Linear sweep voltammograms of (a) N-800 and (b) Pt/C before and after 

ADT in 0.1 M oxygen saturated KOH at a rotation speed of 1600 rpm and a scan rate of 10 

mV s
-1

.   

 

Figure 3A.14a shows steady state polarization plot of anion exchange membrane 

fuel cell (AEMFC) using N-800 as the cathode catalyst. The Membrane Electrode 

Assembly (MEA) was prepared by sandwiching the anode (made from Pt/C) and cathode 

(made from N-800) electrodes with a Fumapem FAA anion exchange membrane. The 

MEA derived from N-800 as the cathode shows an open circuit voltage (OCV) of 0.75 V. 

For comparison purpose, a similar test under identical test condition was also performed by 

using Pt/C in place of N-800 as the cathode catalyst. The Pt/C system shows an OCV of 1 

V (Figure 3A.14b) but features of the polarization curve of N-800 is similar to that of Pt/C. 

N-800 delivered a maximum current density of 91 mA cm
-2

 and a maximum power density 

of 30 mW cm
-2

 with oxygen as the oxidant and hydrogen as the fuel. Pt/C shows the 

maximum current density and power density of 180 mA cm
-2

 and 60 mW cm
-2

, 

respectively. Even though Pt/C displayed higher single cell performance, it should be noted 

that the performance of N-800 is comparable to the recently reported value using 

NCNT.
[27]

 Further optimization with respect to the electrode binder composition and the 

testing parameters such as temperature, pressure and anion conducting membranes etc. is 

expected to improve the single cell performance of N-800.   
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Figure 3A.14: Steady state polarization plot of anion exchange membrane fuel cell 

(AEMFC) with (a) N-800 and (b) Pt/C as cathode catalyst taken at 50 
o
C. 
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Part B: CoSe2 supported nitrogen-doped carbon nanohorn for     

ORR 

Apart from precious metal chalcogenides, early transition metal (Co, Mn,  Ni, Fe 

etc) chalcogenides (selenides and sulphides) perform very well towards various electrode 

reactions such as ORR,
[20]

 oxygen evolution (OER)
[21]

 and hydrogen evolution (HER)
[22]

. 

Among different metal chalcogenides, cobalt selenide as well as cobalt sulphides are the 

only 3d-transition metal chalcogenides which perform well in the ORR.
[20a, 20b, 20d-g, 23]

 

However, the activity performance of these catalysts is far away from the Pt based 

catalysts in both acidic and alkaline conditions.
[24]

 This is mainly due to the instability of 

selenide and sulphide at higher positive potentials.
[24]

 

Catalytic activity and stability of cobalt selenide/sulphide can be improved by 

tuning the support materials because the catalyst support plays an important role for the 

modulation of the intrinsic ORR activity and active reaction center density of the 

electrocatalysts.
[25]

 Usually, carbon nanoparticle of size 60 nm are used as the catalyst 

support due to their high electrical conductivity.
[26]

 As this support material lacks high 

surface area and corrosion resistance, performance of the cobalt selenide or sulphide 

supported catalyst loses its activity by time.
[27]

 There have been some attempts to change 

the support materials from carbon to graphene to improve the activity performance of 

electrocatalysts.
[21c]

 Recently, Chao et al used Fe and nitrogen coordinated carbon 

nanoparticle as a catalyst support for CoSe2 and found that it improves the activity of the 

prepared catalysts.
[20e]

 However, the actual activity enhancement of CoSe2 in this catalyst 

is not clear since the nitrogen coordinated iron moiety itself shows ORR activity in both 

acid and alkaline conditions. Moreover, stability of this material was found to be poor after 

prolonged reaction. 

 This section of Chapter 3 focuses on the improvement of the active reaction centre 

of NCNH by dispersing CoSe2 on it. This section also provides an insight about the 

influence of the substrate materials for the improved ORR activity of CoSe2 based non-

precious metal centres. High surface area and good electrical conductivity of NCNH create 

more anchoring sites for CoSe2 without any agglomeration. This assists to attain better 

dispersion of the non-precious metal chalcogenide catalytic centres. Since NCNH is free 

* Reproduced with permission from „ChemElectroChem  2015, 2, 1339–1345‟. Copyright 

© 2015 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinhei . 
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from metal impurities compared to other carbon allotropes, the effect of substrate on ORR 

on CoSe2 metal centers can be easily evaluated. 

3B.1 Experimental section 

3B.1.1 Materials  

SWCNH was purchased from Global nanotech, India. Urea, Ethanol, H2O2, KOH, 

NaBH4, CoCl2 and SeO2 were purchased from Aldrich and these chemicals were used 

without further purification. 

3B.1.2 Synthesis of nitrogen doped nanohorn (NCNH) 

1.8 g of urea was dissolved in 20 ml of water followed by the addition of 300 mg of 

SWCNH. The resulting mixture bath was sonicated for one hour and allowed to dry at 60 

o
C with stirring. After the drying for overnight, the resulting material was pulverised 

thoroughly using a mortar and pestle and was subsequently annealed at 800 
o
C for 1 h in 

argon atmosphere. The final black coloured powder was washed with water and ethanol 

and the wet cake was dried at 60 
o
C for overnight. 

3B.1.3 Synthesis of 40 wt.% CoSe2 supported nitrogen doped nanohorn 

(CoSe2/NCNH) 

 

Scheme 3B.1: Schematic representation of the synthesis of CoSe2/NCNH. 
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170 mg of NCNH was dispersed well in 180 ml of ethanol for 30 min. 0.051 g of 

CoCl2, 0.088 g of SeO2 and 2.133 g of sodium acetate were added into the NCNH 

suspension and the mixture was stirred for overnight in nitrogen atmosphere. 0.186 g of 

NaBH4 was dissolved in 20 ml of ethanol and this was added to the above solution drop-

wise and the mixture was kept for stirring for 4 h. The resulting mixture was filtered using 

a PTFE filter paper having a pore size of 0.2 µm and the residue was washed well using 

ethanol. Thus obtained black cake was dried at 60 
o
C for 48 h. The black solid material 

was pulverized well and finally annealed at 400 
o
C for 4 h in nitrogen atmosphere to 

remove amorphous selenium. The same method was used for the preparation of CoSe2/C 

and CoSe2/CNH. Here, instead of NCNH, carbon and SCNH were used as the catalyst 

support.  

3B.1.4 Electrochemical characterization 

Electrochemical studies of all the catalysts were carried out in a µ-Autolab 

Potentiostat using conventional three-electrode test cell. Oxygen saturated 0.1 M KOH was 

used in the electrochemical experiments as the electrolyte. Home-made reversible 

hydrogen electrode was used as the reference electrode and a glassy carbon was used as the 

counter electrode. A glassy carbon (GC) electrode (3 mm diameter) was used as the 

working electrode (WE) after drop coating the samples. To prepare the catalyst slurry for 

the electrochemical analysis, 5 mg of the catalyst was dispersed in 1 ml of water and 

isopropyl alcohol mixture in the ratio of 3:1 along with 40 µl of 5 wt.% Nafion solution 

(Sigma Aldrich), and the mixture was dispersed by sonication. 3 μL of the catalyst slurry 

was drop-coated on the glassy carbon electrode. Total catalyst loading on the electrode was 

214 µg cm
-2

 and the CoSe2 loading was 85 µg cm
-2

. Linear sweep voltammogram (LSV) 

was recorded in oxygen saturated 0.1 M KOH solution at a scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

 at 

different electrode rotation rates varied from 400 to 2500 rpm. Pt/C (20 wt. %, Johnson and 

Matthey) coated electrode, having a catalyst loading of 25 µg cm
-2

, was also tested in the 

same way for comparison purpose. The Koutecky-Levich (K-L) plot, a plot of j
-1

 versus ω
-

1/2
 (electrode rotation speed) at different potentials, was used to calculate the number of 

electrons involved in the reduction process.  

The number of electron transfer during ORR was calculated using the equation: 

B = 0.6 nFν
-1/2

CO2DO2
2/3
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where „n‟ is the electron transfer number, „F‟ is the Faraday constant (96,486 C mol
-1

), 

„CO2‟ is the concentration of oxygen in 0.1 M KOH (1.2 x 10
-3

 mol L
-1

), „DO2‟ is the 

diffusion coefficient of oxygen in 0.1 M KOH solution (1.9 x 10
-5

 cm
2
 s

-1
) and „ν‟ is the 

kinematic viscosity. 

3B.1.5 Air breathing micro laminar flow fuel cell 

3B.1.5.1 Electrodes fabrication 

Cathode of microlaminar flow fuel cell was prepared by spray coating of the 

suspension of CoSe2 supported on different substrate on carbon paper (AvCarb T P75T) 

and dried at 60 
o
C. Suspension of catalyst was prepared by sonicating 10 mg of CoSe2 

supported on different substrate with ultra pure water (125 µl) and Nafion solution (5 wt. 

%, 300 µl, Sigma Aldrich) in a bath sonicator for 2 h. For anode, PtRu/C (20 wt.%, HP 

fuel cell store) was used. Additionally, a cathode using Pt/C (20 wt. %, Johnson Matthey) 

was also prepared for comparison purpose. The metal loadings were 0.7 mg cm
-2

 for all the 

electrocatalysts.  

3B.1.5.2 Air breathing micro laminar flow fuel cell testing 

 

Figure 3B.1: Digital photograph of the air breathing micro laminar flow fuel cell 

assembly. 

Two TK-Peek plates, 6 mm height and 25 mm width, served as the end plates to 

maintain the all fuel cell parts together. Each plate had two holes: the inlet and the outlet. 

The anode and cathode were “sandwiched” between the two plates. The cathode plate was 
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opened to air by means of a window or a small compartment and the fuel was feeding 

through anode. Two sheets of copper, in contact with the electrodes, served as the current 

collectors (see the photograph of µLFFC cell assembly, Figure. 3B.1). Between the 

electrodes, there were two pieces of SU-8 structures with an array of 10 micro-channels 

arranged in parallel. Each channel was having 250 µm height, 500 µm width and 20 mm 

length. A sheet of nanoporous polycarbonate filter Cyclopore (0.1 µm pore size) was put 

between the two SU-8 structures to prevent initial mixing of the streams in the micro-

channels. The fabrication of the structures with micro-channels was achieved on Si wafers 

covered by a 400 nm thermally grown SiO2 layer as substrates.
[28]

  

In order to begin with the direct methanol μLFFC operation, the cell was assembled 

using CoSe2/X (X= C, CNH and NCNH) as the cathode and  PtRu/C as the anode. 3 M 

KOH  was used as the supporting electrolyte to the cathode and 3 M KOH  + 5 M CH3OH  

was used as the fuel for the anode. Current–potential measurements were carried out by 

connecting the positive and negative wires of the cell to a 2611A Keithley Sourcemeter. It 

served as an electronic load, whereas the current and the voltage produced by the fuel cell 

were measured with the same device. To measure the potential of each electrode 

separately, a 2100 Keithley digital multi-meter and an RHE with a Luggin micro-capillary 

were used; this was plunged into the cathode reservoir. The anode and cathode streams 

were introduced into the cell at 7 cm
3
/min, using a micro-pump (miniplus 3 Gilson) with 2 

supply channels. 

For calculating iR drop, resistance of the cell was measured using the PEIS method 

with a Potentiostat/Galvanostat (SP-300 Biologic Science Instruments) by applying a 

frequency of 10 kHz in a punctual measurement of the assembled cell. The working 

electrode of the Potentiostat was connected to the cathode in the µLFFC meanwhile the 

counter electrode connection was given to the anode. To separately measure the iR losses 

of the cathode and anode, a RHE was placed in the flowing electrolyte at the exit of the 

µLFFC. The obtained resistance values were 0.780 Ω and 0.885 Ω for the cathode and 

anode, respectively.  

Current–potential measurements were carried out with a 2611A Keithley 

Sourcemeter which served as an electronic power source, whereas, the current and the 

voltage produced by the micro fuel cell were measured with the same device. To measure 
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the potential of each electrode separately, it was necessary to use a 2100 Keithley digital 

multimeter and an RHE with a Luggin microcapillar plunged into the cathode reservoir. 

3B.2 Results and discussion 

3B.2.1 XRD analysis 

 

Figure 3B.2:  Powder X-ray diffraction of the different samples prepared. 

CoSe2 supported on various carbon supports were synthesized through a simple 

surfactant-free chemical route (Scheme 3B.1). Figure 3B.2 shows the powder X-ray 

diffraction (PXRD) patterns of CoSe2/NCNH, CoSe2/CNH, CoSe2/C and NCNH. NCNH 

shows a broad diffraction peak at a 2θ of ~ 26
o
 indicates the (002) plane of the graphitic 

carbon. The peaks appeared at 35.96 and 47.7
o
 correspond to the presence of orthorhombic 

phase of  the CoSe2 nanocrystals 
[20e]

 whereas the ones appeared at 37.5°, 53.2
o
 and 59.1

o
 

represent the (211), (311) and (312) Bragg planes, respectively, of the cubic phase of the 

CoSe2 nanocrystals.
[24a, 24b]

 It is interesting to note that orthorhombic Bragg plane intensity 

of CoSe2 nanocrystals supported on NCNH decreased as compared to CoSe2/CNH and 

CoSe2/C. This further indicates that CoSe2 supported on NCNH mainly exists in the cubic 

form. 
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3B.2.2 Raman analysis 

Figure 3B.3 shows the Raman spectra of CoSe2 samples supported on different 

substrates. Two prominent peaks were observed for all the samples at 1313.9 and 1581.5 

cm
-1

 and these are attributed to the D and G bands of the disordered and graphitic carbon, 

respectively.
[29]

 It is well known that CNH itself contains defects on it due to the presence 

of the sp
3
 carbon.

[5]
 The ID/IG ratio of CoSe2/CNH was found to be 1.7 and this value is 

lower than that of CoSe2/NCNH (1.9) and NCNH (2.1). The increased ID/IG ratios of 

NCNH and CoSe2/NCNH further confirm the defects generated by the nitrogen atoms. 

However, the ID/IG ratio of CoSe2/C is an indicative of the reduced defects on the surface 

of the carbon.  

 

Figure 3B.3:  Raman spectra of the CoSe2 supported samples. 

Furthermore, Raman spectroscopy reveals the different phases of CoSe2 present in 

the samples. The Raman spectra of CoSe2/NCNH has peaks at 663.6, 467.3, 516.4 and 

188.5 cm
-1

 which are corresponding to the cubic structure of CoSe2.
[30]

 These Raman peaks 

are consistent with the results obtained from the XRD experiments. It is important to note 

that peaks corresponding to the hexagonal cobalt (137, 486 and 695 cm
-1

) and trigonal 

selenium (144 and 235 cm
-1

) are absent in the Raman spectra.
[30]

 This further confirms the 

presence of cubic CoSe2 nanoparticles on NCNH. The peak centered at 663.6 cm
-1

 is also 
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present in the case of CoSe2/C and CoSe2/CNH. However, the other characteristic peaks 

are not prominent in the latter materials.  

3B.2.3 TEM analysis 

Figures 3B.4a-d, show the transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images of NCNH 

(Figure 3B.4a), CoSe2/CNH (Figure 3B.4b), CoSe2/NCNH (Figure 3B.4c) and CoSe2/C 

(Figure 3B.4d). A spherical morphology with an average CoSe2 particle size of 20 nm was 

revealed for CoSe2/NCNH. CoSe2 is better dispersed on NCNH than on carbon and 

SWCNH. This clearly indicates that the dahlia-like morphology of the self-assembled 

nanohorn is beneficial for the effective dispersion of CoSe2 nanoparticles compared to 

carbon. The better dispersion of CoSe2 on NCNH compared to SWCNH further confirms 

the important role played by the nitrogen atoms for facilitating the nucleation and 

dispersion of CoSe2 nanostructures on NCNH. 

 

Figure 3B.4: TEM images of (a) NCNH, (b) CoSe2/CNH, (c) CoSe2/NCNH (the inset 

represents the image taken at higher magnification) and (d) CoSe2/C. 
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3B.2.4 Surface area analysis  

Nitrogen adsorption isotherm was measured at 77 K to understand the surface area as well 

as the nature of porosity of CoSe2 supported samples and NCNH (Figure 3B.5a). BET 

surface area obtained from the isotherm follows the order of NCNH (1167 m
2
/g) > 

CoSe2/NCNH (772 m
2
/g) > CoSe2/CNH (321 m

2
/g) > CoSe2/C (88 m

2
/g). It is important to 

note that surface area of NCNH is lesser compared to a recently reported value.
[29]

 The 

lower surface area of NCNH is mainly due to the absence of functionalisation of SWCNH 

before the annealing process. However, it is interesting to note that the nitrogen doping 

further increases the surface area of SWCNH without subjecting to oxidative treatment 

prior to the high-temperature annealing. Even though NCNH has high surface area, after 

the CoSe2 decoration, the surface area is found to be reduced to 772 m
2 

g
-1

. This further 

confirms the proper dispersion of CoSe2 on NCNH. It is interesting to note that the surface 

area of CoSe2/C is lower than that of the SWCNH-based systems. Pore size distributions 

(Figure 2b) calculated using DFT analysis of the isotherms clearly indicate that the NCNH-

based samples contain a majority of micropores (pore diameter 0–2 nm). Along with the 

micropores, they also contain some amount of mesopores (pore diameter 2–15 nm); 

however, a wide range of porosity was also observed for the SWCNH-supported CoSe2.  

 

Figure 3B.5: (a) Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms of the different samples and 

(b) the pore size distribution profiles of the samples. 

The porosity of the carbon  is found to be drastically reduced after the CoSe2 dispersion on 

its surface. The unusual morphology, high surface area and porosity of the SWCNH-

supported CoSe2 are expected to contribute to the accessibility of the interfacial area of the 

system to the reactant along with the attainment of a favourable organisation of water 
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molecules, which are the essential criteria of an electrocatalyst for ensuring its 

performance. 

3B.2.5 XPS analysis 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to reveal the chemical signature 

of the elements present in the CoSe2 samples. Apart from cobalt, selenium, carbon and 

oxygen, the presence of nitrogen was also detected in the CoSe2 supported NCNH sample. 

Pure NCNH also shows the presence of nitrogen, carbon and oxygen. The presence of 

oxygen in all the prepared samples might be due to the adsorbed oxygen or impurities. 

From the XPS analysis (Figure 3B.6a), it was found that binding energy of Co 2p3/2 of 

CoSe2/NCNH is negatively shifted to 778.1 eV compared to CoSe2/CNH (778.4 eV).
[31]

 

However, compared to CoSe2/C this negative shift is only 0.1 eV and the Co 2p3/2 peak of 

CoSe2/C is centered at 778.2 eV. If we compare the binding energy shift in Co 2p3/2 of the 

CNH based catalyst, the presence of nitrogen lowered the binding energy of Co 2p3/2. This 

is a strong indication that electron can be transferred from the nitrogen moieties in the 

carbon nanohorn to the catalytic center in CoSe2.The same change was also observed for 

Se 3d3/2 (Figure 3B.6b). Binding energy values of Se 3d3/2 for CoSe2/NCNH, CoSe2/CNH 

and CoSe2/C are 55.2, 55.6 and 55.3 eV, respectively. 

 

Figure 3B.6: XPS spectra of  (a) Co 2p and (b) Se 3d. 

Deconvoluted N1s spectra of CoSe2/NCNH (Figure 3B.7a), and NCNH (Figure 

3B.6b) show four different nitrogen coordinations in the samples, mainly pyridinic (~ 398 

eV), pyrrolic (~ 399 eV), graphitic (400 eV) and oxide of nitrogen at higher binding 

energy.
[16, 19a]
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Figure 3B.7: (a) Deconvoluted XPS spectra of N 1s in  (a) CoSe2/NCNH and (b) NCNH. 

From the XPS analysis, it is apparent that the nitrogen atoms induce a charge transfer from 

nanohorn to the CoSe2 nanocrystals. It is well known that the d electron configuration of 

metal cations in metal chalcogenides plays an important role in its electrocatalytic 

activity.
[22e]

 The low spin electronic configuration of the 3d electrons in Co make CoSe2 a 

metallic conductor.
[32]

 The modified electronic structure in Co, which is induced by 

nitrogen atoms, further expected to enhance the ORR through the preferred 4-electron 

charge transfer path. 

3B.2.6 Electrochemical analysis 

Electrocatalytic activity of all the materials was measured using a rotating disc 

electrode (RDE) set-up. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) was performed in an oxygen 

saturated 0.1 M KOH with an electrode rotation rate of 1600 rpm at a scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

. 

Commercial Pt/C was also tested, in the same experimental condition, for comparison 

purpose. From Figure 3B.8a, it is clear that CoSe2 supported NCNH system outperforms 

CoSe2/C and CoSe2/CNH. The more positive onset potential, and half-wave potential of 

CoSe2/NCNH indicate the improvement in both intrinsic activity as well as active reaction 

center density induced by the support modification. It is notable that CoSe2 supported 

carbon and CNH catalysts show a similar electrochemical activity in terms of the onset 

potential and half-wave potential.  
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Figure 3B.8: (a) Linear sweep voltammograms (LSVs) of the prepared samples and Pt/C 

in 0.1 M oxygen-saturated KOH at a rotation speed of 1600 rpm and a scan rate of 5 mV s
-

1
 and (b) Tafel slopes of the catalysts obtained at high potential. 

CoSe2/NCNH shows an onset potential at 0.90 V vs RHE which is 50 mV higher 

than both CoSe2/C and CoSe2/CNH. Similarly, E1/2 of CoSe2/NCNH is found to be 0.81 V 

vs RHE, which is 160 and 150 mV higher than that of CoSe2/CNH and CoSe2/CNH, 

respectively. As NCNH alone will contribute towards ORR, the onset potential and E1/2 of 

NCNH are found to be 23 mV and 40 mV less compared to CoSe2/NCNH. This further 

confirms the synergetic effects of CoSe2 and NCNH in attaining improved ORR in the 

composite as compared to the individual counterparts in the system. More interestingly, 

CoSe2/NCNH shows a much improved E1/2 compared to Pt/C even though its intrinsic 

activity is much higher as expected. The improvement in activities of CoSe2/NCNH is 

further confirmed from Tafel slope at higher positive potential, Figure 3B.8b. 

CoSe2/NCNH shows a Tafel slope of 52 mV decade
-1

 which is 10 mV decade 
-1

 less 

compared to NCNH (63 mV decade
-1

) and 20 mV decade
-1

 less compared to both 

CoSe2/CNH (72 mV decade
-1

) and CoSe2/C (72 mV decade
-1

). These results emphasize 

that the oxygen adsorption as well as its reduction strongly depends on the electrocatalyst 

support. SWCNH alone cannot boost the activity of CoSe2 and, hence, it is having a similar 

activity performance with CoSe2/C. This clearly suggests that the nitrogen atom in NCNH 

together with the high surface area play a major role in improving the active reaction site 

density of CoSe2. The nitrogen dopant attached to SWCNH modifies the electron density 

of CoSe2 in CoSe2/NCNH and reduces oxygen molecule more efficiently compared to the 

other catalyst supports. 
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Figure 3B.9: (a) K–L plots of the electrocatalysts obtained at a potential of 0.48 V vs. 

RHE and (b) the plot indicating the number of electrons transferred vs. the potential as 

calculated from the slope of the K-L plot. 

Koutecky–Levich (K–L) plots can be used to provide further kinetic parameters for 

ORR. Figure 3B.9a shows the K–L plot of the different catalysts recorded at 0.48 V, in 

which, CoSe2/NCNH, CoSe2/CNH and NCNH show similar slopes, suggesting a similar 

mode of oxygen reduction in these samples. However, the slope of CoSe2/C deviates 

slightly from those of the other catalysts, indicating that the mode of oxygen reduction 

varies marginally from the other catalysts. The number of electrons transferred, calculated 

from the slope, gives a clearer idea about the mode of oxygen reduction (Figure 3B.9b). 

CoSe2/NCNH, CoSe2/CNH and NCNH follow a direct 4-electron pathway for the 

reduction of molecular oxygen over the potential range measured. Contrary to this, the 

results reveal an electron transfer number of 3.5 for CoSe2/C at 0.48 V, which is found to 

be approaching towards the  values of 4 at more-negative potentials. Similarly, the kinetic 

current density jk, which is directly correlated to the rate constant of the ORR, is also 

calculated from the intercept of the K–L plot (Figure 3B.10a). At 0.80 V, the jk value of 

CoSe2/NCNH is found to be 8.08 mA cm
-2

, which is much higher compared to the values 

obtained for the other catalysts. The jk values of CoSe2/NCNH at 0.80 V are 5.0, 4.5 and 

4.0 times higher than that of NCNH (1.62 mA cm
-2

), CoSe2/CNH (1.78 mA cm
-2

) and 

CoSe2/C (2.04 mA cm
-2

), respectively. Figure 3B.10b  shows the mass activity of the 

different catalysts with respect to the total loading of the sample and with respect to the 
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Figure 3B.10: (a) Kinetic current density and oxygen reduction current density measured 

at 0.80 V of the different electrocatalysts and (b) mass activity of the different 

electrocatalysts measured at 0.80 V. 

loading of CoSe2 alone. From the data shown in Figure 3B.10b, it is apparent that the mass 

activity of CoSe2/NCNH (13.8 A g
-1

) with respect to the total catalyst loading is 2.5 times 

higher than that of NCNH (5.4 A g
-1

) and 17.8 times higher than both CoSe2/CNH (0.78 A 

g
-1

) and CoSe2/C (0.78 A g
-1

). Similarly, the mass activity with respect to the loading of 

CoSe2 in the samples follows the order: CoSe2/NCNH (34.6 A g
-1

) > CoSe2/C (2.3 A g
-1

) > 

CoSe2/CNH (1.8 A g
-1

). From the above electrochemical activity data, it is clear that the 

support NCNH improves the activity of CoSe2 compared to SWCNH and carbon. 

Moreover, the nitrogen atoms in NCNH modify the electronic structure of CoSe2, thus 

increasing the intrinsic oxygen reduction activity and improving the reaction centre 

density. From this improvement in activity, one can conclude that the activity of the non-

platinum electrocatalysts can also be improved by tuning the support materials. The 

morphology as well as the nitrogen content of SWCNH influences the catalytic activity of 

CoSe2. 

 Furthermore, the stability of the electrocatalysts was studied by accelerated 

durability test (ADT), Figure 3B.11. Cyclic voltammograms were performed for 2000 

cycles with 50 mV s
-1

 scan rate between a potential window of 0.40 - 0.90 V under oxygen 

purging. LSV was carried out before and after ADT. From Figure 3B.11a, it is clear that 

there is no change in the onset potential of CoSe2/NCNH even after ADT. Contrary to 

CoSe2/NCNH, Pt/C shows a 20 mV decrease in the onset potential after ADT. Similarly, 

after ADT, E1/2 of CoSe2/NCNH decreased by 10 mV from its initial value compared to a 
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drop of 20 mV in the case of Pt/C (Figure 3B.11b). A reduction current density by  0.256 

mA cm
-2

 at 0.40 V has also been observed for CoSe2/NCNH after ADT. This value is less 

compared to Pt/C (0.271 mA cm
-2

). The reduction in the performance of Pt/C compared to 

CoSe2/NCNH is attributed to the corrosion of the catalyst support and agglomeration of the 

Pt nanoparticles. This clearly indicates that NCNH not only improves the activity of CoSe2 

but it also prevents the catalyst from agglomeration and corrosion. 

 

Figure 3B.11: LSVs of (a) CoSe2/NCNH and (b) Pt/C before and after ADT at 1600 rpm 

with 5 mV s
-1

 scan rate. 

 

Table 3B.1. Open circuit potential of the cathode (ECathode) and the anode (EAnode), 

maximum current density (jMax) at short circuit and maximum power density (PMax) of the 

µLFFC based on CoSe2 supported on different substrates. 

Sample ECathode [V vs 

RHE] 

EAnode [V vs RHE] jMax [mA cm
-2

] PMax [mWcm
-2

] 

CoSe2/NCNH 

CoSe2/CNH 

CoSe2/C 

NCNH 

       Pt/C 

0.95 

0.89 

0.89 

0.92 

0.80 

0.47 

0.47 

0.47 

0.49 

0.40 

124.20 

79.28 

79.79 

72.40 

59.87 

10.04 

4.53 

5.33 

4.41 

5.75 
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Figure 3B.12:  (a &c) iR correction-free and (b &d) iR corrected current-potential and 

power density curves of µLFFC with CoSe2/NCNH, CoSe2/CNH, CoSe2/C, NCNH and 

Pt/C as the cathode catalysts. Pt-Ru/C was used as the anode catalyst. 5 M methanol was 

used as the fuel in alkaline solution. 

CoSe2 supported on the different substrates were further used as the cathode 

catalysts for the air breathing direct methanol multichannel micro-laminar flow fuel cell 

(µLFFC) in order to study the real fuel cell activity of these catalysts. The current-

potential, j-E, characteristics of µLFFC are given in Figure 3B.12, in which it is clear that 

the cathodic onset potential of the system based on CoSe2/NCNH is more positive as 

compared to the ones based on CoSe2/C, CoSe2/CNH and Pt/C. The maximum current 

density as well as power density of CoSe2/NCNH based system is far better compared to 

the rest of the systems at a concentration of 5 M methanol. Compared to NCNH,, the 

chalcogenide on SWCNH and carbon enhances the ORR rate (Table 3B.1). However, 

better activity is obtained when this catalytic centre electronically interacts with NCNH 

(Figure 3B.12 c).  The maximum current density, at short circuit of CoSe2/NCNH (124.20 
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mA cm
-2

) is 1.5 times higher than that of both CoSe2/C (79.79 mA cm
-2

) and CoSe2/CNH 

(79.28 mA cm
-2

). Interestingly, CoSe2/NCNH outperforms Pt/C. The maximum current 

density on Pt/C (59.87 mA cm
-2

) is 2 times less compared to that of CoSe2/NCNH. 

Moreover, the maximum power density of the catalysts is in the order of CoSe2/NCNH 

(10.04 mW cm
-2

) > Pt/C (5.75 mW cm
-2

) > CoSe2/C (5.33 mW cm
-2

) > CoSe2/C (4.53 mW 

cm
-2

). It is also important to note that after the iR correction, the power density of 

CoSe2/NCNH is found to be increased to14.8 mW cm
-2

 (Figure 3B.12d). It is very 

important to note that on the CoSe2/NCNH system, the concentration of methanol has no 

effect in the cathodic performance of the fuel cell (Figure 3B.13a). Contrary to the 

CoSe2/NCNH based system, the cathodic performance of the Pt/C based system is found to 

be decreasing with increasing the methanol concentration as expected (Figure 3B.13b). 

Similarly, the maximum power density as well as the current density of the CoSe2/NCNH 

based system is not decreasing much compared to the Pt/C based cell under different 

concentrations of the methanol feed (Figure 3B.13 b). These results further emphasize that 

CoSe2/NCNH is a suitable alternate to the Pt based catalyst in direct methanol fuel cells. 

 

Figure 3B.13: Non-ohmic corrected current-potential characteristics of (a) CoSe2/NCNH 

and (b) Pt/C cathode of µLFFC at different concentrations of methanol in alkaline 

solution. 

3.2 Conclusion 

The present chapter discloses the synthesis of nitrogen doped carbon nanohorn and 

its metal chalcogenide supported form as two potential non-precious electrocatalysts for 

facilitating dioxygen reduction in alkaline medium.  
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A simple synthesis method was adopted for preparing nitrogen doped carbon 

nanohorn to boost the active reaction centre for ORR by high temperature treatment of 

functionalized nanohorns and urea. The nitrogen doped nanohorn shows significantly high 

surface area up to 1836 m
2
 g

-1
. The nitrogen doping also enhances the electrical 

conductivity of nanohorn by changing the electronic density of the carbon atoms. Most 

importantly, the sample designated as N-800 shows more positive onset potential (0.026 V 

vs. Hg/HgO) compared to N-600 and N-1000. Interestingly, the onset potential of N-800 is 

only 50 mV lower than that of the state-of-the-art 40 wt.% Pt/C catalyst. N-800 follows the 

preferred 4e
-
  pathway for the oxygen reduction reaction. Similarly, the kinetic current 

density of N-800 is higher than that of N-600 and N-1000, indicating that the ORR activity 

is strongly depending on the pyrolysis temperature. N-800 shows high durability and fuel 

tolerance compared to the commercial Pt/C. Moreover, an MEA fabricated with N-800 as 

the cathode catalyst provides a maximum power density of 30 mW cm
-2

 in AEMFC testing 

at 50 
o
C. Thus, with these sets of enhanced electrochemical properties, nitrogen doped 

nanohorn turns out to be a potential cost effective, metal-free cathode catalyst for polymer 

electrolyte membrane fuel cells.  

Furthermore, The ORR activity of CoSe2 nanoparticles supported on different 

substrates was studied to understand the ability of the support materials to tune the ORR 

activity of the non-platinum electrocatalysts. PXRD, Raman spectroscopy and XPS studies 

support the formation of CoSe2 nanoparticles on various carbon supports. Spherical CoSe2 

nanoparticles with an average size of 20 nm supported on NCNH are observed by TEM. 

Moreover, NCNH provides high surface area and the nitrogen atoms aid the distribution of 

CoSe2 nanoparticles on the surface of NCNH. From the XPS analysis, it was found that the 

nitrogen atoms modify the electronic structure of CoSe2 nanoparticles through a strong 

substrate–catalyst interaction, which in turn assists efficient molecular oxygen adsorption 

and its reduction. The intrinsic activity and active-site density of CoSe2 is found to be 

improved significantly when these nanoparticles are supported on NCNH. A positive shift 

in the onset potential by 50 mV and a shift by 150 mV in E1/2 of CoSe2/NCNH compared 

to CoSe2/C indicate that the morphology of NHCH and the nitrogen doping play important 

roles in modulating the reaction centres of CoSe2. From the K–L plot, it is found that 

CoSe2/NCNH reduces molecular oxygen to hydroxide ions through a 4-electron charge 

transfer. The kinetic current density of CoSe2/NCNH at 0.80 V is  4.5 and 4.0 times higher 

than CoSe2/CNH and CoSe2/C, respectively. The mass activity with respect to the total 
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loading of CoSe2/NCNH at 0.80 V is found to be 17.8 times higher than that of CoSe2/C 

and CoSe2/CNH. Furthermore, compared to Pt/C, CoSe2/NCNH shows improved stability 

during ADT. The performance of a CoSe2/NCNH-based cathode in a µ-LFFC indicates 

that CoSe2/NCNH is a better choice than CoSe2/CNH, CoSe2/C and Pt/C for the cathode 

application. The maximum current density obtained for the CoSe2/NCNH based cell is 

estimated to be twice that of the one based on Pt/C at a methanol concentration of 5 M. 

The maximum power density in this case is found to be 1.7 times higher than that of the 

system based on Pt/C. Similarly, the cathodic performance of CoSe2/NCNH is unaffected 

by the concentration of methanol. Considering the interesting activity characteristics of 

CoSe2/NCNH as evident from this study, this material can be considered as a potential 

cathode electrocatalyst for fabricating cost-effective and active air-breathing direct 

methanol microlaminar flow fuel cells. 
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Chapter 4 

Nitrogen and iron co-doped carbon nanohorn for 

ORR* 

This chapter elaborates on the synthesis of nitrogen and iron co-doped carbon nanohorns 
and their ORR activity. Here, influence of the relative loading of nitrogen and iron 
precursor on the morphology of the resultant co-doped carbon nanohorn is studied along 
with its effect in the ORR activity accomplished by the modification of the active reaction 
centre density.  Nitrogen and iron co-doped nanostructures were synthesised by thermal 

annealing of the materials in an inert 
atmosphere. At lower loading of the 
nitrogen and iron precursor, morphology of 
nanohorn (FeNCNH) remains intact after 
the annealing. This material shows excellent 
ORR activity and electrochemical stability 
in alkaline medium and outperforms the 

commercial Pt/C catalyst. However, the 
ORR performance of FeNCNH is relatively 
poor in acidic conditions. When the iron 
and nitrogen precursor loadings are higher, 
the morphology of carbon nanohorn 
transforms to graphene nanotube with the 

iron oxide nanoparticles encapsulated at the 
tip (FeGNT). These materials perform well 
towards ORR in both alkaline and acidic 
conditions. An overpotential of 100 mV was 
observed for ORR in the case of FeGNT, as compared to Pt/C in acidic condition and it 
also outperforms Pt/C in alkaline medium. Moreover, the electrochemical stability of 

FeGNT is far better in comparison with Pt/C. Single cell performance of FeGNT as the 
cathode catalyst provides a maximum power density of 200 mW cm

-2
 using Nafion

®
 212 as 

a proton conducting membrane. 

 

*Contents of this chapter was published in the following research article: 

S.M. Unni et al., J. Mater. Chem. A, 2015, 3, 4361 – 4367. 

S.M. Unni et al., ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces, 2015, 10.1021/acsami.5b07802 
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4.1 Introduction 

Fe and Co have been identified as the proper non-precious metal counterparts for 

the heteroatoms as their mutual coordinations and synergistic interactions have the ability 

to narrow down the overpotential for ORR. 
[1]

 Recently, few reports have appeared on Fe 

based electrocatalysts, which have shown activity comparable to that of the Pt based 

systems.
[1c, 2]

 Most of these works in this direction are mainly giving emphasis on tuning 

the ways to improve the active reaction centres in order to attain efficient chemisorption of 

dioxygen molecules so as to improve the ORR activity. Dodelet et al introduced a new 

concept to improve the active site of iron coordinated nitrogen doped carbon materials by 

creating micropores on carbon using pore filler.
[1d]

 Similar kind of work is also reported by 

Dai et al using partially unzipped carbon nanotubes, which possess active centres with 

improved characteristics to reduce dioxygen molecule.[2c] Also, there are reports to utilize 

high surface area carbons derived from metal organic frame works (MOFs) to create more 

active centres.
[3]

 Xu et al used a high surface area carbon to create more active centres 

which contains coordinated moieties of Fe based complexes.
[2a]

 Most of these Fe 

coordinated nitrogen doped carbon materials require either template or multiple annealing 

procedures for creating high surface area with high microspores as well as nitrogen doping. 

Similarly, harsh oxidation treatment of carbon morphology to improve the active reaction 

centre, adversely affects its physico-chemical characteristics.   

Higher activity can be achieved if one can tune the surface area and micro-porosity 

to create more number of metal-nitrogen coordinated (M-Nx) sites in order to improve the 

active reaction centre density without compromising the physico-chemical properties of the 

carbon matrix. In this regard, single wall carbon nanohorn (SWCNH) can be a suitable 

candidate among the different carbon morphologies due to its easily tuneable surface area 

as well as microporosity, which can be achievable without seriously affecting its physico-

chemical properties.
[4]

 Similarly, the peculiar dahlia like morphology of these materials is 

expected to help for fast mass transport compared to reduced graphene oxide as well as 

carbon nanotubes. Single wall nanohorn projections in the carbon morphology even help to 

trap reactant molecules and improve the activity. Even though some reports are available 

for SWCNH as catalyst support for PEMFC, this material as such has not yet been used as 

a catalyst for fuel cells.
[5]

 Three times higher surface area with micro-meso pores can be 

easily achieved by simple thermal annealing of SWCNH. Apart from this, the three 
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dimensional „dahlia‟ like morphology of SWCNH with high density of micro-mesopores 

can also assist to improve the active reaction site density by facilitating effective 

coordination of nitrogen and iron.  

First part (Part A) of the chapter explains a one-step thermal treatment of a mixture 

of single wall carbon nanohorn (SWCNH), melamine and FeCl3 at different temperatures, 

followed by acid wash to synthesize Fe coordinated nitrogen doped carbon nanohorn. 

Here, a mixture of SWCNH, melamine and FeCl3 was taken in a ratio of 1:3:0.1. This ratio 

provides Fe and N co-doped SWCNH, without any deformation in the SWCNH 

morphology.  Second part (Part B) of the chapter introduces a facile synthesis of Fe and N 

doped graphene nanotube  with high surface area and higher density of active sites by 

annealing a mixture of SWCNH, melamine and iron salt in a ratio of 1:10:2.5 in an inert 

atmosphere. 
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Part A. Surface-modified single wall carbon nanohorn as an 

effective electrocatalyst for platinum-free fuel cell cathodes* 

In this part of the present chapter, a simple one-step process involving thermal 

treatment of a mixture containing single wall carbon nanohorn (SWCNH), melamine and 

FeCl3 at different temperatures (800, 900 and 1000 
o
C) followed by acid washing to 

synthesize the Fe coordinated nitrogen doped carbon nanohorns (FeNCNH-800, FeNCNH-

900 and FeNCNH-1000) is illustrated. High temperature annealing of SWCNH with 

melamine and ferric chloride creates more number of micropores along the surface. These 

fertile regions ensure high density of doped nitrogen atoms which simultaneously 

coordinate with iron to create efficient active centres for adsorption and reduction of 

dioxygen. The synthesised material shows an ORR activity higher than that of the 

commercial Pt/C, all the while maintaining high electrochemical stability and tolerance 

towards poisoning. 

4A.1 Experimental 

4A.1.1 Functionalization of SWCNH 

Preparation of functionalized SWCNH (FCNH) is as follows: 2 g of SWCNH was 

mixed with H2O2 in a round-bottom flask and the mixture refluxed 5 h at 60 
o
C. After 

cooling to room temperature, the product was filtered off and washed a number of times 

with deionised water to ensure complete removal of H2O2. The resulting sample was dried 

overnight under vacuum at 80 
o
C. 

4A.1.2 Synthesis of FeNCNH 

Initially 300 mg of melamine was dissolved in 20 ml deionized water with 

sonication and stirring. After complete dissolution, 100 mg of FCNH was added and the 

mixture was sonicated a further 30 min. 6 mg of FeCl3 was added to the resulting solution 

and the mixture stirred at 60 
o
C. The resulting black powder was annealed for 3 h at 

various temperatures in an argon atmosphere. The samples prepared at different 

temperatures were separately mixed with concentrated hydrochloric acid and stirred 

overnight, followed by bath sonication for 1 h to ensure removal of the iron impurities. The 

samples were finally washed several times with deionized water. For comparison, 

* Reproduced with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry (J. Mater. Chem. A 2015, 3, 

4361-4367)  
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nitrogen-doped single-walled carbon nanohorn (NCNH) was similarly prepared by 

annealing a mixture of FCNH and melamine, without addition of FeCl3, at 900 
o
C for 3 h. 

4A.1.3 Synthesis of FeNC 

For the preparation of the Fe coordinated nitrogen doped carbon (FeNC) samples, 

we have used Vulcan carbon mixed with melamine and FeCl3 (amounts were taken as 

similar to the case of FeNCNH). The adopted synthesis procedures were similar to that 

used for preparing FeNCNH.  The annealing was done at 900 
o
C under argon atmosphere 

for 3 h. 

4A.1.4 Synthesis of Fe complex on SWCNH 

For the Fe complex synthesis, we have followed the procedure reported by Thorum 

et al (Angew. Chem. Int. Ed, 2009, 48, 165). In a typical synthesis, FCNH and FeCl3 were 

mixed well in deionized water. 0.159 g of 3.5 diamino-1,2,4-triazole in 10 ml solution was 

added slowly into the above mixture and the mixture was stirred for 18 h. After stirring, the 

solid material was collected using filtration and it was dried under vacuum at 80 
o
C for 

overnight. 

4A.1.5 Physical characterizations 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained from PANalytical X‟pert Pro 

instrument. Cu Kα (1.5418 Å) radiation was used for the X-ray radiation. Raman analyses 

of the samples were carried out using HR 800 Raman spectrometer (Jobin Yvon, Horiba, 

France) using 632.8 nm green laser (NRS 1500 W).  High resolution transmission electron 

microscope (HR-TEM) FEI model (TECNAI G2 F30) operated at an accelerating voltage 

of 300 kV (Cs = 0.6 mm, resolution 1.7 Å) and field emission scanning electron 

microscope (FE-SEM) model NOVA Nano SEM 450, were used for analyzing 

morphology of the synthesized materials.  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

analysis was carried out using a VG Microtech Multilab ESCA 3000 spectrometer 

equipped with an Al Kα X-ray source. Electrical conductivity of SWCNH and NCNH were 

measured using the four probe technique. The measured values are respectively 6.5 S/cm 

and 9.2 S/cm. 
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Scheme 1: Schematic representation of the preparation of Fe- and N-doped carbon 

nanohorns. 
 

4A.1.6 Electrochemical Characterization 

Electrochemical studies of the samples were carried out in a Biologic 

electrochemical work station with a three-electrode test cell from Pine Instruments. 

Oxygen and nitrogen saturated 0.1 M KOH was used in the electrochemical experiments as 

the electrolyte. Hg/HgO was used as the reference electrode and a glassy carbon rod was 

used as the counter electrode. A glassy carbon (GC) electrode (5 mm diameter) from Pine 

Instruments was used as the working electrode (WE) after drop coating the samples. To 

prepare the catalyst slurry for the electrochemical analysis, 5 mg of the catalyst was 

dispersed in 1 ml of N, N-dimethyl acetamide solution by sonication. 20 μL of the catalyst 

slurry was drop-coated on the electrode. Followed by this, 2 μL of 0.1 % Nafion® solution 

was applied on the catalyst layer. 100 µg was the total catalyst loading on the electrode. 

Liner sweep voltammogram (LSV) was recorded in oxygen saturated 0.1 M KOH solution 

at a scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

 at different electrode rotation rates from 400 to 2500 rpm.  

The Koutecky-Levich (K-L) plot, a plot of inverse of the current versus inverse of 

electrode the rotation at different rotation speed at different potential, was used to calculate 
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the number of electrons. Slope and Y-intercept were used to calculate the kinetic current 

density and number of electron transfer respectively.  

The number of electron transfer during ORR was calculated using the equation: 

B = 0.6 nFν
-1/2

CO2DO2
2/3

 

where, „n‟ is the electron transfer number, „F‟ is the Farady constant (96486 C mol
-1

), 

„CO2‟ is the concentration of oxygen in 0.1 M KOH (1.2 x 10
-3

 mol l
-1

), „DO2‟ is the 

diffusion coefficient of oxygen in 0.1 M KOH solution (1.9 x 10
-5

 cm s
-1

) and „ν‟ is the 

kinematic viscosity. 

4A.1.7 Anion exchange membrane fuel cell test  

Fumapem FAA membrane (FumaTech, Germany) was used as the anion exchange 

membrane. The membrane was pretreated using the following procedure. The membrane 

was soaked in 1 M KOH for 24 h to replace bromide by OH
-
. Subsequently, the membrane 

was washed by using deionized water. The thickness of the membrane at wet condition 

was 65 μm. Conventional brush coating method was applied to make the cathode layer 

using a slurry of FeNCNH-900 and 10 wt. % Fumion in N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) with 

a Fumion to carbon ratio (F/C) of 0.8 in isopropyl alcohol (IPA). A catalyst loading of 4 

mg cm
-2

 was used on a gas diffusion layer (GDL, SGL CC, Germany). At the anode, 40 wt. 

% Pt/C (E-TEC) was used with 0.5 mg cm
-2

 (F/C is 0.4) catalyst loading. For comparison, 

the cathode layer was also made with 40 wt. % Pt/C (E-TEC) with a Pt loading of 0.8 mg 

cm
-2

 and an F/C ratio of 0.4. Membrane electrode assembly (MEA) was prepared by 

keeping the membrane in between the cathode and anode followed by applying 0.5 ton 

pressure for 30 sec at room temperature.  Active electrode area of the MEA was 4 cm
2
. A 

standard test fixture from Fuel Cell Technologies, Inc, USA, was used for the single cell 

analysis. The testing was done by using a fuel cell test station (Fuel Cell Technologies, Inc, 

USA) by purging H2 with a flow rate of 50 sccm at the anode and O2 with a flow rate of 

100 sccm at the cathode by maintaining a relative humidity of 100 % and a cell operating 

temperature of 50 
o
C.   
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4A.2 Results and Discussion 

4A.2.1 TEM and SEM analysis 

 

Figure 4A.1: HR-TEM images of (a) SWCNH, (b) NCNH and (c) & (d) FeNCNH-900 

under different magnifications. 

Figure 4A.1 shows high resolution transmission electron microscopic (HR-TEM) 

images of SWCNH, nitrogen doped nanohorn (NCNH) and the Fe coordinated nitrogen 

doped carbon nanohorn prepared at 900 
o
C (FeNCNH-900). It should be noted that the 

flower like morphology of NCNH and FeNCNH-900 is intact even after the high 

temperature annealing process compared to some recent reports on functionalized 

SWCNH.
[6]

 Retention in morphology improves active mass transport, hence concomitantly 

results into improved ORR activity. More importantly, absence of iron particle in 

FeNCNH-900 indicates that the acid washing is effective and it removed unwanted iron 

oxides and carbides from the nanohorn.  Field emission scanning electron microscopic 

(FE-SEM) investigation of FeNCNH-900 shows presence of nanohorn aggregates with 

non-uniform morphology (Figure 4A.2).  Further, elemental mapping clearly shows the 

presence of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and iron in FeNCNH-900. 
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Figure 4A.2: FE-SEM images (a & b) and the corresponding elemental mapping of 

carbon, nitrogen, iron and oxygen in FeNCNH-900. 

4A.2.2 Raman and XRD analysis  

Raman analysis further confirms the doping of nitrogen in the carbon matrix 

(Figure 4A.3a). The G band position of SWCNH (1579.8 cm
-1

) is up shifted to higher wave 

number (1583.9 cm
-1

) after nitrogen doping. The G band position of FeNCNH (1584.4 cm
-

1
) is almost similar to that of NCNH. This indicates that the morphology of nanohorn 

remains intact after the nitrogen and Fe doping. Moreover, the nitrogen doping on 

SWCNH is further confirmed by the change in the 2D band position. SWCNH shows the 

2D band at 2602.7 cm
-1

 which is shifted to a higher wave number (2609.2 cm
-1

) for NCNH 

but the 2D band of FeNCNH-900 is shifted to much higher wave number (2620.7 cm
-1

) 

which clearly indicates the changes in the electron density around the carbon moiety 

responsible for oxygen adsorption and ORR. Further, the doping was confirmed from the 
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ID/IG ratio, which is increasing in the order of SWCNH (1.64) < NCNH (1.83) < FeNCNH-

900 (1.94). X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis (Figure 4A.3b) also emphasises the absence 

of oxides and carbides of Fe in FeNCNH-900 with its similar XRD features of SWCNH 

and NCNH.   

 

Figure 4A.3: (a) Raman spectra and (b) X-ray diffraction patterns of FeNCNH-900, 

NCNH and SWCNH. 

4A.2.3 Surface area analysis 

Nitrogen adsorption isotherms were taken to understand the nature of the porosity 

of the materials, (Figure 4A.4 a & b). FeNCNH-900 and NCNH show Type-II isotherms. 

An increasing trend of N2 adsorption can be observed for FeNCNH-900 and NCNH 

compared to SWCNH, which indicates a drastic enhancement in the surface area after the 

thermal annealing.  A recent report reveals that mild functionalization of SWCNH 

improves the surface area of the material.
[7]

 However, the high temperature annealing will 

normally assist the knotting of the pores on the surface of SWCNH. In the present case, 

nitrogen doping prevents the knotting and enhances the surface area without affecting it 

electrical conductivity.
[7]

 The isotherms lead to the quantification of the surface area of the 

materials, which follows the order: SWCNH (340 m
2
 g

-1
) < FeNCNH (1315 m

2
 g

-1
) < 

NCNH (1327 m
2
 g

-1
). The surface areas of FeNCNH-900 and NCNH are almost 

comparable but is 4 times higher than that of SWCNH. However, compared to the recent 

reports, the surface areas of NCNH and FeNCNH are found to be lower, which is assumed 

to be due to the deposition of carbon on the surface of nanohorn during the decomposition 

of melamine.
[8]

 The pores of NCNH and FeNCNHN-900 are having a size range between 

0.5 to 20 nm with maximum density of pores lying in between 0.5 to 3 nm. This clearly 
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indicates that most of the pores on FeNCNH and NCNH are micropores.  The amount of 

mesopores on FeNCNH-900 is less compared to that on NCNH. However, the pore size of 

SWCNH is varied from 10 to 70 nm. From the nitrogen sorption studies, it is clear that 

FeNCNH-900 has high density of micropores, which can essentially act as a contributing 

factor to improve the active reaction site density to promote ORR by creating proper Fe-Nx 

active sites.  

 

Figure 4A.4: (a) Nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms and (b) pore size distribution 

of FeNCNH-900, NCNH and SWCNH. 

4A.2.4 XPS analysis 

To fully understand different nitrogen environments of the samples annealed at 

different temperatures and their effect in the overall ORR activity, X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) was used. XPS spectra of NCNH, FeNCNH-800, FeNCNH-900, 

FeNCNH-1000 show the presence of carbon (Figure 4A.5), nitrogen and oxygen in the 

samples. Since the surface concentration of Fe in the samples is relatively low, a proper 

spectrum for Fe 2p is not observed. (Figure 4A.6). All the samples show nearly 96 % of 

carbon. Deconvoluted C1s spectra of carbon for the samples corresponding to different 

annealing temperatures are shown in Figure S8. NCNH, FeNCNH-800 and FeNCNH-900 

show four different types of nitrogen environments which are pyridinic at ~398.15 eV, 

pyrrolic at ~399.59 eV, graphitic at ~400.97 eV and oxides of nitrogen at ~405.48 eV 

(Figure 4A.7).
[9]

 NCNH possesses a total nitrogen loading of 2.24 wt. % and this value is 

less in the respective Fe based nanohorns. FeNCNH-900 shows high wt.% of pyridinic and 

pyrrolic nitrogen compared to rest of the  samples.  
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Figure 4A.5:. Deconvoluted XPS profilesof C 1s in NCNH, FeNCNH-800, FeNCNH-900 

and FeNCNH-1000. 

 

Figure 4A.6: XPS profiles of Fe in FeNCNH-800, FeNCNH-900 and FeNCNH-1000. . 
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Figure 4A.7: Deconvoluted XPS spectra of N 1s of (a) NCNH, (b) FeNCNH-800, (c) 

FeNCNH-900 (d) FeNCNH-1000 and (e) percentage of the different types of nitrogen as 

well as the total nitrogen content of NCNH, FeNCNH-800, FeNCNH-900 and FeNCNH-

1000. 

The pyrrolic nitrogen content in the different samples is in the order of FeNCNH-900 (44.0 

wt. %) > FeNCNH-800 (36.1 wt. %) > FeNCNH-1000 (43.2 wt. %) > NCNH (23.5 wt. %). 

In the case of FeNCNH-1000, the pyridinic nitrogen is absent because, at higher 

temperature, the pyridinic nitrogen gets converted into the pyrrolic and graphitic 
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nitrogens.
12

 The total nitrogen content is decreasing with increasing the treatment 

temperature (Figure 4A.7e).   

4A.2.5 Electrochemical studies 

 

Figure 4A.8:  (a) Linear sweep voltammograms (LSVs) of the carbon nanohorn samples 

and Pt/C in 0.1 M oxygen-saturated KOH at a rotational speed of 1600 rpm and scan rate 

of 5mV s
-1

,. (b) K–L plots of FeNCNH-900, NCNH and FeCN at a potential of -0.30 V vs. 

Hg/HgO and (c) the plots of the number of electrons transferred vs. the potential as 

calculated from the K-L plots for the different samples. 

Electrocatalytic activity of FeNCNH-900 was studied using a Rotating Disc 

Electrode (RDE) system in 0.1 M KOH solution with an electrode rotation rate of 1600 

rpm at 5 mV s
-1

 scan rate. From Figure 4A.8a, it is clear that, at a current density of -0.2 

mA cm
-2

, FeNCNH-900 has much higher positive potential of 0.09 V, which is 40 mV 

more positive compared to the commercial Pt/C catalyst (60 μg cm
-1

 Pt) at the same current 
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density. Similarly, the half wave potential (E1/2) of FeNCNH-900 (-0.026V) is 20 mV 

higher than that of Pt/C (-0.046V). The improved positive onset potential as well as E1/2 of 

FeNCNH-900 clearly indicates that the intrinsic ORR activity as well as the active reaction 

centre density of the system is higher compared to the commercial Pt/C system.
[2b]

  

To further understand the active reaction centre in FeNCNH-900, we synthesised 

NCNH with the similar procedure as adopted for preparing the FeNCNH counterparts 

without adding FeCl3. From Figure 3a, it is clear that, at j =  -0.2 mA cm
-2

, NCNH displays 

a potential of 0.05 V, which is comparable to that obtained with Pt/C, but 40 mV lower 

than that of FeNCNH-900. On the other hand, the oxygen reduction current density is 

lower than that of both Pt/C and FeNCNH-900. Comparative ORR performance of both 

NCNH and FeNCNH-900 clearly indicates that Fe-Nx is an essential ingredient to enhance 

ORR. Similarly, the favourable effect of nanohorn morphology in bringing in the desired 

performance characteristics is proved by comparing the ORR activity of FeNCNH-900 and 

FeNC (prepared by annealing the mixture of Vulcan carbon, melamine and FeCl3 at 900 
o
C 

in Ar atmosphere). FeNC shows a potential (at j = -0.2 mA cm
-2

) more negative (-0.04 V) 

as well as the reduction current lower compared to both NCNH and FeNCNH-900. The 

activity of the reaction centre is expected to be due to the existence of a preferred 

coordination of Fe with the doped nitrogen on the edges of the micropores of nanohorns.  

Number of electrons calculated from the Koutkey–Levich plot (K-L plot) shows (Figure 

4A.8 b & c) that both FeNCNH-900 as well as NCNH follow direct 4-electron pathway for 

dioxygen reduction in the entire potential range. Contrary to this, the electron transfer 

number in the case of FeNC displays a lower value initially, which increases gradually as 

the potential sweeps to higher negative values and approaches to the 4-electron pathway as 

reported by Dai et al.
[2f]

 This explicitly indicates that FeNC is following a mixed kinetics in 

the lower negative potentials and it is approaching towards a direct 4-electron reduction 

pathway in the higher negative potentials. From this analysis, it is apparent that Fe-Nx 

along with the micropores present in the nanohorn morphology attributes a controlled 

interplay and creates more active centres through efficient coordination of iron with the 

nitrogen present at the edges of the pores.  

In order to understand the effect of Fe content in NCNH towards ORR,  different 

mass loadings of  FeCl3 with the total Fe percentage in the salt to SWCNH, ca. 1, 2 and 5 

%, were also maintained for annealing by keeping the temperature at 900 
o
C. Figure 4A.9 

shows that the system with 2 % Fe is outperforming the samples corresponding to the 1 
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and 5 % Fe samples. Both the potential (at j = -0.2 mA cm
-2

) as well as E1/2 for ORR is 

varying with the iron percentage. 1 and 5 % of Fe result into a potential of 0.067 V and 

0.069 V at -0.2 mA cm
-2

, for both the samples whereas the corresponding values of E1/2 are 

-0.045 and -0.042 V. The ORR current density measured at -0.3 V for the samples 

corresponding to the different content of Fe  follows the order of 2 % > 1 % > 5 %. This 

clearly indicates that an optimum  

 

Figure 4A.9:  LSVs of the FeNCNH samples at different Fe content. 

Fe content is necessary to boost the intrinsic ORR activities as well as the active reaction 

centre density. 2 % of Fe shows improved number of active reaction sites as well as ORR 

activity compared to the other two cases. Moreover, all the Fe based catalysts with 

different Fe content show ORR activities higher than NCNH. This finding thus 

substantiates the important role played by Fe as a partner with nitrogen to catalyse the 

dioxygen reduction. 

To further evaluate the effect of annealing temperature on modulating the activity 

of the catalytic sites, along with FeNCNH-900, we prepared two other catalysts by 

annealing the sample corresponding to the 2% Fe at 800 and 1000 
o
C. These samples are 

designated as FeNCNH-800 and FeNCNH-1000, respectively. It is well known that the 

annealing temperature is expected to tune the coordination of nitrogen, which will be 

eventually reflected in ORR. From Figure 4A.10a, it can be seen that the onset potential of 

FeNCNH-900 is clearly more positive compared to both FeNCNH-800 and FeNCNH-
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1000. The potential of FeNCNH-800 at -0.2 mA cm
-2

 is 0.08 V which is 10 mV lower than 

that of FeNCNH-900 and 22 mV higher than that of FeNCNH-1000.  

 

Figure 4A.10:  (a) LSVs of FeNCNH-800, FeNCNH-900 and FeNCNH-1000; (b) Tafel 

slopes of the catalysts; (c) K–L plots of FeNCNH-800, FeNCNH-900 and FeNCNH-1000 

at a potential of -0.30 V vs Hg/ HgO; (d) the calculated values of the electron transfer 

numbers of the catalysts from the K–L plots as a function of the applied potential and (e) jk 
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vs. E plot where jk was calculated from the intercept of the K-L plots of FeNCNH-800, 

FeNCNH-900 and FeNCNH-1000.  

Similarly, E1/2 of  these samples is in the order of FeNCNH-900 (-0.026V) > 

FeNCNH-800 (-0.028 V) > FeNCNH-1000 (-0.030V). Likewise, the ORR current density 

at -0.30 V also follows the order of FeNCNH-900 > FeNCNH-800 > FeNCNH-1000. 

Decrease in the dioxygen reduction current density is mainly attributed to the lowering of 

the density of the active reaction centre. The measured value of the Tafel slope of 

FeNCNH-900 is 81 mV decade
-1

 which is significantly lower than of the values calculated 

for FeNCNH-800 (94 mV decade
-1

) and FeNCNH-1000 (104 mV decade
-1

)
 
(Figure 

4A.10b). Higher values of Tafel slope of the later two samples indicate that the ORR 

mechanism in these two cases is different compared to that for FeNCNH-900 and Pt/C. 

The number of electron transfer derived from the slopes of the K-L plots (Figure 4A.10c & 

d) shows that FeNCNH-900 follows a 4-electron pathway in the entire potential range.  

This clearly indicates that oxygen molecules are directly getting converted into hydroxide 

on FeNCNH-900. On the other hand, both FeNCNH-800 and FeNCNH-1000 show the 

electron transfer number lower than 3.2 at higher positive potentials and close to 4 at 

higher negative potentials. Kinetic current density values calculated from the Y-intercepts 

of the K-L plots (Figure 4A.10e) are also found to be higher for FeNCNH-900 in the entire 

potential range compared to FeNCNH-800 and FeNCNH-1000. 

The nitrogen coordination in the sample is seriously affecting the overall 

performance of the catalyst towards dioxygen reduction.
[10]

 It is well known that, instead of 

the total wt.% of nitrogen, the specific coordination of the nitrogen is important to promote 

ORR.
[10]

 NCNH has high wt.% of nitrogen with high pyridinic contribution. Rouff et. al. 

clearly mentioned that the pyridinic nitrogen shifts the ORR onset potential towards more 

positive but it does not promote the overall reduction current density.
[11]

 In accordance 

with this, NCNH shows an onset potential comparable to Pt/C, but its oxygen reduction 

current density is very poor compared to Pt/C. On the other hand, in the case of the 

FeNCNH samples, the pyridinic nitrogen content is in the order of FeNCH-900 (28.7 

wt.%) > FeNCNH-800 (18.3 wt.%) > FeNCNH-1000 (0.0 wt.%) with an explicit influence 

on the onset potential. FeNCNH-800 shows an onset potential close to that of FeNCNH-

900, which is higher than that of FeNCNH-1000. On the basis of the onset potential shift, 

one can clearly note that, not only the pyridinic nitrogen but the Fe coordination is also 

imparting a crucial role in ORR. Since FeNCNH-900 has higher weight percentage of 
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pyrrolic as well as pyridinic nitrogen, it shows higher performance compared to the rest of 

the electrocatalysts as expected. Even though FeNCNH-1000 has almost comparable 

pyrrolic nitrogen content, the total nitrogen percentage is too less to improve the active 

reaction site density. This clearly retards the ORR performance. It is reported that, pure 

oxidised form of iron shows poor oxygen reduction activity.
[12]

 Hence, the much enhanced 

ORR activity of FeNCNH-900 could be due to contributions from other factors such as the 

synergistic effects of both iron and nitrogen in the catalyst.
17,33

 It has been reported 

recently that in ORR catalysts possessing Fe and N moieties, the coordinated Fe, N and C 

active reaction centre plays a crucial role in shifting the onset potential as well as E1/2 

towards more positive direction.
31

 From the XPS analysis, it is evident that FeNCNH-900 

possesses high wt.% of pyrrolic nitrogen, which is responsible for establishing the 

coordination with the iron moiety.
27,31

Thus generated new active reaction centres in 

FeNCNH-900 improve the intrinsic catalytic activity towards ORR compared to NCNH. 

Due to the relatively higher pyrrolic coordination in FeNCNH-900, it is expected that the 

main active reaction centre is the in-plane Fe-N4 coordinated site.
52

 Since FeNCNH-900 

has higher density of micropores as evident from the porosity data, the graphene matrix of 

the nanohorn acts as a fertile region for accommodating more number of the in-plane Fe-

N4 active reaction centres, leading to facile reduction of oxygen through the 4-electron 

pathway. However, even though the pyrrolic nitrogen percentage is higher for FeNCNH-

1000, due to the fewer amounts of the overall nitrogen atoms in the system, the active  

 

Figure 4A.11:   Methanol crossover study of FeNCNH-900 (a) and Pt/C (b) with an 

electrode rotation rate of 1600 rpm at and a scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

. 3 M methanol was 

added into 0.1 M KOH electrolyte to evaluate the crossover effect. 
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reaction centre density is less compared to that in FeNCNH-900. Thus, along with high 

surface area (1315 m
2
/g) and higher density of micropres (pore diameter less than 3 nm) of 

FeNCNH-900, maximum density of Fe-N4 active sites present in the system enables it to 

position itself as a potential ORR catalyst to replace Pt/C from fuel cell cathode.   

FeNCNH-900 shows excellent tolerance towards methanol (Figure 4A.11a & b) 

compared to Pt/C.  To study the stability of the materials, we performed accelerated 

durability test (ADT) for 5000 cycles. Cyclic voltammetry was performed in between a 

potential window of -0.40 to 0.20 V at 100 mV s
-1

 scan rate under oxygen purging. LSV 

was taken before and after ADT at 1600 rpm with a scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

. It is clear from 

Figure  

 

Figure 4A.12: (a) LSVs of FeNCNH-900 before and after ADT, at 1600 rpm and a scan 

rate of 5 mV s
-1

, (b) LSVs of Pt/C before and after ADT in oxygen saturated 0.1 M KOH at 

an electrode rotation speed of 1600 rpm and a scan rate of 5 mV s 
-1

 respectively. Hg/HgO 

and glassy carbon were used as the reference and counter electrode respectively, (c) Tafel 

plots of FeNCNH-900 at low current density before and after ADT and (d) single cell 

performance at 50 
o
C of an AEMFC with FeNCNH-900 and Pt/C as the cathode catalyst in 

the membrane electrode assembly (MEA). 
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4A.12a that after 1000 stability cycling, the ORR activity of FeNCNH-900 is increased. 

Both onset potential as well as E1/2 are shifted towards more positive potential initially and 

remained as such even after 5000 cycles. This explicitly indicates that the electrocatalytic 

activity of FeNCNH-900 is increasing with respect to the number of the potential cycles, at 

least in the initial 1000 cycles. This type of behaviour was recently reported by Zelanay et. 

al. in their work based on the carbon nanotube-carbon particle composite.
[2b]

  Contrary to 

FeNCNH-900, Pt/C shows negative shift in the onset potential as well as E1/2 after the 

5000 cycles (Figure 4A.12b). Further, a reduction in the value of the Tafel slope after the 

5000 cycles in the case of FeNCNH-900 substantiates the potential cycle depended 

improvement in the ORR activity of the system (Figure 4A.12c). These studies, thus, 

clearly show that FeNCNH-900 is an excellent electrocatalyst with enhanced fuel tolerance 

and electrochemical stability along with higher ORR activity as compared to Pt/C.  

Figure 4A.12d shows single cell anion exchange membrane fuel cell (AEMFC) 

polarization plot recorded at 50 
o
C using FeNCNH-900 as the cathode catalyst in the 

membrane electrode assembly (MEA). Fumapem FAA anion exchange membrane was 

used as electrolyte and commercial 40 wt.% Pt/C catalyst was  employed as the anode. The 

measurements were carried out by passing humidified hydrogen and oxygen in the anode 

and cathode of the cell respectively. The MEA displays an open circuit voltage (OCV) of 

0.83 V. Compared to FeNCNH-900, when a similar experiment was carried out by using 

an MEA having commercial 40 wt.% Pt/C as the cathode, a higher OCV of 1.0 V is 

obtained. Except this, the features of the polarization plots of both the MEAs remain more 

or less same. FeNCNH-900 based MEA delivered a current density of 30 mA cm
-2

 at 0.60 

V with a maximum a power density of 35 mW cm
-2

. Pt based MEA outperformed 

FeNCNH-900 in terms of the power density and current density, but the performance of 

FeNCNH-900 is higher than the recently reported value of NCNT.
[13]

 However, the 

electrode preparation involves very sensitive parameters such as the optimum ionomer to 

catalyst ratio. In the present case, we have followed same protocols for making both the 

Pt/C and FeNCNH based electrodes, which actually need to be optimized looking at the 

significant differences in the morphology of the carbons and nature of the active sites 

between the samples. Such optimization studies, which are being progressed in our group, 

are expected to further improve the performance characteristics of the MEA derived from 

our Pt-free system.  
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Part B: Carbon Nanohorn-derived Graphene Nanotube System 

as a Platinum-free Fuel Cell Cathode  

This section of the chapter explains a facile synthesis of a nitrogen doped graphene 

nanotube (FeGNT) possessing high surface area and higher density of active sites by 

annealing a mixture of single walled carbon nanohorn (SWCNH), melamine and iron salt 

in an inert atmosphere. Unlike the work discussed in Part A, the present section discloses 

the influence of nitrogen and iron precursor loading in transforming the morphology of 

SWCNH to graphene nanotube. Even though reports are available on the structural 

modification of nanohorns at high temperature in presence of iron moieties,
[14]

 an approach 

towards the formation of graphene nanotube like morphology has not been explored so far. 

Compared to the CVD grown graphene nanotubes, the present synthesis approach is simple 

and cost effective. Since the catalytic activity as well as the stability of an electrocatalyst 

strongly depends on the in situ formed structure and carbon morphology at high 

temperatures, FeGNT prepared from SWCNH paves the way for a new synthesis strategy 

for an efficient electrocatalyst for a variety of electrochemical reactions. 

4B.1 Experimental section 

4B.1.1 Materials 

Melamine powder, iron acetate, potassium hydroxide, sulphuric acid and perchloric 

acid were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Chemicals and used without any further 

purification. Single walled carbon nanohorn was purchased from Global nanotech, India. 

H2O2 (30 % w/v), Ethanol (99 % ) and  PTFE filter paper with pore size 0.45 µm were 

purchased from Thomas Baker Chemicals, India. Nafion 5% in water was purchased from 

Dupont Inc, USA. Deionised water (18 mΩ) from the milli-Q set-up was used for 

performing all the electrochemical measurements.  

4B.1.2 Functionalization of SWCNH (FCNH) 

Carbon nanohorn (CNH) is less porous in its natural form.
[15]

 Hence, 

functionalization of carbon nanohorn is pretty much unavoidable.
[15-16]

 Mild 

functionalizations is preferred so that the conductivity and structure of the nanohorn are 

not hampered. Functionalization takes place only in defect concentrated regions like tip of 

* Reproduced with permission from American Chemical Society, Copy right 2015 (ACS 

Appl. Mater. Interfaces, 2015, DOI: 10.1021/acsami.5b07802)  
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the horns where the sp
3
 bonds are prominent.

[4a]
 Functionalization makes CNH highly 

porous.
[15]

 

Functionalization of nanohorn was performed as reported earlier.
[15]

 2 g of CNH was 

dispersed in 200 ml H2O2 and the mixture was kept for reflux at 60 
o
C for 6 h. Temperature 

of the reaction mixture was controlled as the reaction was carried out in a silicon-oil bath. 

The resultant mixture was subjected to thorough washing with distilled water and then the 

mixture was filtered out. The filtrate was dried at 60 
o
C.  

4B.1.3 Preparation of graphene nanotube from single wall carbon nanohorn (FeGNT) 

200 mg of FCNH was added to 25 mL of water and the mixture was kept for bath 

sonication for 30 min. to get a uniform dispersion. To the resulting solution, 0.58 g o f iron 

acetate was added and the mixture was kept under stirring for overnight. To this mixture, 2 

g of melamine was added and the mixture was kept for drying overnight with stirring at 60 

o
C. The resulting black colored powder was loaded in an alumina boat, which was mounted 

in a quartz tube and was kept in a tubular furnace at 900 
o
C for 1 h in Ar atmosphere, 

which led to a dark black colored catalyst sample. This powder was dispersed in 0.5 M 

H2SO4 for 12 h at 80 
o
C followed by filtration and drying. It was collected and subjected to 

annealing under the Ar atmosphere at 900 
o
C for 1 h. 

4B.1.4 Preparation of nanotube from melamine powder (FeNCNT) 

2 g of melamine and 0.58 g of iron acetate were mixed together in 25 mL water and 

the resulting solution was kept for stirring overnight at 60 
o
C. The resulting orange red 

colored powder was placed in a tubular furnace at 900 
o
C and was kept under argon 

atmosphere for 1 h, which was later allowed to cool back to room temperature under Ar 

flow. The resulting dark black colored catalyst sample was dispersed in 0.5 M H2SO4 for 

12 h at 80 
o
C. The sample was filtered, dried and kept again for annealing under Ar 

atmosphere at 900 
o
C for 1 h.  

4B.1.5 Preparation of nano oyster type morphology from CNH and iron (FeCNO)  

200 mg of CNH was uniformly dispersed in 25 mL water and 0.58 g of iron acetate was 

added into this solution. The resulting solution was kept under stirring for overnight at 60 

o
C for drying. The resulting powder was subjected to annealing under Ar atmosphere at 
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900 
o
C for 1 h. The sample was filtered, dried and kept again for annealing under Ar 

atmosphere at 900 
o
C for 1 h. 

 4B.1.6 Preparation of nitrogen doped nanohorn (NCNH)  

200 mg of FCNH was added to 25 mL water and was kept for bath sonication for 

30 min. to get a uniform dispersion. To the resulting solution, 2 g of melamine was added 

and the mixture was kept for overnight stirring at 60 
o
C for drying. The dried precursor 

mixture was kept for annealing under Ar atmosphere for 1 h at 900 
o
C. After cooling, the 

resulted catalyst was dispersed in 0.5 M H2SO4 for 12 h at 80 
o
C followed by filtration and 

drying. The sample was filtered, dried and kept again for annealing under Ar atmosphere at 

900 
o
C for 1 h.  

4B.1.7 Material characterization   

FEI Technai G2 T30 operated at 300 kV and Quanta 200 3D FEI were used 

respectively for high resolution transmission electron microscopic (HR-TEM) and 

scanning electron microscopic (SEM) analysis. LabRam spectrometer (HJY, France) was 

used for Raman analysis with a laser wavelength of 632 nm. VGMicrotech Multilab ESCA 

3000 spectrometer was used for X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic analysis by employing 

a monochromatic Mg Kα X-ray source (hν = 1253.6 eV). Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) 

nitrogen adsorption-desorption experiment was performed on Quantachrome Quadrasorb 

automatic volumetric measurement system at 77 K using ultra pure nitrogen gas. 

4B.1.8 Electrochemical measurements 

 Biologic electrochemical workstation (VMP3) was used for all the electrochemical 

measurements by using a three-electrode set-up. 0.1 M HClO4 , 0.5 M H2SO4 and 0.1 M 

KOH were used as the electrolytes for the electrochemical measurements. Catalyst coated 

glassy carbon disc (0.196 cm
2
 area, Pine Instruments. Inc.) was used as the working 

electrode. Different reference electrodes were used for the electrochemical measurements 

which are Ag/AgCl in 0.1 M HClO4, Hg/HgSO4 in 0.5 M H2SO4 and Hg/HgO in 0.1 M 

KOH. For the purpose of comparison, all the potentials are converted to  the reference 

hydrogen electrode scale and used in the manuscript. A graphite rod was used as the 

counter electrode in all the three electrolytes.  For the preparation of the catalyst ink, 10 mg 

of the catalyst was ultrasonically dispersed in a mixture of 1 ml of water-isopropyl alcohol 

(3:1) and 40 μl of 5 wt. % Nafion solution for 1 h. 20 µl of the catalyst slurry was drop 
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coated on the glassy carbon electrode to get a total catalyst loading of 1 mg cm
-2

. The 

glassy carbon electrode was polished using 0.05 µm polishing alumina powder prior to 

drop coating of the catalyst ink. The catalyst ink was dried under an IR lamp for 

electrochemical analysis. Commercial Pt/C (40 wt. % from Johnson Mattey (Alpha 

Acessar)) was also studied for the comparison purpose. Catalyst ink for Pt/C was prepared 

by dispersing 10 mg of Pt/C in 1 ml of water and 40 μl of Nafion (5 wt. % in water) using 

an ultrasonic bath for 1 h. 5 µl of the resulting ink was drop coated on the glassy carbon 

electrode in order to get a total Pt loading of 100 µgPt cm
-2

. Linear sweep voltammograms 

(LSVs) were recorded using a rotating disk electrode (RDE, 0.196 cm
2
, Pine Instruments) 

at different electrode rotation speeds (400, 900, 1200, 1600 and 2500 rpm) in an oxygen 

saturated electrolyte with a scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

 at room temperature. For the durability 

analysis, accelerated durability test (ADT) was performed for 5000 cycles for FeGNT in all 

the three electrolytes. CV was performed at 100 mV s
-1

 scan rate in between a potential 

window of 0.60 to 1.0 V under oxygen purging. LSV was taken before and after ADT at 

1600 rpm with a scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

. 

Hydrogen peroxide percentage and number of electron transfer during the oxygen 

reduction reaction were measured using a rotating ring disc electrode (RRDE, 0.245 cm
-2

, 

Pine Instruments) voltammogram using the following equations: 

  𝑛 = 4 ×
𝐼𝑑

𝐼𝑑 +
𝐼𝑟
𝑁

 ……………………………… (1) 

 𝐻2𝑂2 % = 200 ×
𝐼𝑟
𝑁

𝐼𝑑 +
𝐼𝑟
𝑁

………………………(2) 

where, Id is the disc current, Ir is the ring current, and N is the collection efficiency of the 

Pt ring (0.37).  

4B.1.9 Single cell analysis 

Nafion 212 membrane (DuPont, USA) was used as the proton exchange membrane. 

Initially, the Nafion membrane was boiled in con. HNO3 for 1 h. This was followed by 

boiling the membrane in DI water, 1 M H2SO4, and DI water for another 1 h each.  This 

pretreated membrane was used for the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) fabrication. 

Electrodes were prepared by conventional brush coating method. For the cathode 

layer, a slurry of FeGNT and 20 wt. % Nafion (dispersion in water, DuPont, USA) with a 
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Nafion to carbon ratio (N/C) of 0.50 in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) was used. 2 mg cm
-2

 of the 

catalyst loading was used on a gas diffusion layer (GDL, SGL CC, Germany). The anode 

electrode comprises of 40 wt. % Pt/C with a catalyst loading of 0.50 mg cm
-2

 (N/C is 0.5). 

For comparison, the Pt/C cathode layer was also made with a Pt loading of 0.50 mg cm
-2

 

and an N/C ratio of 0.50.  

MEA was prepared by keeping the Nafion membrane in between the cathode and 

anode followed by applying 0.25 ton pressure for 1 min. at 130 
o
C.  4 cm

2 
is the active 

electrode area of the MEA. A standard test fixture (Fuel Cell Technologies Inc, USA) was 

used for the MEA performance analysis. The testing was done by using a fuel cell test 

station (Fuel Cell Technologies Inc, USA) by purging H2 and O2 with a flow rate of 50 

sccm and 100 sccm respectively at the anode and cathode by maintaining a relative 

humidity of 100 % and a cell operating temperature of 65 
o
C. 

4B.2 Results and discussion 

 

Scheme 4B.1: Schematic representation of the formation of Fe-Nx doped graphene 

nanotube from single wall carbon nanohorn during its reaction with iron acetate and 

melamine. 
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Peroxide treated SWCNH with „nanowindows‟ is beneficial for the effective 

distribution of ferric ions and nitrogen sources for the synthesis of FeGNT with high 

density of active sites. In a typical synthesis, iron acetate was added to the dispersion of the 

peroxide treated SWCNH and the mixture was kept for overnight stirring. After the 

addition of melamine, the resulting mixture was dried and subjected to annealing at 900 
o
C 

in an inert atmosphere. The resulting black powder was washed with sulphuric acid and 

annealed again at 900 
o
C (Scheme 4B.1). Similar procedure was followed to prepare two 

control samples, viz. (i) iron encapsulated nanotube (FeNCNT) which was prepared by 

annealing of a mixture of melamine and iron salt without any SWCNH, and (ii) nitrogen 

doped nanohorn (NCNH), which was prepared by annealing of a mixture of SWCNH and 

melamine without any iron salt.  

4B.2.1 XRD and Raman analysis 

Figure 4B.1:  (a) X-ray diffraction patterns of FeGNT, FeNCNT and NCNH and (b) 

Raman spectra of FeGNT, FeNCNT and NCNH. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Figure 4B.1a) pattern of FeGNT shows peaks which 

corresponds to the graphitic carbon (26.5
o
), Fe3O4 (35.4

o
, 30.1 

o
, 57.3

o
, 62.9

o
, 18.2 

o
 

(JCPDS No. 65-3107)) Fe3C (43.3
o
, 50.7

o
 (JCPDS, No. 89–2867)) and Fe (44.8

o
, JCPDS, 

No. 87–0722). Similar peaks are also observed in the case of FeNCNT. However, the 

FWHM of the graphitic peak of FeNCNT is higher than that of FeGNT, which indicates 

the formation of thick graphitic carbon walls in FeNCNT. Decreased Fe peak intensity of 

FeGNT compared to FeNCNT indicates that majority of the iron nanoparticles in the 

nanostructure is Fe3O4 and Fe3C. According to a recent report , Fe3O4 encapsulation within 

the carbon matrix also improves the ORR activity.
[17]

   A reduced intensity ratio of the D 
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and G bands in Raman spectra (Figure 4B.1b) further confirms the reduction in the 

defective sites or surface impurities of FeGNT (ID/IG~1.7) compared to NCNH (ID/IG ~ 

2.3); however, the ID/IG ratio is even less for FeNCNT (1.2)  compared to the rest. More 

interestingly, the prominent peak of the metal oxide at around 678 cm
-1

 in Raman 

spectra
[18]

 is absent in the case of FeGNT. This clearly indicates that all the metal 

nanoparticles are well encapsulated within the carbon shell and possibly none of the metal 

oxide nanoparticles is present on the carbon surface. 

4B.2.2 FE-SEM and Elemental mapping 

Field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) images clearly indicate 

existence of highly dense tubular morphology of FeGNT (Figure 4B.2 a-c). The diameter 

of FeGNT lies in between 100-150 nm with length of several micrometers. Compared to

 

Figure 4B.2: FESEM images of (a-c) FeGNT and (d) FeNCNT. Images representing the 

elemental mapping of FeGNT using FE-SEM are also presented.  
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FeGNT, FeNCNT (Figure 4B.2d) is highly agglomerated with carbon particles which 

indicates the importance of SWCNH for the effective conversion of the nanotube like 

morphology. The uniform distribution of nitrogen and iron atoms on FeGNT (Figure 4B.2) 

ultimately improves the density of the active reaction center, which later helps to facilitate 

higher electrocatalytic activity during the oxygen reduction experiments. 

4B.2.3 HR-TEM analysis 

 

Figure 4B.3: HR-TEM images of FeGNT (a, c, d) and FeNCNT (b, e, f). Higher 

magnification images are given in the insets.  
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Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images of FeGNT (Figure 4B.3a) show 

the tubular morphology of graphene where the metal nanoparticles are loosely bounded 

within the graphene sheets. The tubular morphology in the present case appears like 

originated by the loose rolling of the graphene sheets. Hence, the present nanostructure has 

been named as graphene nanotube, a terminology used by Li et al.
[19]

 However, the wall 

thickness of FeNCNT is found to be higher compared to FeGNT (Figure 4B.3 c & d) and is 

evidenced by the narrow FWHM of the (002) plane in XRD. The distortion in the graphitic 

plane of the carbon shell of FeGNT compared to the flat graphitic plane in FeNCNT 

indicates the effective doping of „Fe-Nx‟ and nitrogen moieties into the carbon layers.
[20]

  

More interestingly, the annealed product of SWCNH (Figure 4B.4a) and the iron salt 

mixture  

 

Figure 4B.4: HR-TEM images of (a) FeCNO, (b) NCNH and (c) SWCNH.  

(FeCNO) shows that the SWCNH morphology is collapsing during the thermal treatment 

in presence of the iron salt. This further emphasizes the possibility of the morphology 

changes of SWCNH in the presence of the iron salt. The morphology of NCNH (Figure 
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4B.4b) is found to be slightly deteriorated from that of SWCNH due to the deposition of 

the carbon derived from melamine at higher temperature.
[21]

 

In order to understand a clear mechanism of the graphene nanotube growth, the 

mixture of SWCNH, melamine and iron salt is annealed at different temperatures (Figure 

4B.5). At 500 
o
C, there is no noticeable difference in the morphology of SWCNH. 

However, when the temperature is increased to 700 
o
C, the SWCNH changes its 

morphology to nanooyster type and with further increase in temperature (900 
o
C), the 

carbon nanohorn aggregates are completely transformed to graphene nanotube 

morphology. Presence of some carbon nanoparticles is also observed at 900 
o
C; however, 

the amount of such carbon nanoparticles is comparatively less. Further increase in the 

temperature does not change the tubular morphology of the graphene sheets which 

indicates that the optimum temperature for the nanotube formation is 900 
o
C.  

 

Figure 4B.5: HR-TEM images of FeGNT at different annealing temperatures during the 

synthesis: (a) 500 
o
C, (b) 700 

o
C, (c) 900 

o
C and (d) 1000 

o
C. Images of higher 

magnifications are given in the inset. 
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It is also interesting to observe that the SWCNH to melamine ratio also plays a 

crucial role towards the formation of graphene nanotube (Figure 4B.6). By keeping the 

iron salt content constant, a SWCNH to melamine ratio of 1:2.5 does not generate the 

tubular morphology even at 900 
o
C.  The tubular morphology slowly grows from SWCNH 

at a ratio of 1:7.5 and the complete conversion of SWCNH to the graphene nanotube is 

found to be occurring at a ratio of 1:10. From these experimental evidences, the proposed 

growth mechanism of graphene nanotube is as follows: At high temperature, the iron 

particle diffuses  

 

Figure 4B.7: HR-TEM images of FeGNT with different ratios of SWCNH and melamine 

powder.  

into the nanohorns by unzipping the graphene wall of individual nanohorns and forms an 

oyster type morphology.
[14]

 Simultaneously generated carbon nitride gases (e.g., C2N2 
+
, 

C3N2
+
, C3N3

+
) from melamine will dissolve in these nanoparticles.

[22]
 After super 

saturation of these feed gases in the nanoparticles, precipitation of carbon occurs under the 
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thermal treatment conditions and this in turn results in the initiation of the nanotube growth 

catalyzed by the iron particle, a mechanism which is nearly similar to the one as suggested 

by Gagotsi et al.
[23]

 From Figure 4B.7, it is clear that the nanohorn plays a pivotal role in 

maintaining the concentration of the carbon nitride feed gas from melamine to initiate the 

tubular growth from the nanohorn.  This ultimately leads to reduction in the thickness of 

the wall of the nanotubes and improvement in the surface area of the nanotubes. If 

melamine amount is less, only core-shell type nanostructure forms on SWCNH. Since 

XRD analysis gives a clear evidence for the presence of Fe3O4 or Fe3C particles, it is 

expected that these particles are catalyzing the nanotube growth in a root growth 

manner.
[19, 23-24]

 The formation of Fe3O4 is expected from the reaction between the iron 

nanoparticles and trapped oxygen species in the nanohorns at high temperature. The lower 

FWHM of Fe3O4 peak at a 2θ of ~ 35.6 
o
 and higher FWHM of Fe peak at a 2θ of ~ 44.6 

o
 

of FeGNT support this possibility. Since such trapping effect of the oxygenated species is 

lower in the FeNCNT samples, both Fe3C and Fe phases are dominant along with Fe3O4 

 

Figure 4B.8: HR-TEM images of the nanotube grown on graphene sheets at different 

magnifications. 
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in this sample. To serve as a supplementary evidence, the effect of SWCNH in the 

nanotube formation was studied by replacing it with graphene oxide (Figure 4B.8). 

However, in this case, the material obtained comprises of both nitrogen doped graphene 

and carbon nanotube, as reported by Zhang et al.
[25]

 This further supports the importance of 

SWCNH for the generation of graphene nanotube. 

4B.2.4 Surface area analysis 

 

Figure 4B.9: (a) Nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms and (b) pore size distribution 

profiles of FeGNT, FeNCNT and NCNH. 

Transformation of SWCNH to graphene nanotube is further confirmed from the 

Brunauer Emmet Teller (BET) surface area analysis. Normally, peroxide treated nanohorn 

provides high surface area of around 1200 m
2 

g
-1

. BET surface area of NCNH in the 

present case is 1520 m
2 

g
-1

, which is reduced to half (759 m
2 

g
-1

) in the case of FeGNT. 

This is a clear evidence for the complete transformation of SWCNH to graphene nanotube 

and, to the best of our knowledge, is the highest surface area ever reported in the metal 

encapsulated nanotubes prepared from nitrogen source like melamine and metal salt.
[19]

 

More interestingly, the surface area of FeNCNT is found to be 71 m
2
 g

-1
, which is similar 

to the recently reported Co encapsulated nanotube by Asefa et al.
[26]

 The nitrogen 

adsorption isotherm of NCNH resembles a Type II characteristic whereas this behavior is 

found to be modified in the case of FeGNT (Figure 4B.9a). This indicates the 

transformation of the microporous nature of NCNH into mesoporous when SWCNH 

changes to graphene nanotube with the attainment of larger pores having sizes in the range 

of 2-6 nm (Figure 4B.9b). Apart from the surface area, electric conductivity of FeGNT is 

found to be 7.8 S cm
-1

, which is ~ 4 times higher than that of FeNCNT (2.1 S cm
-1

). High 
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surface area with mesoporosity is necessary to improve the active reaction site density and 

efficient reactant transport. This along with the modulated electric conductivity and one 

dimensional morphology of FeGNT give great prospect for the material to evolve as an 

active electrocatalyst for ORR. 

4B.2.5 XPS analysis 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is further employed to analyse the surface 

elements which are responsible for bringing the electrocatalytic activity. As shown in the 

elemental analysis data (Table 4B.1), the total nitrogen content is increasing when 

SWCNH is converted into FeGNT (3.09 at. %). The respective nitrogen contents in NCNH 

and FeNCNT are 1.07  

Table 4B.1: Elemental composition of the different samples calculated from XPS. 

Sample C (At.%) O (At.%) N (At.%) Fe (At.%) 

FeGNT 88.87 

 

7.64 

 

3.10 

 

0.39 

 

FeNCNT 91.95 
 

6.18 
 

1.42 
 

0.45 
 

NCNH 88.67 
 

10.26 
 

1.10 
 

0.00 

 

and 1.42 at. %. This clearly indicates that SWCNH plays an important role to trap the 

nitrogen atoms during the graphene nanotube formation. Fitted N1s spectra of NCNH 

shows (Figure 4B.10) two peaks at 398.50 eV and 400.64 eV assigned for the pyridinic and 

quarternary nitrogen respectively; however, FeGNT shows the peaks corresponding to 

pyridinic (398.28 eV), pyrrolic (399. 36 eV), quaternary (400.84 eV) and different forms of 

oxides (402.54, 404.09, 405.13 and 406.50 eV). Similar peaks are also observed in 

FeNCNT, where 398.32 eV corresponds to the pyridinic, 399.53 eV for the pyrrolic, 

401.13 eV for the quaternary and 402.80 and 404. 29 eV for the oxides of nitrogen.
[9]

 Atom 

percentage of different nitrogen content is given in Figure 4B.10d. It is interesting to 

observe that the quaternary to pyridinic nitrogen ratio is increasing in the order of FeGNT 

(1.29) > FeNCNT (1.19) > NCNH (0.90). Stimulatingly, the recent literature shows the 

significant role of the quaternary nitrogen in promoting the ORR activity of the N-doped 

carbon systems.
[10-11]

 Since the doping of quaternary nitrogen into the carbon layers 

reduces the C-N bond length, which is comparable to the O-O bond length, adsorption and 
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reduction of dioxygen is expected to be more facile in FeGNT.
[27]

  This ultimately leads to 

improved ORR activity. Oxidised nitrogen species do not have any major role in the ORR 

activity.
[2e]

  

 

Figure 4B.10:. Deconvoluted N1s X-ray photoelectron spectra of (a) FeGNT, (b) FeNCNT, 

c) NCNH and (d) different types of nitrogen coordinations calculated from the 

deconvoluted N 1s spectra of nitrogen in FeGNT, FeNCNT and NCNH. 

 

Figure 4B.11:. Deconvoluted Fe 2p spectra of (a) FeGNT and (b) FeNCNT.  
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Apart from nitrogen, the peaks corresponding to the iron moiety also give an 

evidence for the surface iron species (Figure 4B.11). FeGNT shows peaks at 711.10 and 

714.02 eV correspond to the 2p3/2 orbital of Fe
II
 and Fe

III
, respectively.

[28]
 Similarly, peaks 

at 724.08 and 726.09 eV correspond to the 2p1/2 orbitals of Fe
II
 and Fe

III
, respectively. 

Satellite peaks are also observed for the deconvoluted Fe 2p spectra of Fe in FeGNT. Fitted 

Fe 2p spectra of FeNCNT also show similar kinds of peaks. Apart from the above 

mentioned peaks as observed in FeGNT, two additional peaks at 707.75 and 709.61 eV are 

also observed in FeNCNT, which are attributed to the Fe
0
 and FeOx moieties 

respectively.
[29]

 It is well known that Fe-Nx improves the ORR activity of the 

electrocatalysts.
[27a, 30]

 Also, the pyridinic as well as pyrrolic nitrogen easily coordinates 

with the iron species to form the Fe-Nx active sites.
[31]

 According to some of the recent 

literatures, a peak at 398.6 ± 0.3 eV of the fitted N 1s spectra is assigned to the Fe-Nx 

coordination.
[32]

 In the present case, both FeGNT and FeNCNT showing a clear peak at 

398.28 and 398.32 eV respectively, can also associate with the Fe-Nx interaction along 

with the pyridinic nitrogen. From the XPS analysis, it is clear that both the quaternary 

nitrogen content and Fe-Nx coordination simultaneously can play a determining role to 

improve the oxygen reduction activity of FeGNT. More or less uniform distribution of iron 

and nitrogen species obtained from the elemental mapping also supports this conclusion. 

4B.2.6 Electrochemical studies 

Table 4B.2: Electrochemical performance of the different catalysts including Pt/C in 0.1 M 

HClO4, 0.5 M H2SO4 and 0.1 M KOH. 

 Onset 
potential 

(V vs 

RHE) 

Half wave 
potential 

(V vs 

RHE) 

Tafel 
slope 
(mV 

decade
-1

) 

Peroxide 
yield at 0.5 
V vs RHE 

Number of 
electron 

transfer at 

0.5 V vs 
RHE 

 
0.1 M HClO4 

Pt/C 0.99 0.87 66.84 2.80 3.95 

FeGNT 0.90 0.71 77.40 5.30 3.89 

FeNCNT 0.77 0.46 132.21 6.03 3.88 

NCNH 0.80 0.49 146.04 6.02 3.88 
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0.5 M H2SO4 

Pt/C 0.98 0.85 64.23 1.47 3.97 

FeGNT 0.90 0.75 77.94 2.30 3.95 

FeNCNT 0.77 0.48 114.98 7.37 3.85 

NCNH 0.71 0.41 211.19 7.37 3.85 

0.1 M KOH 

Pt/C 1.00 0.86 91.00 3.45 3.94 

FeGNT 1.00 0.85 84.84 5.01 3.90 

FeNCNT 0.92 0.75 84.86 9.95 3.80 

NCNH 0.92 0.75 91.14 3.01 3.94 

 

Electrocatalytic activity of FeGNT and other control samples was analysed by 

linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) using a rotating disc electrode (RDE) in oxygen saturated 

both acid (0.5 M H2SO4 and 0.1 M HClO4) and alkaline (0.1 M KOH) conditions. For the 

purpose of comparison, commercial 40 wt.% Pt/C was also tested by maintaining a catalyst 

loading of 100 μgPt cm
-2

 on the electrode. In 0.1 M HClO4 (Figure 4B.12a), FeGNT shows 

an onset potential (Eonset) of 0.90 V which is only 0.09 V lower than that of Pt/C (0.99 V); 

similarly, the half wave potential (E1/2) of FeGNT (0.71 V) is 0.15 V lower than that of 

Pt/C (0.86 V).  More importantly, NCNH shows more positive Eonset and E1/2 compared to 

FeNCNT; however, compared to FeGNT, the ORR activity of these materials is very less 

in 0.1 M HClO4. 40 mV positive shifts in Eonset as well as E1/2 are observed for NCNH 

compared to FeNCNT. In 0.5 M H2SO4 (Figure 4B.12b), FeGNT shows an Eonset of 0.90 V 

which is only 0.08 V lower than that of Pt/C (0.98 V). Similarly, E1/2 of FeGNT (0.75 V) is 

0.10 V lower than that of Pt/C (0.85 V). In 0.5 M H2SO4, FeNCNT outperformed NCNH 

in terms of Eonset as well as E1/2 (Table 4B.2). Also the LSV feature of NCNH is found to 

be changed with respect to the acid used. From Figure 4B.12c, it is clear that FeGNT 

shows comparable performance in terms of Eonset as well as E1/2 with Pt/C in alkaline 

condition. FeNCNT and NCNH show comparable ORR activity in alkaline medium; 

however, both Eonset as well as E1/2 are found to be shifted towards more negative 
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compared to FeGNT. From LSV, it is clear that both intrinsic as well as active reaction 

centre density are improved during the in-situ graphene nanotube growth from SWCNH. 

 

Figure 4B.12. Linear sweep voltammograms (LSVs) of the prepared samples and Pt/C in 

oxygen saturated (a) 0.1 M HClO4, (b) 0.5 M H2SO4 and (c) 0.1 M KOH at an electrode 

rotation speed of 1600 rpm and a scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

 and the corresponding Tafel slopes 

of the catalysts ((d) 0.1 M HClO4, (e) 0.5 M H2SO4 and (f) 0.1 M KOH)).  

From Table 4B.2, it is clear that the Tafel slope of FeGNT at higher positive 

potential is different in all the three electrolytes analogous to that of Pt/C. In 0.1 M HClO4 

(Figure 4B.12d), FeGNT shows a Tafel slope of 77.40 mV decade
-1

, which is higher than 

that of Pt/C (68.94 mV decade
-1

) in the same electrolyte. Similarly, in 0.5 M H2SO4 

(Figure 4B.12e), FeGNT shows a Tafel slope of 77.94 mV decade
-1

, which is higher than 

that of Pt/C (64.23 mV decade
-1

) in the same electrolyte. Similar Tafel slopes of FeGNT in 

both 0.1 M HClO4 and 0.5 M H2SO4 are indicating that the reaction mechanism for ORR 

followed by these systems is same in these acid electrolytes. In 0.1 M KOH (Figure 

4B.12f), FeGNT (84.84 mV decade
-1

) shows lower Tafel slope than Pt/C (91.00 mV 

decade
-1

) which indicates that ORR is more facile on FeGNT. Different Tafel slopes of 

FeGNT in the different electrolytes further emphasize the effect of the counter ions in the 

electrolyte towards ORR. Similarly, both FeNCNT and NCNH also show lower Tafel 

slope respectively at 84.86 mV decades
-1

 and 91.14 mV decades
-1

 in 0.1 M KOH. 
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However, in acidic condition, the Tafel slopes of both FeNCNT and NCNH deviate a lot in 

comparison with FeGNT and Pt/C, which indicates the poor ORR kinetics of these 

 

Figure 4B.13. (a) Hydrogen peroxide yield and (b) number of electron transfer of the 

samples at different potentials in 0.1 M HClO4 calculated from RRDE. (c) Hydrogen 

peroxide yield and (d) number of electron transfer of the samples at different potentials in 

0.5 M H2SO4 calculated from RRDE. (e) Hydrogen peroxide yield and (f) number of 

electron transfer of the samples at different potentials in 0.1 M KOH calculated from 

RRDE. 

materials in acidic environment. To further understand about the amount of peroxide 

generated during ORR, rotating ring disc electrode (RRDE) analysis was performed. In 
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alkaline medium (Figure 4B.13 e & f), FeGNT shows an increasing trend of peroxide yield 

of ~ 11 mole % with increase in the negative potentials. However, this value is lower than 

that of FeNCNT (~ 15 mole %) and a little higher than that of NCNH (~ 7 mole %). The 

electron transfer number calculated from the peroxide yield shows that all the catalysts 

follow a direct four-electron pathway to reduce dioxygen molecule to hydroxide in alkaline 

conditions.  

In both 0.1 M HClO4 (Figure 4B.12 a & b) and 0.5 M H2SO4 (Figure 4B.12 c & d), 

FeGNT shows a peroxide yield similar to Pt/C (5 mole %) in the entire potential range. 

However, both FeNCNT and NCNH show higher peroxide yield at higher positive 

potential, which is found to be decreasing with increasing the negative potential. Similar 

trend is also observed in the case of the number of electron transfer. This stands out as a 

valid evidence for the involvement of the 4 e
-
 transfer for the reduction of oxygen molecule 

to water in the case of FeGNT, which is a similar mechanism as followed by Pt/C. 

 

Figure 4B.14: LSVs of FeGNT before and after ADT at 1600 rpm with 5 mV s
-1

 scan rate 

in oxygen saturated (g) 0.1 M HClO4, (h) 0.5 M H2SO4 and (i) 0.1 M KOH and LSVs of 

Pt/C before and after ADT in (d) 0.1 M HClO4 and  (e) 0.1 M KOH with an electrode 

rotation rate of 1600 rpm and a scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

. 
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Electrochemical stability of the FeGNT catalyst was analyzed using accelerated 

durability test (ADT) according to the DOE protocol.
[33]

  In 0.1 m HClO4 (Figure 4B.14a), 

FeGNT shows only 40 mV difference in E1/2 after 5000 potential cycles without any 

change in Eonset. However, Pt/C shows a negative shift in both Eonset (40 mV) and E1/2 (50 

mV) after the 5000 cycles (Table 4B.3). In case where 0.5 M H2SO4 was used as the 

electrolyte (Figure 4B.14 b), FeGNT shows only 20 mV decrease in E1/2 after the 5000 

cycles without any change in Eonset. However, the limiting current density of FeGNT is 

found to be decreased after the 5000 cycles. This type of reduction in the current density is 

not observed during the experiments in HClO4. This also emphasizes the effect of the 

electrolyte on the ORR performance of the non-platinum electrocatalysts. This improved 

electrochemical stability of FeGNT is not only visible in acidic media but also is observed 

in alkaline conditions (Figure 4B.14c). In alkaline condition, FeGNT shows improved 

electrochemical stability. Only 10 mV difference in E1/2 is observed for FeGNT even after 

the 5000 potential cycles, which is less compared to Pt/C (31 mV) (Figure 4B.14e). The 

improved ORR activity and stability of FeGNT is credited to the peculiar structure and 

morphology of FeGNT where quaternary nitrogen and Fe-Nx are uniformly distributed. 

With this high density of the active reaction sites, the effective oxygen adsorption and its 

reduction is expected to be improved in FeGNT compared to NCNH and FeNCNT.  

 

Figure 4B.15:  Single cell polarization taken (active area is 4 cm
2
) at 65 

o
C of a PEMFC 

with FeGNT (2 mg cm
-2

) as the cathode catalyst and Nafion 212 as the proton conducting 

membrane. H2 and O2 were used as the fuel and oxidant with flow rates of 50 sccm and 

100 sccm, respectively. 
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Since FeGNT shows improved ORR activity in acidic conditions, a single cell 

analysis was performed by using FeGNT as the cathode catalyst (2 mg cm
-2

) and Pt/C as 

the anode catalyst (0.5 mg cm
-2

) in a membrane electrode assembly (MEA) having an 

active area of 4 cm
2
 (Figure 4B.15). Nafion 212 membrane was used as the electrolyte in 

the MEA. The single cell analysis was performed under 100 % relative humidity at an 

operating temperature of 60 
o
C. The testing was done by using a fuel cell test station (Fuel 

Cell Technologies Inc, USA with data acquisition by a Labview 5.1 software) by purging 

H2 with a flow rate of 50 sccm at the anode and O2 with a flow rate of 100 sccm at the 

cathode. Single cell analysis of the FeGNT based MEA delivers a maximum power density 

of 200 mW cm
-2

 and 500 mA cm
-2 

current density at 0.60 V. These values are comparable 

to the recently reported cell performances of various Fe and Co based electrocatalysts. It 

should be noted that the active area of the current MEA (4 cm
2
) is much larger than the 

ones reported in the literature (eg 1 or 2 cm
2
).

[1b, 34]
 This significantly good performance on 

a larger MEA, where the issues due to ohmic overpotential is expected to be high, clearly 

indicates that that the excellent intrinsic activity of FeGNT as revealed from the half-cell 

electrochemical measurements can be translated effectively as power output in the device 

level. Even though the obtained fuel cell performance of FeGNT is less compared to Pt/C 

(600 mW cm
-2

), considering the cost, availability and ease of  synthesis with respect to 

Pt/C, FeGNT can be considered as a potential alternative cathode catalyst for PEMFC 

applications. 

4.2 Conclusion 

This chapter explains about improvement in the active reaction centre density of SWCNH 

by doping Fe and N for ORR. Apart from the activity modulation of SWCNH, this chapter 

also provides an insight on the effect of precursor loading on the final morphology of 

SWCNH. 

High temperature annealing of SWCNH, melamine and Fe salt in the ratio of 

1:3:0.01 in inert atmosphere results in Fe and N doped SWCNH without any change in the 

morphology of SWCNH. The synthesised catalyst shows greater activity towards ORR, 

both in terms of onset potential and half-wave potential, than the commercial 40 wt.% Pt/C 

in alkaline medium. From the electrochemical and structural analysis, it is inferred that the 

pyrrolic nitrogen coordinated with Fe at the edge of the micropores was responsible for the 

creation of the main active reaction centres by promoting the adsorption of dioxygen and 
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its subsequent reduction. FeNCNH-900 (the 900 
o
C annealed sample) showed excellent 

ORR activity with the involvement of the four-electron pathway, with a 30 mV gain in the 

overpotential compared to its Pt counterpart. Moreover, the electrocatalytic activity of the 

catalyst was found to increase during the cycling of the potential, as indicated by the 

positive shift in the onset potential of oxygen reduction. Under similar experimental 

conditions, Pt, on the other hand, was found to be susceptible to degradation. A single cell 

test of the membrane electrode assembly with the cathode electrode derived from the Pt-

free catalyst gives a maximum power density of 35 mW cm
-2

 under AEMFC conditions 

and at an operating temperature of 50 
o
C in the cell. 

If SWCNH, melamine and Fe salt ratio is 1:10:2.5, high temperature annealing in 

inert atmosphere results in Fe and N doped graphene nanotube (FeGNT). In this case, the 

SWCNH morphology is completely transformed into that of graphene nanotube. The as 

prepared nanotube possesses a tubular morphology of loosely bounded graphene layer with 

an average diameter of 150 nm and length of several micrometers. The Fe3O4 nanoparticles 

are found to be located at the tip of the nanotube. The SWCNH precursor plays an 

important role in the graphene nanotube formation by maintaining its high surface area, 

good electrical conductivity and higher content of nitrogen moieties. From the XPS 

analysis, it was found that the quaternary nitrogens as well as Fe-Nx coordinations, which 

are known for their ability to facilitate ORR, are present on the FeGNT surface. The 

uniform distribution of these sites along the surface is confirmed by elemental mapping. 

FeGNT shows enhanced ORR activity in acidic and alkaline conditions with improved 

stability. FeGNT reduces dioxygen through a direct four electron pathway with very less 

percentage of peroxide yields. Single cell polarization of the PEM fuel cell made by using 

FeGNT as the cathode catalyst delivered a maximum power density of 200 mW cm
-2

 by 

using Nafion 212 as the proton conducting membrane. The single cell performance proves 

the prospect of FeGNT to serve as a potential non-Pt ORR catalyst for PEMFC 

applications. 
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Chapter 5 

Summary and Conclusion 

 

 

This chapter provides an overall summary and conclusion of the research activities as 
explained in the previous chapters targeting on the development of efficient non-precious 
metal based electrocatalysts for ORR. The chapter highlights the approaches adopted and 

implemented for improving the ORR performance of the non-precious electrocatalysts by 
modifying the active reaction cite density by inducing changes in the physicochemical 
properties of graphene and carbon nanohorn. The proper selection of the carbon 
morphologies along with the attainment of high surface area with micro or mesopores, 
good electrical conductivity and preferred coordination of the heteroatoms etc are found to 
be strongly influencing the activity of a non-precious electrocatalyst. The different 

approaches used for modifying these properties are concisely summarized in this chapter. 
This chapter also highlights the future prospects of the materials described in the thesis for 
other inevitable energy sectors like batteries, solar cells, water splitting etc.  Moreover, this 
chapter also provides a glimpse about the current global scenario of the non-precious fuel 
cell catalyst research and the position of India in the world map among other countries 
involved in the development of the non-precious electrocatalysts. 
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5.1 Summary 

Overwhelming energy demands and alarming depletion rate of fossil fuel resources 

have urged authorities and researchers worldwide to search environmentally benign and 

cost effective renewable energy resources. Among various available renewable energy 

resources, electrochemically driven green energy devices fuel cells have attracted huge 

attention. Fuel cell, mainly Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) is one of 

the most desirable energy devices because of its low temperature operability, fast start-up 

and simplicity. PEMFC is working with the help of hydrogen and small organic molecules 

(methanol, formic acid etc.) as the fuels, oxygen as the oxidant and producing electrical 

energy and heat energy along with water as the by-product. Each and every PEMFC 

components are equally important to deliver high efficiency (more than 60 %); however, 

the cathode catalyst is supposed to be the “heart” of a PEMFC, where oxygen is reduced to 

form water. 

Platinum is the most widely accepted electrocatalyst for PEMFC to the date. 

However, the high cost and low availability of platinum impose serious practical 

implications to the commercialization of these renewable energy based devices to meet the 

energy crisis of the century. For example, more than 50 % of the total cost of a fuel cell 

device is derived from the platinum electrocatalyst. Performance degradation of the 

platinum based catalyst in long term usage due to platinum agglomeration and poisoning is 

still an unresolved mystery. In this scenario, the most challenging task in front of the fuel 

cell researchers is to replace platinum with low cost materials without affecting the fuel 

cell performance. Many electrocatalysts such as transition metal nanoparticles (mainly, 3d 

metals, M = Co, Ni, Cu, Fe, Mn), metal oxides, metal nitrides, metal chalcogenides, metal 

carbides etc prove to be good alternates of the Pt like metals. However, less stability and 

low electrical conductivity of the metal oxides, nitrides, chalcogenides and carbides still 

prohibit the application of these materials as the cathode materials in PEMFCs. 

At present, carbon based electrode materials have attracted great attention due to 

their high electrical conductivity, low density etc. However, to apply these carbon 

morphologies as alternatives for Pt in fuel cell cathode, one should modify the electronic 

structure by a process called “doping”. Doping of hetero atoms (mainly nitrogen) in carbon 

morphologies could modify their physico-chemical properties and this can enable the 

carbon atoms to be more efficient towards the adsorption of oxygen molecule and its 
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reduction through efficient electron transfer in between them. However, overall efficiency 

of the carbon based electrocatalysts towards ORR strongly depends on the active reaction 

site density (ARSD). ARSD of a non-precious electrocatalyst can be tuned by proper 

selection of carbon morphologies, creating preferred coordination of heteroatoms in the 

carbon matrix, maintaining high electrical conductivity of the substrate and enhancing the 

surface area of the final catalyst etc.  

The main theme of the thesis is to develop appropriate strategies to create well 

accessible active sites on the carbon morphologies such as graphene and carbon nanohorn 

to improve ARSD for accomplishing facile reduction of dioxygen molecules. Tuning of the 

carbon morphologies, mode of nitrogen and iron doping, enhancement in surface area and 

electrical conductivity etc were carefully taken into account while setting up the 

preparation protocols to improve the ARSD of the graphene and carbon nanohorn based 

systems for ensuring better ORR activity in both acidic and alkaline mediums.  

Major accomplishments of the present research activities are summarised as below: 

Nitrogen doped graphene based electrocatalysts for ORR  

Graphene, the two-dimensional carbon allotrope, has been recently identified as a 

potential candidate to replace platinum from energy devices due to its exceptional 

physiochemical properties such as high surface area, high electrical conductivity, high 

mechanical strength and high electro-chemical stability. However, synthesis of good 

quality graphene sheets is a major hurdle to transform them into good electrode materials. 

Major reason is the mode of synthesis. Since bulk quantities of graphene sheets are 

essential for commercial applications, graphene oxide (GO) reduction route is being 

considered as the more preferred technique. However, during the reduction of GO, the 

sheet stacking possibility is higher, which in turn reduces the active surface area of the 

system.  

A mutually assisted redox reaction between graphene oxide (GO) and pyrrole, 

followed by thermal treatment at elevated temperatures bring in an efficient template-free 

synthetic route for the preparation of mesoporous nitrogen-doped graphene (NGE). The 

system contains a high weight percentage of pyrrolic nitrogen and it retains good specific 

surface area, which help the electrocatalyst to display comparable electrochemical oxygen 

reduction activity as that of the state-of-the-art 40 wt.% Pt/C catalyst. NGE exhibits a high 
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surface area of 528 m
2
 g

-1
 and a pore diameter of ~ 3 to 7 nm. The heat treatment 

temperature plays a pivotal role in establishing the desired pyrrolic coordination of the 

nitrogen in graphene for the electrochemical oxygen reduction reaction. The NGE sample 

obtained after the heat treatment at 1000 
o
C (NGE-1000) has 53% pyrrolic nitrogen content 

compared to the similar samples prepared by treating at low temperatures. Most 

importantly, NGE-1000 has displayed a significantly low overpotential for oxygen 

reduction with the onset potential very closely matching to that of the commercial 40 wt.% 

Pt/C in alkaline medium. However, it lacks proper ARSD. The fuel tolerance and 

durability under the electrochemical environment of the NGE catalyst is found to be 

superior to the Pt/C catalyst. 

 By adopting a facile synthesis approach for the preparation of NGE with high 

surface area, the intrinsic activity of NGE towards ORR could be improved. However, 

ARSD of NGE is still inferior compared to the Pt based electrocatalysts. In order to further 

improve ARSD, a facile synthesis approach is adopted by which the morphology of NGE 

could be arranged in a three dimensional (3D) manner. Layer-separated 3D nitrogen doped 

graphene (NGE) with an accessible interstitial surface and modulated activity 

characteristics for oxygen reduction in acidic medium could be prepared by wrapping NGE 

sheets on in-situ generated carbon nitride (CNx) tetrapods by annealing melamine foam 

(MF) containing graphene oxide (GO) at 900 
o
C in inert atmosphere. The NGE content on 

CNx could be easily controlled by changing the number of dip coating of MF in the GO 

solution. Moreover, the CNx backbone in the catalyst reduces the restacking of graphene 

sheets at high temperature and provides high surface area. The material prepared by 

annealing MF after three times dip-coating in the GO solution (CNG-3) shows ORR 

activity in acidic condition with lower overpotential compared to 20 wt.% Pt/C and it is 

found to be reducing oxygen molecule to water through the preferred four electron transfer 

mechanism. The well interconnected 3D architecture in CNG-3 provides facile routes for 

mass transport and this enhances the exposure of the active reaction sites. XPS analysis 

reveals that the pyridinic and pyridone coordinations of the nitrogen are responsible for the 

improved activity in acidic medium. Compared to Pt/C, CNG-3 shows improved 

electrochemical stability and fuel tolerance. Even after 5000 potential cycles, E1/2 of CNG-

3 is shifting towards more positive, indicating potential induced generation of more active 

reaction centers or further activation of the existing sites. 
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Nitrogen doped carbon nanohorn and its metal chalcogenide 

composite as an ORR electrocatalyst  

Nitrogen-doped carbon morphologies have been proven to be better alternatives to 

Pt in polymer-electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells. However, efficient modulation of 

the active sites by the simultaneous escalation of the porosity and nitrogen doping, without 

affecting the intrinsic electrical conductivity, still remains to be solved. The thesis 

discloses a simple strategy to solve this issue by treating single-walled carbon nanohorn 

(SWCNH) with urea at 800 °C. The resulting nitrogen-doped carbon nanohorn shows a 

high surface area of 1836 m 
2
 g 

−1
 along with an increased electron conductivity, which are 

the pre-requisites of an electrocatalyst. The nitrogen-doped nanohorn annealed at 800 °C 

(N-800) also shows a high oxygen reduction activity (ORR). Because of the high weight 

percentage of the pyridinic nitrogen coordination in N-800, the present catalyst shows a 

clear 4-electron reduction pathway at only 50 mV overpotential and 16 mV negative shift 

in the half-wave potential for ORR compared to Pt/C along with a high fuel selectivity and 

electrochemical stability in alkaline medium. More importantly, a membrane electrode 

assembly (MEA) based on N-800 provides a maximum power density of 30 mW cm
−2

 

under anion-exchange membrane fuel cell (AEMFC) testing conditions. Even though 

ARSD of NCNH got improved compared to NGE, the intrinsic activity and ARSD are still 

lagging behind the current state-of-the-art Pt/C. To further improve ARSD, CoSe2 

nanoparticles were supported on the nitrogen-doped carbon nanohorn (CoSe2/NCNH) and 

studied the influence of the CoSe2 metal centre interaction with NCNH for ORR. 

CoSe2/NCNH shows a 50 mV lower overpotential in onset and a 150 mV positive shift in 

half-wave potential (E1/2) as compared to CoSe2 supported on carbon and carbon nanohorn 

in alkaline condition. This suggests that the intrinsic activity as well as the active reaction 

centre density of CoSe2 is modified by NCNH. More interestingly, CoSe2/NCNH shows a 

better E1/2 compared to Pt/C even though its intrinsic activity is much higher as expected. 

The onset potential of CoSe2/NCNH is shifted to more positive, which indicates that the 

intrinsic activity of NCNH towards ORR has improved after dispersing CoSe2 on it. An air 

breathing direct methanol micro-laminar flow fuel cell (μLFFCs) could be constructed 

using CoSe2/NCNH as a methanol tolerant cathode catalyst. A maximum power density of 

10.05 mW cm
-2

 and a maximum current density 124.20 mA cm
-2

 are achieved with 

CoSe2/NCNH compared to the catalysts like CoSe2/CNH, CoSe2/C and Pt/C with 5 M 
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methanol as the fuel. The improved activity of CoSe2/NCNH is attributed to the peculiar 

morphology and nitrogen doping of carbon nanohorn.  

Nitrogen and iron co-doped carbon nanohorn for ORR  

Even though the high surface area carbon nanohorn improves ARCD as well as the 

intrinsic activity as compared to NGE, the overall ORR activity of these materials still lags 

behind Pt/C. In order to further boost the activity of NCNH, iron moieties were introduced 

to NCNH.  A simple surface modification of single-walled carbon nanohorn was carried 

out by simultaneous doping with Fe and N at 900 
o
C (FeNCNH-900). The ratio of the 

mixture of SWCNH:melamine:iron salt was used as 1:3:0.1 for the annealing purpose. In 

this particular ratio, the morphology of SWCNH is remaining intact. Interestingly, 

FeNCNH-900 has an ORR activity superior to that of 40 wt.% Pt on carbon (Pt/C) in 

alkaline condition. Compared to Pt/C, FeNCNH-900 gives a 30 mV improvement in the 

onset potential and a 20 mV gain in the half-wave potential for ORR. This indicates that 

both the intrinsic activity as well as ARSD get improved in the system to meet the activity 

characteristics of Pt/C.  Its high activity is the result of the simultaneous modulation 

achieved by the high surface area and the microporosity of carbon nanohorn, together with 

the establishment of the desired nitrogen-iron coordinated pyrrolic active centres. The 

catalyst shows excellent electrochemical stability and, most notably, its ORR activity is 

found to be still increasing after the 1000 potential cycles given in alkaline condition. 

Single-cell fuel cell performance using FeNCNH-900 as the cathode catalyst shows a 

maximum power density of 35 mW cm
-2

 under alkaline conditions. Even though, 

FeNCNH-900 shows excellent activity towards ORR in alkaline condition, the ORR 

activity of this material in acidic environment is quite poor. This further demonstrates the 

importance in attaining more active centres for ORR with less sensitivity to the pH of the 

medium. As a way to improve the characteristics of the active centres for attaining 

enhanced activity at lower pH, the melamine as well as iron salt loadings were increased 

compared to the previous case (SWCNH:melamine:iron salt ratio is maintained as 1:10:2.5 

in the present case). After high temperature annealing of the reaction mixture with this 

particular ratio, interestingly, a graphene nanotube like morphology has been derived from 

single walled nanohorn, which comprises thin layers of graphene sheets with encapsulated 

iron oxide nanoparticles (FeGNT).  FeGNT shows a surface area of 750 m
2
 g

-1
, which is 

the highest ever reported among the metal encapsulated nanotubes. Moreover, the 
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graphene protected iron oxide nanoparticles assist the system to attain efficient distribution 

of Fe-Nx and quaternary nitrogen based active reaction centres, which provide better 

activity and electrochemical stability towards ORR in acidic as well as alkaline conditions. 

Single cell performance of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell by using FeGNT as the 

cathode catalyst delivered a maximum power density of 200 mW cm
-2

 with Nafion as the 

proton exchange membrane at 60 
o
C.   

 Overall, the thesis shows a road map for the development of a non-precious 

electrocatalyst as a replacement for the current state-of-the-art Pt catalysts by simple and 

scalable approaches. The journey starts from the nitrogen doped graphene based system 

and ends at the Fe-Nx doped graphene nanotube. During the course of the journey, a 

systematic approach has been taken to tune the active reaction centre density by modifying 

the factors such as the morphology of the substrate, mode of heteroatom doping, 

coordination of the nitrogen atoms and iron moieties, surface area, electrical conductivity 

etc. The Fe-Nx doped graphene nanotube shows superior activity towards ORR in both 

acidic and alkaline conditions and this advantage of the system to function effectively 

under the acidic conditions could be validated through single cell analysis using Nafion as 

the proton exchange membrane.  The present research activities and the obtained 

performance during the single cell analysis based on FeGNT as the cathode, offer a 

scalable and commercially viable process and a system to eventually fulfil the dream of 

running PEMFCs which contain noble metal-free electrodes. 

 

Figure 5.1: (a) Position of India in the world map for non-precious catalyst development 

and (b) current status of CSIR-NCL‟s research activities towards the development of non-

precious electrocatalysts in comparison with the current global standards. 
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5.2 Future prospects 

The thesis is devoted to the development of non-precious electrocatalysts for 

PEMFC. In order to fulfil the dream of “Pt-free” fuel cell, it is necessary to work also on 

the anode materials which can enhance the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) and alcohol 

oxidation reaction (AOR). Even though handful reports are available for the development 

of ORR catalysts, the reports on the development of cost-effective HOR/AOR catalysts are 

very limited. This indicates the challenge involved in the development of such materials. 

Surface modified graphene and carbon nanohorn supported with RuO2, Mo and Ni alloys 

etc will work as better catalysts for HOR/AOR. Since the surface area of nitrogen doped 

nanohorn is very high without compromising its electrical conductivity, dispersion of the 

abovementioned catalytic centres will be relatively high with size less than 5 nm. 

Apart from fuel cell, the materials used in the study for ORR can also be applied in 

energy storage devices such as Li-air batteries and Zn-air batteries, where the cathode 

reaction is the reduction of oxygen molecule present in air. Also, NCNH and NGE can act 

as support materials for SnO2 for storing Li ions, which in turn can act as anode materials 

for Li-ion batteries. Since most of the materials described in this thesis have high surface 

area and good conductivity, these materials can also find applications in ultracapacitors. 

NCNH and FeGNT also help to produce hydrogen through photocatalytic water 

splitting. Also, dispersion of metal oxides on these materials can assist water oxidation 

reactions. Since water oxidation and hydrogen evolution are very important for 

photosynthesis, utilization of such materials will help to develop a device for 

accomplishing artificial photosynthesis. CoSe2/NCNH will also help for hydrogen 

evolution as well as oxygen evolution reactions, which in turn can help to construct an 

electrolyser for water splitting and fuel production. 

In a material point of view, the materials described in this thesis can find 

applications in fuel production, fuel storage, electrolysers and also in energy 

storage/conversion devices, which include supercapacitors, batteries,  dye sensitised solar 

cells, fuel cells etc. 
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